
one who is already ponying up the only money to do this You

know they spent lot of money with the USGS jointly doing

it But if the USGS doesnt have funding they wont do the

monitoring and Eureka County would then be saddled with these

monitoring costs

The other thing that we would really like to see

and again the question was brought up earlier well what

can you do to maybe help refine this Well like big

pumping tests long ones with lots of data And it seems to

10 me that think in Coyote Springs the State Engineer in an

11 order told the applicant to run massive pumping test for

12 percentage of the amount of water that was being applied for

13 for several years and collect all kinds of data and then

14 collect and then compare those observed data with the model

15 predictions to see if your model is any good mean thats

16 the real test of the model will be how well will it predict

17 what happens in the well field

18 My intuition tells me that if they turn on all

19 ten of these wells and pump 7000 gallons minute its going

20 to be patently obvious pretty quick whether the well field is

21 going to sustain it or not You know if you were -- And you

22 flip the switch and Youre pumping all of this water why not

23 be collecting the data analyzing as it goes on be prepared

24 at some point maybe 90 days to do down the road to do real

25 comprehensive analysis And then after you have this first
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year of data Mr Smith called it an audit Im not sure

like think Id like something little more perhaps more

detailed than an audit But compare the observed with

simulated and see just how good the model truly may be

There is again as mentioned earlier because

there are areas of the model for which are little data which

in my mind translates to fair amount of uncertainty

really would like and my client would like to see an

iron clad program to mitigate these

10 But one of the things that we thought about is

11 that certain mitigation measures might be subject to N7EPA or

12 certainly subject to the regulation of this office Say for

13 example you capture flow to stream and that stream has

14 water right on it decreed water right whats your

15 options Maybe put in well Yeah you can put in well

16 up at 7000 feet in the mountains and pump water in to that

17 stream Not in the wintertime probably not But that would

18 require water right And the mine doesnt currently hold

19 to my knowledge water rights in Pine Valley So the State

20 Engineer would have to regulate that

21 The other thing of it is that maybe mitigation

22 might be big enough that it might actually trigger NEPA an

23 AS at the very least and maybe an amendment to the ElS

24 dont know But those are some things that mitigation may

25 not be that easy to achieve Im sure that the mitigation
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that the mine does not want to see is the State Engineers

office telling them to hit the off button on the curtail

pumping in the well field dont think that that is

something that the mine would like to see But that

certainly is an option that as understand it the State

Engineer has in this situation

Basically another recorimnendation in this regard

is it might be worth testing mitigation strategies If your

strategy is to pump water at some location to mitigate

10 drawdown test that with your model And at the very end of

11 that perhaps the mine might consider adopting Eureka Countys

12 plan

13 Now know Mr Katzer spent an awful lot of time

14 looking over the springs the head water of these springs to

15 try and get an indication better understanding of the

16 hydrogeology Its complex Its gorgeous country up there

17 but the geology is really complex And these streams are

18 pretty complicated They gain in places They Water

19 comes out They flow They disappear They show back up

20 You heard other witnesses talk about that You heard

21 Mr Katzer say how complicated they are where one day

22 therell be flow in weir but the stream will be dry and the

23 next time you visit it theres no measurement in the weir and

24 theres water in the flow So these are not irrigation you

25 know concretelined irrigation ditches You know its
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pretty complicated

But -- And appreciate the fact that one of the

things thats really nice about our field is that were

allowed to wave our arms lot Were allowed to come up

with conceptual models that try and explain these phenomenon

that we see And g-uarantee you that think last time

was here did say gaggle of hycirogeologists locked in

room ten of them there would probably be five different

opinions

10 But Mr Katzer has premise you know he

11 surmised that the mines pumping wont affect the flow and

12 then he came up with conceptual model of it beinq so

13 compartmentalized that theres no regional component to these

14 stream flows and then came up with conclusion

15 think that it may be you know its not that

16 cut and dry That theres still dont believe is enough

17 evidence to understand the connection between the groundwater

18 at the head waters and the flow in the streams So again

19 another trigger you know if we dont know whats going to

20 happen lets monitor it to death

21 We talked about this section Lets skip that

22 slide And guess thats the end

23 MS PETERSON think this would be good break

24 for the evening

25 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Did you have additional
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questions

MS PETERSON probably do but Im thinking

that maybe based on the testimony might be able to cut them

down So Id like -- think it would be good time for the

break

MS JOSEPHTAYLOR We have another five minutes

until the doors all start locking

HEARING OFFICER WILSON Lets be off the record

Can go back on real quick 830 tomorrow We will

10 continue with Mr Bugenig Well be off the record

11 Hearing concluded at 515 p.m

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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Also it could be an issue with flow coming in and

out of the model called model boundaries This is constant

head type of boundary or general head type of boundary with

change in five feet that would change its not large

amount but its enough to make difference in the flow

occurring across those boundaries and therefore water in to

that valley

And Ill come back to this one So Id like to

discuss Henderson and Vinini Creeks Both of these creeks

10 are located up in Garden Valley which is the subbasin of

11 Pine Valley which is just north of Kobeh

12 And this following slide will give you an example

13 of that So this area Im going to here as defined by the

14 dark black lines is the boundary line between valleys So

15 this valley here is Garden

16 And just -- Im sorry Youre on Figure in

17 your power point presentation is that correct as depicted

18 on the slide up there

19 Figure -- No Its listed as figure -- Oh

20 Figure page six

21 Thank you

22 Okay So to the west -- mean to the east in

23 this area that Im pointing to is Diamond Valley To the

24 south is Kobeh Valley Thats southwest of Garden Across

25 that black line is Kobeh Valley Right in this area you can
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see it says Mount Hope Thats mountain right there So

thats where the pit is going to be in the future

And what this is is an example of cumulative

drawdown that will occur as predicted by the model in the

year 2055 So that is with maximum amount of mining

drawdown would be predicted After that mining pumping

drops off

And youre pointing to the area in the slide that

has all the colors the purple colors and the green colors

10 is that correct

11 Yes The purple contour lines represent drawdown

12 predicted by the model Under the cumulative pumping

13 scenario and every time use the word cumulative that means

14 everybody in the valley who is going to be pumping

15 groundwater thats Diamond the mine thats Bobcat Ranch

16 theres few smaller other ranches So theyre all pumping

17 away in this scenario this would be hundred years or Im

18 sorry In 1955 was the beginning of the model and then in

19 hundred years in the year 2055 is when mining pumping stops

20 So this is the year 2055 These drawdown lines here

21 represent the depth average drawdown So theyre not This

22 doesnt represent layer one or layer two but the entire

23 model

24 The very first contour line it says 35 feet

25 Thats in the very southern part of Garden Valley And then
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theres five-feet contour drop per line as you go north

So thats 35 30 25 feet as Im moving north 30 feet 25

20 and the last one is five-foot contour line which is

about halfway up the valley

The green in here represents evapotranspiration

as its simulated in the model for layer one So the purpose

of this slide is to show you the drawdown that will occur as

result of cumulative pumping in the model

So for Henderson and Vinini Creeks the impacts to

10 Henderson Creek are shown by that depth average drawdown in

11 that particular call it HSU which just means the model

12 area Maximum drawdown in the south is 35 feet

13 The next slide Ill show you

14 And right now youre on slide four is that

15 correct

16 Yes this is slide four

17 So the next slide Im going to show you

18 represents Diamond Valley and Bobcat and some of the smaller

19 entities pumping but not the mine Let me move ahead to that

20 first So this is the same base map showing Garden Subbasin

21 Figure

22 This is Figure

23 Thank you

24 And it is page number ten So this is the same

25 Garden Subbasin has the same depth average drawdown this time
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predicted in green contour lines And the first contour line

in the very southern part of Garden Subbasin is 25 feet And

then it drops down by five-foot contours to five-foot contour

line which is little less than halfway up the valley

In this area Id like to point out also

And where are you pointing

In the southwest part of the basin

Pine Valley

Of Garden Subbasin of Pine Valley This is where

10 Im pointing here is in the very southwest corner near

11 contour number two on think it is Henderson Creek You can

12 see the indentation showing the creek bed that Im pointing

13 to the top side is the north fork of the Henderson Creek and

14 thats between contour 20 and 15

15 The south fork of Henderson Creek drops off to

16 the south relative to the north fork following the contour of

17 the 20-foot drawdown So this is Henderson Creek confluence

18 of which is about several miles west of the first ET cell

19 shown in the southern part of this valley

20 And as they move together here and theyve moved

21 up in to crossing the highway believe its 267 268 thats

22 where it is just few miles up the confluence line The

23 reason Im pointing that out is theres two locations where

24 observation wells were placed in the model And this was

25 done by the applicant So theyre not real wells Theyre
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just points in space that are placed there to see what the

drawdown is over time in specific location

So the first hydrograph is placed on the north

fork of Henderson Creek which is between contour line 25 and

20 in the southwest part of the valley

And the second observation this is the model

Its not real well Its just simulated well Was

placed in the area kind of in the center of this

evapotranspiration area here where Im pointing It

10 transects line 15 contour line and also Highway 267

11 Im going to go back to that hydrograph now

12 And Im sorry The road is actually 278 is that

13 correct

14 Oh thats right yes 278

15 And that was the hydrograph that you were on for

16 slide number ten Im sorry Not the hydrograph but the

17 scenario that you were showing as depicted on the top of the

18 slide average drawdown in Garden Valley from Diamond Valley

19 pumping only Sorry Slide ten

20 Thats correct meant to make that clearer

21 Yes Because said it before Diamond Valley Bobcat and

22 then couple of smaller pumps but not the mine The mine

23 is out of it

24 So the drawdown you see here in this figure is

25 from everybody pumping except the mine at year 2055 and its
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the depth average once again Its not the same thing as

looking at specific location in specific layer of the

model

So now Ill go back to the hydrographs that was

referring to where the observation wells were located From

there other hydrographs were generated which show as

drawdown over tine which is predicted by the model

First hydrograph was located on the north fork of

the Henderson Creek area which is referred to here as

10 drawdown over tine continues until about 300 years at the

11 north Henderson Creek target location And the target is

12 term that they use for well thats used to depict what the

13 model is doing showing drawdown over time

14 MR DE LIPKAU Excuse me for interrupting How

15 many years did you say

16 THE WITNESS Until approximately 200 300

17 years

18 MR DE LIPKAU Okay Thank you Sorry

19 THE WITNESS Thats probably actually an over

20 estimate If you look at the slide you can see that the

21 axis is time and years and this is cant even read it

22 Yeah It drops off It actually ends at 220 years in the

23 scenario That 300 is an over estimate

24 So time is going on the axis from zero to 220

25 years and then on the axis is drawdown And thats axis
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drawdown going from zero to 25 feet So over period of

220 years the drawdown at that specific location on the

north fork of Henderson Creek maximizes out at about 25 feet

in this location

The next hydrograph Im showing which is going

to be page eight Figure is for the area that showed

earlier in the Garden Subbasin where it crossed the highway

And its farther to the north so the drawdown is less And

Id like to remember to point out that for both of these

10 hydrographs these are taken from layer one of the model So

11 theyre not depth average Theyre going to be different

12 than what the depth average value is Theyre going to be

13 greater because theyre from different location in the

14 model than layer one

15 The axis is the same 220 years Thats how

16 long the simulation in the model was And then cirawdown in

17 this case maximizes out at about ten feet So the point of

18 showing these hydrographs is to point out that over time the

19 model predicts drawdown in the area of this creek

20 Okay This figure is on page nine and it doesnt

21 have number do need to make correction on this The

22 axis values are incorrect Theyve been corrected But

23 basically these volumes are off about an order of magnitude

24 but the trend is the same And the purpose of the figure

25 is -- remains the same which is to show that flux between
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Garden Valley and Kobeh Valley which is located to the south

of Garden Valley changes over time And on this hydrograph

you can see this is actually not -- this is showing flux

over time as opposed to drawdown over time And then the

axis is time and years Again 220 years approximately was

the how long the simulation in the model took And these

are all simulations that the applicant made So Im taking

the output from their model

And what this shows is that theres decrease of

10 flow from Garden to Kobeh Valley and it begins right about

11 when mining begins mining pumping And this is cumulative

12 pumping scenario that discussed before So everybody is

13 pumping in the mine to generate this figure So in about

14 year 56 is equivalent to year 2011 when mining pumping

15 begins As you can see theres quite an abrupt change

16 decrease in flow from Garden to Kobeh That continues until

17 you reach year 100 and thats 100 years in to the mine

18 simulation model simulation So your zero is equivalent to

19 the year 1955 add hundred years to the year 2055 and

20 thats when mine ceases for all intents and purposes

21 And you can see theres very abrupt change in

22 this flux And now flux is increasing flow from Garden in to

23 Kobeh Valley in very abrupt manner

24 So the purpose of showing this is that when

25 mining starts the flow changes When mining stops the flow
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changes So youre seeing direct inpact to groundwater in

Garden Valley where the creeks are located from mining

pumping

Weve already looked at this Okay This is

new subject and this is for Figure that would be on page

11 And what Im discussing here is flooded cells in the

model And in this particular time period its called the

steady state And that was done This is all output from

the applicants model So this would be for the year 1955 in

10 steady state everything is in balance in the model so

11 theres no change in time

12 And what these little red cells represent that

13 you see in this figure here located in Diamond Valley up in

14 Pine this is that Garden Subbasin area that was talking

15 about Here is Kobeh Valley Antelope was jump because

16 there wasnt any flooded cells down in that area

17 So according to this output there is

18 approximately 127 cells that are called flooded And this is

19 the terminology that the model software uses And what

20 happens is you can pick and select data option for the model

21 to generate flooded cell report And what it will do is

22 tell you specifically what row and column inside the grid

23 which is the model in the blue area is considered flooded so

24 that the user can then correct that situation And this is

25 an option that the modeler has -- the person who made the
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model decided to put in there to assist users in locating the

cells so that they can be rectified

Now Ive characterized that as has the person

who generated the model processor as flooded cell or water

that is above land surface And Interf low Dwight in his

testimony said that that was an incorrect characterization

and it should be referred to as confined cell And theres

two types of situations or conditions in an aquifer an

unconfined or confined Confined cell is one thats under

10 pressure And so hes saying that you know this doesnt

11 mean that water is sitting on top of land surface It means

12 that basically the pressure is just building up in that layer

13 one

14 And what Id like to point out is that in order

15 for pressure to build up in layer like that there needs to

16 be confined bed of lithology of some very tight

17 permeability that would cause water to build up underneath

18 it And it would have to be so tight that the water would

19 not be able to move up through it very unusual situation

20 for shallow aquifer And would like to point out that

21 there is no such layers in this model to generate confined

22 condition

23 So think calling it flooded cell is more

24 appropriate And by doing that and calculating the volume of

25 water above land surface you come up with very high number
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In this case calculated it for 127 cells and 77000

acre-feet of water which as you can imagine is great deal

of water

Comparing that to the perennial yield of Kobeh

Valley which is estimated believe at 16000 acre-feet

were looking at quite bit more water than that

So the point is that this needs to be fixed

think that it came know that it came up in the first

hearing and the flooded cells were mostly fixed by Interflow

10 They agreed that they needed to be fixed and so they changed

11 the conduct believe the main changes to the model were

12 conductivity and recharge to make the flooded cells go away

13 make the water go back in to the model and be part of the

14 water balance So that there was point where there was an

15 issue with flooded cells And noted that in my review of

16 the model of October of 09 and that was in my memorandum of

17 December of 09 So was surprised to see them here again

18 But theyre back and the point is that they need to be

19 improved on

20 So here is discussion on the -- how springs are

21 being simulated in the model And this was another issue

22 that was brought up originally in the first hearing

23 And youre on slide 12 Excuse me

24 Yes this is slide 12 In the first hearing the

25 springs were all simulated so that would be the first model
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that was reviewed the springs were simulated by using

constant head well an injection well And that well was set

at constant flow rate to simulate the spring and we

objected to the fact that flow rate couldnt change over

time It was set at one number and stayed that way So

that we felt it overestimated the amount of water being

contributed by springs And think that they agreed with

that

And to deal with it they changed five of the

10 springs to drains and that was using what they call drain

11 return function And this was the springs think were

12 listed earlier But they were Shipley Thompson Bartine

13 Ranch an unnamed spring in Kobeh and Tonkin are the five

14 springs that were simulated using drain

15 And this is an improvement because in the drain

16 function you can have the head or the groundwater pressure

17 value change over time so that if that spring is going up you

18 can simulate that over time as opposed to before when well

19 with constant value you werent able to do that So this

20 was an improvement on the model and they did that in five

21 different locations

22 So took look at that And there was few

23 issues there one of which is that the drains and depth of

24 the model as item number one do not use the return function

25 that is in the model placed there for the purpose of taking
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the flow that is estimated by the chain which is set at

depths assuming the spring comes from some depth and allows

you to tell -- the model allows you to put it in the cell

that you want to and generally would be put on top of where

your drain is located on the layer one

But this wasnt used and Im not sure why that

was There wasnt an explanation Instead what they did is

they took well but this time the well you could specify

the flux being you could before but there just wasnt and

10 they took the flux that was estimated from the chain at

11 depth assigned it to the well at layer one to simulate that

12 flow basically just taking what was simulated at you know

13 layer three moving it up to the land surface and letting it

14 flow And this seemed to me to be reasonable approach

15 My question though is that there seemed to be

16 situation in most of the scenarios where the chain flux is

17 occurring in the model but then it also is occurring at layer

18 one And that seemed like it was simulating the flux twice

19 so sort of doubledipping in terms of how much water is being

20 put in to the model Perhaps thats misunderstanding on my

21 part on how its functioning But have to question about

22 that It seemed to be possible that they were overestimating

23 there

24 Some instances where the model predicts no chain

25 flux but well flux still occurs that is really only one
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instance where found that to be the case And that is in

Shipley Spring in layer four And this depends on the time

that you select And at this particular time there was no

flux coming out of the drain yet There was well that was

assigned to the top layer of where flow was occurring So

had question about that

So basically the two main points is that

possibility of overpredicting the spring flow and then why

the return function wasnt used and instead the wells were

10 used Because it kind of opens up just possibility for

11 error because youre not going directly with how the model

12 suggests you do it You have to go an extra step for this to

13 occur

14 And one way to deal with that would be to provide

15 that data in tables that show the flux coming out of the

16 drains and the flux coming out of the wells so you could

17 compare them and see that they are the same didnt see

18 that information

19 okay This is the hydraulic flow barrier or

20 horizontal flow barrier either way think its cross

21 Well move along to the slide that Im referring

22 to This is Figure page 14 And what this figure here is

23 base map Nope That shows the Garden Valley Subbasin

24 that we talked about before in the very north Its part

25 of Pine Valley entire area which takes up the upper half of
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the slide and its in the northern most part of the flow

system again to the right or to the east of Diamond Valley

and to the south is Kobeh

And the applicant has over time made various

comments that theres impermeable flow harriers located in

these mountains that would make it very difficult for any

impacts to occur on the other side of those flow barriers

from mining on the south side of those barriers So we

thought all right Well lets take look at it and well

10 test the hypothesis So we put in flow barrier which is

11 this thick red line that runs pretty much along the boundary

12 divide between Garden/Pine Basin and Kobeh Valley and the

13 mine pumping to the south of the barrier And this was

14 very high should say low tight permeability barrier at

15 about ten to the minus eight

16 And this was the boundary that the applicant put

17 in the model

18 No This is something that we chose to do

19 ourselves to test the idea of how tight would this have to be

20 to prevent any kind of impacts north of the barrier from

21 pumping south of the barrier So we ran the simulation with

22 this barrier in place and indeed flow continued to occur

23 between these two valleys So the result of our simulation

24 indicates that youd have to have extremely tight sediments

25 and faulting in here to prevent any flow occurring between
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these two valleys depending of course on how well the model

is simulating this interconnection here So thats

conclusion of the test

Now to page 15 compiling use of large total head

change And this is also something that weve talked about

in the past with this model The total head change the

first item was total head change is 1962 feet over the

regional model So say head change mean groundwater

surface elevation change across the model So that would

10 mean anywhere assume from Pine Valley to Diamond Kobeh

11 to Antelope Its not specifically stated where the

12 locations are where the value is taken that gives you this

13 number

14 In the previous hearing believe the number was

15 different It was think it was 1736 So its

16 increased Its not clear exactly why But this is used as

17 part of various methods to calibrate the model So what you

18 do with this is you take your residual error which is the

19 comparison of the observed well field well head value in

20 given location in well within the model area and then the

21 predicted head value at that same location which is

22 predicted by the model and if the models worked perfectly

23 those two numbers are going to be exactly the same But it

24 never works perfectly so you have an error and they call that

25 the residual error So when say error thats what Im
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talking about

So you want to be able to characterize the error

how bad is it or how good is it how good is your simulation

So one of the ways to do that is take your square error and

divide that by the total head gate in this case 1962 And

if that number is less than ten percent then its considered

acceptable At least thats how it was considered in this

report

What Im pointing at here is that value of 1962

10 basically is saying you could have head error of 196 feet

11 and it would still be considered an acceptable simulation

12 which the model would be accepted as correctly simulating the

13 valley and various valleys

14 And my contention is thats an awfully big error

15 and its not just cry contention people who have people

16 who are authors of the software we are using have agreed that

17 that seems to be extremely high to the head change So we

18 contend that its not an acceptable practice which is

19 different than the applicant who feels that it is and that

20 its misleading in evaluating the significance of the

21 residual error that talked about

22 The next point is sensitivity analysis And

23 this is another practice that is done to evaluate how good

24 your model is how well it is predicting what you want it to

25 do So you test the various parameters that make up your
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model which would be things like what listed here

hydraulic conductivity storage precipitation which becomes

recharge in the model evapotranspiration anything in the

model that you can test And what you do is you take that

number and you vary it You rim the model and you see how it

affects the predictions

And our contention is that they did do this

Its just we feel they did it perhaps the numbers arent

sufficient to really test it rigorously They changed the

10 number by 50 percent less and then increasing it by 50

11 percent And would argue that particularly for parameter

12 like hydraulic conductivity which can vary several orders of

13 magnitude for any given type of lithology thats not enough

14 of test would say they need to do several orders of

15 magnitude changes in that number run the model and see what

16 they get So rather than just argue it we decided to run

17 simulation testing that idea and thats why go back to that

18 very first slide to show the results

19 So what we did is changed the hydraulic

20 conductivity by one order of magnitude in Kobeh Valley And

21 so this area that Im pointing to now --

22 Slide three

23 Slide three

24 Thank you

25 Which would be page three This is direct
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model output figure thats generated by the model And its

showing the five foot cirawdown line and this is for the

cumulative pumping scenario for year 2055 which is the

simulation that had been using for lot of the tests that

Ive been doing

So what we did is we changed the conductivity in

Kobeh Valley from one order of magnitude in two of the

different lithologic types and we considered that an

acceptable thing to do since this is under alluvium in the

10 valley floor area which can change orders of magnitude So

11 its realistic thing

12 What happened as result of that is you then nm

13 the model and we see what kind of drawdown you get And what

14 we got here is change in the depiction of the five-foot

15 contour line prior to the simulation this five that Im

16 pointing to was three miles total west in the very far

17 western ET cell simulating the Bartine Ranch area

18 Excuse me Thats to the left of the big

19 rectangular red section right to the left of that five is

20 that correct

21 Thats correct So this predicted about

22 three-mile shift in the drawdown in the Bartine Ranch ET

23 area So as result that shift would change the ET that was

24 being predicted in that area so it shows that there is an

25 impact as result of changing the conductivity and order of
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magnitude so it is sensitive to the conductivity So thats

just an example is if you had done some of those runs what

kinds of results you might see Now Ive got to go all the

way to the end Okay

Next is ET simulations page 17 So its

checking the ET output in the model part of the review of

it And looked at the ET in Kobeh Valley And when you

compare the total output its ecpivalent approximately to

what is estimated to be the appropriate 16000 acre-feet

10 is the estimated amount and that is indeed what the model is

11 predicting if you looked at the ET as whole But if you

12 break it down and look in the two different zones and those

13 two zones were shown by the two different green colors if

14 you remember those on the slide just showed you those are

15 two different ET zones meaning one will have different ET

16 rate and the different extinction depth One has think

17 its called zone six Im not totally sure about that But

18 its ten-foot extinction depth and that second zone has

19 40-foot extinction depth So the two different types of ET

20 which is related to the type of phreatophyte thats found on

21 the ground there

22 So in the area that showed the ten-foot

23 extinction depth on almost all cases there was no ET coming

24 from the model which does not match with what is observed on

25 the ground where there are phreatophytes in those areas and
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ET occurring So there seemed to be discrepancy between

the model and whats found on the ground in that location

This photograph here is depiction of the FT in

Kobeh Valley over time And this is taken directly from

output from the model

And its slide 18

Page 18 Figure

Thank you

The axis shows you time elapsed time from zero

10 to approximately it goes all the way to 600 on that axis

11 And then on the axis is the FT in acres evapotranspiration

12 in acre-feet per year going from zero to total of 18000 on

13 the axis And the blue line here is graph that depicts

14 FT occurring in Kobeh Valley over that time that time that

15 was simulated So this is another output from their model

16 that shows you FT occurring in Kobeh

17 This similar-shaped graph to what we saw with the

18 Garden Subbasin interf low with Kobeh Valley at around year 56

19 or so when pumping really started up mining pumping we see

20 drop clear drop in FT rate from approximately 16000 to

21 it looks like about 11000 on the graph here And this is

22 occurring over time period of hundred years which is the

23 same as what we saw in the graph depicting depicting Kobeh

24 valley interbasin flow

25 So this at the time equals zero and that is the
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year 1955 which is the first year of the model And then

hundred years in to it thats year 2055 which is when the

mining the large amounts of mining stop So as you can see

theres another abnpt shift in the graph We see an

increase in ET occurring pumping stopped and ET rebounds

It rebounds and stays at about the level of around 13000

acre-feet for the remainder of the simulation

So the purpose of this slide is just to depict

that mining indeed does influence ET in Kobeh Valley and the

10 amounts that it does

11 The reason that it doesnt rebound all the way

12 believe Dwight felt it was due to the Bobcat pumping The

13 rebound of the graph Dwight submitted in his testimony

14 stated think its correct that he thought it was due to

15 pumping at the Bobcat Ranch and which seems like reasonable

16 conclusion And also maybe somewhat of fact that ET has

17 decreased permanently due to pumping in some locations even

18 though thats conjecture on my part and would speak to

19 Steve Walker about that

20 Heres the evapotranspiration table which is

21 really impossible to read But if you look at it in the

22 report on page 19 in the power point presentation And the

23 purpose of this is just to show you the numbers the actual

24 numbers in Kobeh Valley that support the fact that theres no

25 ET occurring in some cells So here is row and column
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reference to specific location in the model So weve got

zig-zag to this peculiar-shaped piece of property that lies

over this location in row 104 column 24 and then theres the

Bartine properties and this is the row and columns where they

are located 117 is the row and it varies from 34 to 38 for

the number of the columns where were looking at the Bartine

property

And as you go over to the very third to the right

column what this shows you is land surface and then ten feet

10 below land surface So this is the extinction depth interval

11 for ET in these locations So what that means is your land

12 surface or your groundwater surface elevation excuse me has

13 to lie within these two numbers in order for ET to occur

14 So if you look go back and you look at head at

15 layer one in year 2055 and compare each one of these numbers

16 to the depth interval youll see that theyre all below the

17 extinction depth

18 As result in the next column youll see the

19 model and this is just summary of what the model is saying

20 for each of those locations No ET is occurring in those

21 locations because of that and thats the purpose of this

22 table here to provide the information of why thats the case

23 And that is the conclusion

24 MS PETERSON dont have any further

25 questions
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HEARING OFFICER WILSON Cross-examination

CROSS-EXAMINATION

By Mr de Lipkau

Ms Oberholtzer are you experienced in well

drilling

Well Ive sat on lot of wells

Whats your degree in again please

Groundwater hydrology from the University of

Arizona have Masters of science degree

10 Have you ever worked in the field of hydrology

11 other than as modeler

12 Yes

13 Your job is not to kill the project is it

14 Mo sir

15 In your opinion what are the generally acceptable

16 means of proving the effect of pumping on distant source

17 Would you say that again

18 Is numerical model the only means of proving

19 the effect of pumping upon distant source

20 Mo

21 All right You heard the testimony of

22 Mr Katzer correct

23 did

24 Have you ever utilized that method

25 Well that method are you referring to
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analytical method

Yes

Yes

Well refer to that as the Katzer method Thats

acceptable isnt it

Yes

How about the Theis method

Well Theis is an analytical method Analytical

method on the heading underneath one of the methods is

10 Theis

11 So we can have the analytical method which

12 encompasses Theis right

13 Yeah

14 And you were here at the 2008 hearing where Tom

15 Buqo now deceased presented his case were you not

16 Im not sure heard Toms testimony

17 All right Did you hear the testimony Tuesday of

18 Mr Childress

19 Yes

20 All right Do you know whether or not if that is

21 basically an extension of that portion of the report of

22 report given by Mr Buqo

23 Is what an extension

24 The testimony of Mr Childress

25 dont know because didnt hear Tom Buqos
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testimony

So the question then is is the method utilized by

Mr Chilciress acceptable in your profession

Are you referring to the Theis method

No Im referring to the testimony and exhibits

presented Tuesday by Mr Childress

Im not sure what method youre talking about

Well you tell me what method then was presented

by Mr Childress

10 dont recall him showing any specific

11 analytical simulation predicting drawdown and showing his

12 calculations or anything like that

13 Do you know what he testified to You were here

14 Yes was here

15 How about AQTE501v have you ever heard of that

16 method

17 have Well its not method Its just

18 computer model that uses various methods

19 All right And youve also heard of numerical

20 modeling of course

21 Yes

22 What other means are you aware of that can be

23 utilized to determine the effect of pumping on distant or

24 nearby source

25 Well between analytical methods or numerical
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methods in terms of using some sort of arithmetic calculation

those would be the two approaches Theres different kinds

of analytical methods You can use Theis You can use

Thiem Th ie--m Theres numerous theres various

analytical methods that are used under heading think what

youre probably getting at is water balance approach where

you look at the overall system and make some would say

qualitative opinions on whether you would expect drawdown

That was known geology

10 Okay

11 Is that an accepted method

12 think its accepted to get general sort of

13 conceptual idea of what could happen not dont think

14 its going to give you specific numbers

15 Isnt numerical model just one of several means

16 of predicting the effect of pumping upon the source

17 Yeah think we just already said that

18 Do you agree that the applicant used more than

19 the numerical model to prove its point

20 No not to me

21 All right Suppose the numerical model had not

22 been presented in this case before this hearing board --

23 Nhhuh

24 -- do you believe that the testimony of

25 Mr Katzer standing alone would prove the point
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No

What are we trying to prove do you know

Yes think know

What

We want to say what would be the impacts as

result of pumping from the mine

Well thats partly true Any other elements

youre aware of

Rather than me guessing guess you could just

10 tell me

11 You wrote You signed letter dated May 28th

12 2010 to the Eureka County board of county commissioners

13 Thats Exhibit 402 Did you not

14 Im not sure which one Could you be more

15 specific on that

16 Your attorney will be giving you copy

17 But is that the report that just wrote

18 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Just wait Ms Peterson

19 will get you the exhibit

20 THE WIIIJESS Okay

21 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Do you have an exhibit

22 number on that

23 MS PETERSON 402

24 THE WITNESS This one

25 MS PETERSON No its right here
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THE WITNESS Okay Oh yeah Uh-huh Yes

MR DE LIPKAU Could you quickly review that

document please

MS PETERSON If you dont mind thats my copy

my working copy that was probably marked up and so Im going

to give clean copy My co-counsel or my --

MS JOSEPH-TAYLOR Friend

MS PETERSON My colleague here has given me

clean copy of that so think it would be better

10 HEARING OFFICER WILSON That will be fine

11 THE WITNESS Okay

12 By Mr de Lipkau Did you and Mr Bugenig

13 prepare that report

14 Yes

15 By the way how many days have you spent in the

16 Kobeh Valley or Diamond Valley areas field work

17 investigation

18 Oh have not done any field work there We had

19 field visit and that was one day and one overnight so two

20 So it would be visit not field work

21 Right

22 This memorandum if can briefly summarize it

23 does not state that the numerical model Exhibit 39 is

24 fatally defective

25 dont think it does
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All right Would you please read the last

sentence on the first page

As with the underground water flow model there

is degree of uncertainty that is inherent in the

simplification of the complex natural system in order to

analyze it by numerical methods

Thats fine So the computers are not like

adding machines where theyre perfect

No

10 Theyre simply another predictive tool

11 Yes

12 How many runs of the model if any did you make

13 This time around

14 Yes

15 Maybe about 20

16 20 Did you prepare your own model

17 No

18 Why did the springs dry up in Diamond Valley

19 presume its from pumping but dont know

20 that for sure

21 In working Exhibit 39 which is the BLM accepted

22 model you had many meetings several meetings with the SLAM

23 and with Mr Dwight Smith and perhaps members of his team

24 did you not

25 Actually think maybe we met once with the ELM
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Were you -- Do you know if Mr Bugenig met with

the ELM the outside consultant and Mr Smith

dont know dont think so but Tm not sure

Did you and Mr Bugenig make corrunents to the

model as it progressed

Yes

And the model was known to you prior to October

8th of 2008 was it not

And thats the hearing date

10 Yes

11 Yes

12 And then there were number of changes or

13 reiterations to the model correct

14 Correct

15 All right Did you and Mr Bugenig have input to

16 these alterations to the model number 39

17 We like to think so But mean we made our

18 comments and then they made their changes

19 Right And some of your comments were simply

20 accepted right

21 think so

22 And some were rejected

23 Yes

24 And after these well call it negotiations took

25 place the model came in to final form did it not
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Yes

All right And the ELM accepted the model

Exhibit 39 did it not

Thats what Ive been told

You have not seen the exhibit correspondence

No

MR DE LIPKAU For simplicity she can look at

mine

MS PETERSON Is yours marked up

10 MR DE LIPKAU No

11 MS PETERSON Great

12 MR SE LIPKAU Have you seen that letter before

13 Ms Oberholtzer

14 THE WITNESS dont think have

15 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Thats Exhibit 36

16 MR DE LIPRAU Yes it is

17 THE WITNESS dont remember seeing it no

18 By Mr de Lipkau Would it be fair statement

19 that the creation of the final model Exhibit 39 was

20 result of input from many educated and experienced people

21 knowledgeable in the same field of expertise

22 Yeah

23 Okay And theres give and take on all parties

24 lIEhuh

25 HEARING OFFICER WILSON You have to answer yes
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orno

THE WIThESS Yes

By Mr de Lipkau So the conclusion of those

give and take and discussions and input resulted in an

approved model also approved by the BLM

Yes

And would it be fair statement to say that your

testimony today says you now have serious disagreement with

the model

10 It hasnt changed The cornnents that Ive made

11 are fairly consistent with the comments Ive made throughout

12 So my question is the comments or criticism is

13 probably not the right word that you made today were these

14 comments made to the BIJM in these meetings or meetings with

15 Mr Smith and his employees and their team

16 Yes We never had any meetings but yes

17 Do you know if Mr Bugenig had meetings

18 With Dwight

19 Yes

20 dont think so We talked on the phone

21 In your discussion today in your various slides

22 was water on the Bobcat Ranch and the Ranch being pumped

23 Were the wells being pumped

24 Yes

25 Do you know today if there are any water rights
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on the Bobcat Ranch and the Ranch

No dont My area of expertise is not water

rights

All right So if there are no water rights on

those two ranches would that affect your testimony today

No Im not -- Because havent considered

water rights Im reviewing the existing model generated by

the applicant

But the existing model as generated has water

10 being pumped on the Bobcat Ranch for example 6400 acre-feet

11 and the Ranch in lesser amount

12 Uh-huh

13 And if those two sums were taken out how would

14 that affect your testimony today

15 would say that if youre trying to simulate the

16 present day conditions maybe the applicant should not put

17 that pumping in Its up to them

18 Ill represent to you there are no water rights

19 on those two ranches

20 Okay

21 How will that affect your testimony today

22 Just -- What just said That would suggest

23 that the applicants model if they want to be generating

24 model thats characteristic of present day conditions maybe

25 they want to consider removing that pumpage Its up to them
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and the purpose that they use the model for

Do you know whether or not the ELM told Mr Smith

to add those two ranch water rights in to the model

No idea

Do you know if Eureka County told Mr Smith to

add those two pumping ranches under the model

Idonot

So Ill ask the question hopefully for the last

time If represent to you there is no water today

10 appurtenant to either of those two ranches would your

11 testimony today change

12 No Im evaluating the model that was given to

13 me as the model that the applicant is presently using

14 Okay Do you think your testimony today goes

15 beyond what was said in meetings with the ELM its consultant

16 and Mr Smith

17 dont know what was said in those meetings

18 dont even know what meeting youre talking about

19 Did you hear Mr Smiths testimony

20 Yes

21 Where meetings were held

22 dont specifically recall him discussing

23 meetings with the ELM

24 Ms Oberholtzer Im now handing you copy of my

25 Exhibit 33 that was discussed by one of the witnesses
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yesterday Mr Rogers

Okay

Is it true statement that you were not

attending those meetings

June of 08 water rights hearing event exchange

dont think was there September 08 September of 08

hydrogeology and numeric flow modeling of Mount Hope

submitted to the ELM and Eureka County for review in

association with EIS preparation on October blank 2008 prior

10 to water rights hearing held wasnt there

11 All right My next question is did you see these

12 documents as they came off as they were submitted

13 Im not sure under which one of these but Ive

14 seen the model probably six different times

15 All right That answers my question

16 Okay

17 whether or not you were at the meetings You

18 did see the various stages

19 Yes think did There may be stages didnt

20 see

21 Do you think the result required by the mine and

22 that is starting the mine and developing the well field could

23 be made with careful and accurate monitoring and adjustment

24 of pumping volumes in the various wells

25 Do think -- didnt quite --
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Do you think the project as contemplated could go

forward if carefully monitored

dont know Thats not what did here

reviewed the model dont know the politics have no

idea whats involved in having the mine go forward besides

getting the model reviewed and approved Im sure theres

lots of other issues

Axe you experienced in monitoring

Uh huh yes

10 If the State Engineer were to grant the permits

11 Ill ask the guestion again with careful monitoring could

12 the mine successfully proceed forward

13 would have to give you the same answer

14 dont know whats involved in getting the mine to go

15 Theres funding issues mean theres lot of other

16 issues

17 Were talking strictly water rights

18 Okay would still have to say dont know

19 MR DE LIPKAU You dont know Okay think

20 thats all the guestions have at this time

21 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Thats good spot to

22 take just short break because were getting disconnected to

23 the other room again

24 Recess was taken

25 HEARING OFFICER WILSON We left off with the
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cross-examination of Carol Oberholtzer and believe you were

finished is that correct Correct Mr De Lipkau

MR DE LIPKAU Im finished would like to

reserve the right as we discussed several days ago for very

limited rebuttal that would come at the end of the hearing

HEARING OFFICER WILSON Lets discuss it when it

comes up

MS PETERSON mean we are abiding by the

statement that the State Engineer gave us --

10 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Yes

11 MS PETERSON earlier

12 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Yes

13 Redirect for Ms Oberholtzer

14 MS PETERSON None

15 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Questions of staff

16 EXAMINATION

17 By Mr Felling

18 Ms Oberholtzer could you refer to your Exhibit

19 506 slide number six

20 Is that the HFB

21 It is entitled Figure Garden Valley drawdown

22 average cumulative scenario

23 Ive got it

24 MS JOSEPH-TAYLOR Were trying to get it on the

25 screen
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THE WITNESS There you go

By Mr Felling Just so want to be sure

what Im looking at here

Okay

This is This is drawdown average throughout

the entire model for pumping from both the proposed mine use

as well as Diamond Valley is that correct

Thats correct

So theres no way to really know from this figure

10 what exactly the impacts or should say the mine only

11 component is of this cirawdown

12 Right

13 Okay And then on figure slide seven and eight

14 Yes

15 That pumping is all the pumping except the mine

16 pumping is that right

17 No These are the same These are cumulative

18 The reason the drawdowns are different is because these are

19 for layer one only as opposed to this which is depth

20 average So thats why if you compare them they arent the

21 same

22 Okay That was part of my misunderstanding And

23 then in Figure that again is cumulative pumping

24 Yes Figure

25 MS JOSEPH-TAYLOR Figure or page
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MR FELLING Im sorry Page nine slide number

nine

THE WITNESS Yes Page nine

By Mr Felling Could you go to slide 11

thats the slide that has the flooded model cells

Okay okay

When look at this slide it appears that many of

the flooded cells are in locations where theres actually

springs

10 Uh huh

11 Is that unusual

12 Unusual

13 Might one expect to see flooded cells where

14 natural springs occur

15 Oh okay From that point of view guess you

16 could say that

17 Okay Another question had is at the bottom of

18 the slide you have 77000 A/Y found in 30 of 127 cells

19 Yes

20 Can you explain what that is

21 Well each one of these cells the model

22 generates the report for you and it gives you the row and

23 column of the cell and the -- it tells you where each cell

24 is So what you have to do is go in and figure out what is

25 the groundwater surface elevation at that location and then
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how much higher is that than the land surface So say land

surface is 7000 feet So you go in to the model and you

would say okay at this location the head is 720 so that

says 20 feet above land surface So you take that value 20

and multiply it times the surface area of the cell to come up

with volume

Okay So the units are what

Well they start out in the model as in feet and

days So you go from cubic feet per day to acre-feet per

10 year

11 In the model output file theres water budget

12 Let me back up This is calculation of theoretical volume

13 that would exist if the water was actually that high above

14 the land surface and these cells combined is that right

15 Correct

16 But this is steady state model so in reality

17 there is no break

18 Right

19 This ship water just sits there and its totally

20 theoretical correct

21 Yeah its theoretical

22 And in the model output file there is no there

23 is no place where this volume or rate is actually computed

24 is that correct

25 No no They just give you the location
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So the 77000 acre-feet or acre-feet per year is

really it doesnt truly exist does it

Well that water is somewhere mean you got

water

Its stacked so its not rate is that correct

Well mean in steady state simulation you

still have rates mean you have rates of water moving in

and out of the system You have rates of pumping

If it were truly stress on the system wouldnt

10 it be in the output file The output file has all the water

11 budget in the entire model for the steady state simulation

12 but theres no place for it is it It doesnt truly exist

13 would argue youre right its not part of the

14 water balance Its outside of the system But its still

15 there If you make change to the model

16 Fair enough dont argue that What do you

17 consider fatal flaw in the model Or define fatal flaw

18 Well to me fatal flaw means you cant use the

19 model for predictive purposes

20 Okay And again in your exhibit believe it

21 was 402 you note that you didnt think the model had any

22 fatal flaws in it Do you still stand by that statement

23 Well guess the first court hearing said it

24 did And then they made improvements to the flooded cells

25 which thought was real problem So felt like that
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addressed one of the key issues that made it fatal flaw

Im still very concerned about the large total

head change But there does seem to be some opinion in that

some people seem to accept that others dont So given

that guess would have to back off saying that the total

head change is fatal think its serious problem

This model which youve clearly spent lot of

time reviewing it predicts that the mine pumping as

currently envisioned will have very little effect on either

10 flows to Diamond Valley other water levels in Diamond Valley

11 Do you agree with that prediction

12 No Ive already pointed out that Diamond Valley

13 has calibration failure which agree with We have

14 total head change that if there was an attempt made to

15 improve on that total head change think youd see some

16 major changes in how the model operates Lets say if you

17 ratcheted down that 196 to hundred or even to 50 or even to

18 20 you would see lot of changes in the water balance So

19 think theres still problems with it

20 Well how does that jive with your previous

21 statement that the model is useful for predictive purposes

22 And this is taken from that memorandum

23 Well just asked you if it had -- you said it

24 didnt have fatal flaws And fatal flaws means it couldnt

25 be used for prediction You thought it didnt have any But
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you also dont feel its useful for prediction So Im just

trying to get at what you really what you really think as

an expert witness

Okay think its complex system thats not

easy to model think they made good attempt but still

have problems basically with the total head change and that

know they can fix these flooded cells because they did it

before and it was acceptable the way they did it thought

So the big problem is still the total head change Maybe

10 when they go in there and change it its not going to make

11 as big change to the model as think it will Those are

12 some things you cant predict until you actually go in there

13 and do it

14 So Im not trying to be wishy washy Im trying

15 to be honest and say think it still has problems and

16 would be surprised if they went in and changed the total head

17 change and the residual errors and didnt see some changes in

18 the model some major changes That would surprise me but

19 could be wrong So does that help So think it has

20 limited predictive abilities Its limited

21 MR FELLING Okay dont have any further

22 questions Thank you

23 EXAMINATION

24 By Ms Joseph-Taylor

25 Ms Oberholtzer would you say that of most
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models before you started drilling and started pumping and

getting more real well data in

Im sorry What

Would you say that of most models that before you

start pumping and getting more real well data in are limited

Sure

And Im asking that because every hearing were

seeing more and more and more models And Im not modeler

Im lawyer So question what we do with these And

10 know Ive heard multiple times the tool is in the tool box

11 But arent they always limited when you start

12 Sure agree That is the only way you can do

13 it Its the only way you can do it Using analytical

14 methods is just too limited for big project like this with

15 multi basins and all kinds of different influences and

16 pumping areas You have to use numerical model

17 So what do you suggest for moving forward Do

18 you go out and pump some wells and get some more data or what

19 would you suggest the State Engineer do with this model

20 Well would suggest trying to improve on the

21 residual errors and see what happens Maybe it wont have as

22 big of influence that think it will If you could improve

23 on that error and get it down to even 50 feet and see what

24 happens maybe thats going to be sufficient So you know

25 support the model and make it have more competence
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Predictability going out and getting more data to put in to

it always helps When the USGS comes out with their report

think that will make huge difference big help Because

youre going to have an outside source of data thats

reliable that you can use to judge the model by

Because sit here as lawyer and watch these

applicants come in with all the tools more and more and

more but hear protestant after protestant saying not good

enough and it leaves you in catch 22 of do you never move

10 forward So thats why Im trying to understand what do we

11 do with them and do we take your opinion and say huh-uh no

12 we cant go forward And seeing more of these models from

13 what consider more of layperson position find

14 applicants in real catch 22

15 Yeah Well dont see it as too much to ask to

16 improve on the error

17 Okay

18 Thats not too much to ask

19 Okay Thank you

20 And if you cant you need to explain why

21 Thank you

22 HEARING OFFICER WILSON All right Thank you

23 Ms Oberholtzer We appreciate it

24 MS PETERSON would move for the admission --

25 HEARING OFFICER WILSON If we can have quiet
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please Were still on the record

MS PETERSON -- of Exhibit 128 503 and 506

HEARING OFFICER WILSON Is there any objection

to 128 and 503 or 506

MR DE LIPKAtJ No objection

THE WITNESS Im done

HEARING OFFICER WILSON Exhibits 128 503 and

506 will be admitted

Next witness

10 MS PETERSON Dale Bugenig And there is

11 power point presentation so could we be off the record for

12 couple minutes to get that set up

13 HEARING OFFICER WILSON That will be fine

14 MS PETERSON But before we go off so you can

15 get your exhibits Im sorry 127 156 505 519 520 and

16 522

17 MS JOSEPH-TAYLOR 522

18 MS PETERSON 522

19 MS JOSEPH-TAYLOR Well be off the record for

20 minute

21 Recess was taken

22 Witness was sworn in

23 /1/

24 ///

25 ///
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DALE EUGENIC

Called as witness on behalf of the

Protestant having been first duly sworn

Was examined and testified as follows

DIRECT EXAMINATION

By Ms Peterson

Could you please state your name and spell your

last name for the record

10 Dale Bugenig B-u e-n

11 And by whom are you employed

12 Im self-employed The name of my finn is Dale

13 Bugenig Consulting Hydrogeologist LLC which shows

14 general lack of imagination

15 And how long have you been employed by Dale

16 Eugenig

17 Well Dale has been my boss since about September

18 15th of this year

19 And what did you do prior to September 15th

20 was the senior hydrogeologist and hydrogeology

21 market sector leader for Ecologic Engineering full service

22 water resources engineering inn with offices in California

23 and Nevada

24 And how long were you employed by Ecologic

25 About ten and half years
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And through your new company are you doing some

consulting work or are you doing some work for Eureka County

Yes am

And what is the work youre doing for Eureka

County

Well Eureka County engaged me to assist them

with number of water resources issues lets cc them

water resource topics The current one thats at the head of

the list is reviewing the reports and collaborating with

10 Carol Oberholtzer regarding the modeling reports submitted

11 for this hearing

12 And since September 15th do you live part time in

13 Eureka now

14 Yeah My primary residence is in Reno but

15 actually own little office and housing unit in Eureka where

16 my wife would tell you spend most of my time these days

17 And did you previously testify in 2008 at the

18 hearing in front of the State Engineer regarding these Mount

19 Hope water applications

20 Yes

21 And were you qualified as an expert in that

22 hearing

23 Yes maam

24 And were you qualified in the area of

25 hydrogeology
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Thats my recollection

And weve listed you here today to be qualified

as an expert in the areas of hydrogeology and groundwater

modeling is that correct Is that your understanding

Thats my understanding

And have you previously testified before the

State Engineer as an expert in groundwater modeling

Its my recollection was qualified for what

Ill call the Coyote Springs hearing

10 MS JOSEPH TAYLOR Page 1208 of the transcript

11 THE WIINESS Pardon me

12 MS JOSEPH-TAYLOR Page 1208 of the transcript

13 of the Coyote Springs hearing

14 THE WflNESS Your transcript is much better than

15 my recollection

16 MS JOSEPH-TAYLOR Ive got book

17 MS PETERSON And if theres no objection Ill

18 ask that Mr Bugenig be qualified as an expert in the areas

19 of hydrogeology and groundwater modeling but if there needs

20 to be more information on groundwater modeling we would be

21 happy to provide it at this time

22 MR BE LIPKAU No objection

23 HEARING OFFICER WILSON He will be qualified in

24 hycirogeology and groundwater modeling

25 MS PETERSON Thank you
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By Ms Peterson And just for the record

Mr Bugenig put my binders in front of you dont know

if youve looked at Exhibit 127 Is that your CV

Yeah that looks familiar

Thats your CV Thank you And did you also

prepare report on behalf of Eureka County to be submitted

in this proceeding

The one dated November of this year yes

Yes And thats Exhibit 502

10 Yes maam

11 And then you prepared power point to assist the

12 State Engineer today

13 Yes

14 And thats Exhibit 505

15 Yes

16 And would you like to present your power point

17 Yes maam know that weve been sitting here

18 for fair amount of time today There are number of

19 slides here that Im going to present but am not going to

20 read every last of the 46 or 47 slides So we can move them

21 along But what would like you to do if you see something

22 and you have question or you would like me to address

23 something that think has already been addressed please

24 stop me Otherwise Im liable to fan through pretty quickly

25 and well be done here by -- Its already past tea time But
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please stop me if Ive glossed over something that you think

really -- that think has already been covered

Just sort of an overview of some things here that

everybody has discussed said wouldnt read them but

will refer to them Theres an estimate of about 16000

acre-feet per year groundwater resource in Kobeh Valley The

mine is asking to appropriate and consume 11300 of that

They also its my understanding that they also have

applications before the State Engineer for irrigation rights

10 for Kobeh Valley or what is called Bobcat Ranch to the

11 southwest

12 When you combine that up out of that 16000

13 theres not lot of water left in the basin But even by

14 itself 11300 out of 16000 is huge change in the -- what

15 could happen in the basin

16 Really our purpose here was we were asked two

17 basic questions Quite frankly is the model useful tool

18 for making predictions about potential impacts or whether or

19 not they can even capture the water that they need for their

20 operation The other is are there any -- what are the

21 impacts what are the likely impacts that might occur

22 Our goals really here was to -- primary goal was

23 to help the commissioners my client understand what the

24 kinds of potential impacts might be and what might be their

25 magnitude
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like to think that provided constructive

criticism of the report think theres been some

discussion that some of our critiques Ms Oberholtzer and

our critiques were incorporated in to the model And as

stated before think its improved the model and think

everybody agrees to that

My other thought was that as you mentioned it

was discussed here just few minutes ago and during the end

of Ms Oberholtzers testimony the State Engineer has models

10 thrown at them of more and more complexity but it seems like

11 all of these hearings and everybody who does this work has

12 different perspective We all have strengths and weaknesses

13 And if you get enough information from all parties you kind

14 of hope that it makes the State Engineers job little bit

15 easier when they have to make these kinds of decisions So

16 those are our primary goals

17 As indicated earlier the model has evolved

18 think Mr Smith said there were about six different

19 iterations we call them There have been major changes

20 dont think Ive seen all of them because dont think they

21 gave us all but each time there was major change think

22 we are given an opportunity to look at the model make

23 critiques Some of the comments were accepted Some of them

24 were ignored Maybe that not the right word There was

25 perhaps difference -- they werent incorporated in to the
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model But my wife and my daughter dont do everything ask

them to do either so thats not surprise

The report was pretty -- The analysis was

pretty monumental undertaking And dont want to be

critical to say that they didnt pick up every typographical

error or every omission that think but theres certain

things that kind of struck me as odd and dont know why and

dont think really do understand that its my impression

that the State Engineer trumps the ELM on water issues in the

10 State of Nevada And there is whole bunch of applications

11 that are the subject of this hearing that arent listed on

12 this figure which is plate one of the report You know the

13 current proposed well field doesnt show up here And

14 guess just dont understand why Im curious But would

15 have and know it was fairly this report was

16 prepared for the ELM earlier in the year but again just

17 dont know why There were at least some kind of omissions

18 that what it does is it makes my job Maybe Im lazy It

19 makes rrry job little more difficult if have to keep

20 referring back to other documents to figure out what really

21 think is the subject of this hearing and dont find it you

22 know really at my finger tips

23 Now again report bias you know that has --

24 dont want Theres negative connotation to that word

25 bias but really another is perspective You know you
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accentuate certain things because you either subconsciously

or because you believe that there is something about your

analysis that you do that doesnt seem quite right to you and

you bring it up in fairness and as matter of disclosure

But you know theres certain things that as we

go through this stuff it seems like theres some again for

want of better term some bias And in the report and

its not just because of the report but because of some

outside things that are related to this project But

10 basically it seems to me my opinion that where there is

11 conclusion that is favorable to the mine theres tendency

12 to view that as being the truth as gospel or more important

13 and sometimes if there is result that may not be generally

14 favorable to the mine its maybe downplayed

15 You know for example you read through the

16 various generations of the report and were going to get to

17 this in little bit But there are statements made that

18 you know the model shows drawdown in the head works of

19 Henderson Creek but we dont believe that thats going to be

20 problem because there are geologic structures in between

21 the mine and the creek but we havent been able to find them

22 yet Okay Then these structures might reduce it

23 So if you see that once or twice or in one

24 version of the report or in for example some pamphlets You

25 know Eureka Moly distributed some pamphlets amongst the
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residents of Eureka County Ive talked to lot of people

because one of the advantages of living in Eureka is that Im

accessible and people can talk to me any day that Im there

But the general feeling is that the mine

sometimes in things distributed to the public downplay

certain aspects of the investigations theyve done And

dont know who in their organization prepares these

documents

And just before we go on those the documents

10 that youre referring to are Exhibits 519 and 520 is that

11 correct

12 Yes maam And one of them that really struck

13 me And again these are comments that brought to my

14 attention by people who Ive met in the county who are

15 little nervous about this big mining operation going in that

16 theyll be able to see from town And one of them it

17 equates the flow from Kobeh to Diamond to the flow of

18 strong garden hose Well dont know what strong garden

19 hose is When think of strong hose thats one can use

20 to pull pickup out of ditch with Maybe they mean big

21 flow in garden hose But not many garden hoses will flow

22 1584 acre-feet per year Thats thousand gallons minute

23 So you read that and you know it says think

24 the question was asked are the two basins connected and they

25 say no not really You know its somewhere between
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maybe -- cant remerrdDer the numbers -- 40 and 260 acre-feet

and thats what they equated to strong garden hose when in

fact their models as theyve gone through at one point

think it was as high as 2000 acre-feet But when people go

to meetings and they see presentations and they see 2000

acre-feet or 1500 acre-feet and someone refers to that as

garden hose In my opinion that downplays it sort of

downplays what their own consultants are telling them

But anyway thats about 13 percent of th

10 recharge to southern Diamond Valley according to the current

11 model And granted thats truly not trivial

12 You know other sentences like my choice of the

13 word bias Okay That was probably better word than that

14 But for example here it said here PRISM data suggests

15 generally greater quantities blah blah blah Well PRISM

16 doesnt provide data It calculates distribution of

17 precipitation but the insertion of the word data seems to

18 give little more weight to the argument Again semantics

19 Like said Im guilty of that stuff just is much as the

20 next guy And again each one of these little things its

21 sort of the like having toothache You know if you have

22 toothache and broken finger and toe each one of those --

23 none of those will really hurt you in the long run but over

24 the course of six months with six different ailments you kind

25 of get grumpy after while
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But generally just fall on that If they really

believe that theres more water in the system and if you

believe ET which is the best thing that we can measure in

these complex systems then there has to be more water in the

system Well where did it go If it doesnt go to ET and

it doesnt go to wells it has to go out the system And

where is out the system Diamond Valley Does that mean

that theres more flow to Diamond Valley if you believe

theres more recharge Thats one conclusion person might

10 draw

11 We have wrestled with this ten-foot drawdown

12 contour And apparently this is something that the ELM

13 foisted on the consultants Thats what it appears know

14 Mr Felling discussed it in great depth or asked several

15 questions about it and realized that maybe ten feet of

16 saying that no impact where drawdown is nine feet in

17 pfrreatophyte area for example would you call that no

18 impact Yeah dont know dont know

19 If you would rather if you think that issue has

20 been addressed adequately Id like to move on and help

21 everybody get out of here by dinner time tonight May ask

22 question Is there consensus that weve addressed this

23 in specific detail

24 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Ill tell you what Let

25 me talk to the staff Be off the record for just minute
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Discussion was held off the record

HEARING OFFICER WILSON Mr Bugenig its your

presentation we want you to make whatever record you feel is

necessary

THE WITNESS appreciate the ability to move at

my own pace and put in what think is most important But

okay so Im going to skip this slide

But this is slide that we refer to this figure

what is it -- Can you read that figure

10 By Ms Peterson ES-S

11 Okay thought that was ES-S ES-S shows up in

12 various incarnations all throughout these presentations And

13 it really comes from the ES sounds to the executive summary

14 from what is it Exhibit 39

15 Yes

16 And this is kind of an interesting figure because

17 it shows the maximum extent of the ten-foot contour The

18 maximum extent And so this cone of depression continues to

19 expand and at some times in places it contracts because the

20 mine shut off but they took all of bunch of simulations

21 and pointed around the end of them And this is if you look

22 at all directions in any point in time the farthest this

23 ten-foot contour expands

24 And one of the things that like about this

25 little figure is that the ten-foot contour just barely nicks
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the phreatophyte area For the most part the phreatophytes

are beyond that So from the from this dash line moving to

the southwest and to the south all of these phreatophytes

are outside of ten foot

Well the model and the applications rely on

capturing natural discharge So if the -- if youre really

counting on capturing discharge to demonstrate that youre

working within the perennial yield then to use ten feet --

anything -- if anything outside of that you know would you

10 ignore that wouldnt ignore that So just really

11 question this ten-foot contour

12 So one of the things that we did or

13 Ms Oberholtzer did and we did in collaboration she did it

14 at my request was that we took this figure ES-S and we added

15 these green areas which were the phreatophytes those were

16 added by us We did mine only pumping scenario and plotted

17 five-foot the maximum the five-foot contour And this is

18 at the end of mining okay So its little different than

19 the maximum extent But the area were really talking about

20 is in the southwest in the green phreatophyte area So you

21 can see in that five-foot contour mine only pumping area it

22 extends way beyond or quite ways farther in to the

23 pfrreatophyte area which suggests to me that its clear now

24 that youre capturing phreatophyte discharge

25 We also added five-foot drawdown for the
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cumulative case But Im really interested in what the mine

might cause

And you can see here towards the center

annotated this and identified specific reserved water

right And it points to spring Its called -- Its

called -- Its referred to in the records as Gravel Pit

Spring Well this is Gravel Pit Spring It looks like

gravel pit doesnt it Its flooded gravel pit

As Mr Colby testified earlier today it seemed

10 like yesterday week ago but this is his spring Its

11 major source of water supply to the Santa Fe Ferguson

12 allotment which is Mr Colbys Again he says its couple

13 of feet deep If you saw it from the previous figure that we

14 expect more than five feet of drawdown at that spring based

15 on the model which you know know Mr Smith and know

16 Mr Katzer and know Mr Katzer testified that this is

17 perhaps the best model hes ever seen We all recognize that

18 models are approximations

19 But again you know Mr Katzers experience as

20 he indicated in his testimony hes expecting to see impacts

21 to springs in the basin And in the absence of any other

22 quantitative tool for predicting conclude that would

23 like Mr Katzer is expecting springs over here to dry up Im

24 expecting that spring to dry up And that is something bad

25 that might happen
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And Im going to digress for second You know

know the State of Nevada works in concert with the

perennial yield concept They dont like to mine water

There arent too many exceptions where basins are grossly

overappropriated if theres one nearby it

But truly believe that the State Engineer

really tries to work within that within that frame work

And you know there are all kinds of definitions and

definitions have changed over time At one point it was

10 basically the amount of discharge that you could capture from

11 system Theres definition like that takes in to

12 account impacts And Ive seen other people use this people

13 lot with lot more experience and who are smarter than me

14 But they like the definition the amount of discharge that you

15 can capture in basin without something bad happening

16 Well think there were number of people in

17 this room earlier today that drying up of the springs that

18 support their cattle operations if you dry those up or if you

19 make them have to now instead of riding cows they ride

20 circuit of windmills and solar pumps instead of riding herd

21 on cows theyre going to consider that something bad

22 happening

23 And just real quickly when we added our --

24 Excuse me Mr Bugenig Youre on slide 14

25 Yes maam
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Thank you

think thats what the nuaber says

It does

On slide 14 maybe should keep up with the

paper supply Just sort of as an example of why Again

another oick reason why five-foot contour is better

indicator of potential impacts is when we added our five foot

contour it encompassed five wells and springs in southwest

Kobeh that werent otherwise identified in other sections of

10 the report as water rights potentially impact it So you can

11 see its just sort of little indicator that by going to

12 five foot maybe it gives us better idea of places that we

13 need to be concerned about maybe monitor that and then lets

14 really start talking about mitigation

15 alluded to this earlier This is really

16 complex model especially when you get up in the mountains

17 People involved admit that theres not very much data so that

18 really the level of confidence of really what happens is

19 the model is still predictive tool but the level of

20 confidence in those areas starts to go down You have no

21 data You know when you have lots of data like in Kobeh

22 Valley where they have lots of wells and the residual error

23 is really small you know ten feet 20 feet you know its

24 probably pretty good You get up in the mountains where you

25 got one cell thats got negative residual of 110 and the
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cell right next to it has positive residual of 90 theres

probably some slop in the model there that if you had more

data perhaps you could resolve

But you know they do recognize here that

springs and flowing wells in the model Im not going to

read it But they do have -- but there are springs all

over the place And there are lot of springs in the

model in the mountains that really arent simulated in the

model Okay

10 But they do recognize obvious potential impacts

11 to water resources Water level goes down spring flows will

12 either diminish If theyre shallow springs like used to

13 exist at the south end of Diamond Valley it doesnt take much

14 water level decline for those to cease So think

15 everybody all the technical people here and the ranchers

16 they realize the water table drops at your spring theres

17 going to be an impact May reduce it may eliminate it

18 If the stream is connected to the water table

19 the regional water table and you have drawdown you should

20 expect drawdown in the streams

21 Were going to capture ST is what that third

22 bullet item says And thats desirable thing unless of

23 course guess youre rancher who relies on the

24 subirrigation for pasture And so instead of you know what

25 is sort of like one persons junk is another persons art
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Its desirable for the mine to capture their FT But if

was Mr Garaventa think who it was that had pasture that he

can run 40 cows on you pull the water table down four feet

and the grass goes away Thats something bad happening

The other thing that can happen is water level

wells will decrease

Again the model recognizes that there is

potential for bad things to happen in the creeks You know

the head waters of Robertson Creek -- Robertson Creek and

10 parts of Henderson Creek are perennial And people have

11 water rights on those and they rely on their water rights for

12 their operations if theres any drawdown And have to

13 qualify that If the stream is connected if theres any

14 drawdown we would expect reasonable person would expect

15 diminished flows

16 Which figure is that

17 ES-5

18 Slide number 18 This slide is brought up

19 because you can see this kind of thick blue thick light blue

20 line Robertson Creek is identified as perennial stream

21 drew in this little red oval on the south fork of Pete Hanson

22 Creek No Yeah Pete Hanson Creek No Thats Henderson

23 Creek Pardon me And apologize referred to Pete

24 Hanson Creek as Hanson Creek and guess that has something

25 to do that didnt know the name sake of this stream well
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enough to use his Christian name guess But anyway every

time you see Hanson Creek Im referring to Pete Hanson Creek

But in the south fork of Henderson Creek its been

identified Its been mentioned in the report that it is

perennial stream but its not identified here

Now Im going to -- This next slide Im going to

talk fair amount about because its kind of interesting

One of the things that Again fleeting moment with that

slide drew in this little red circle on the perennial

10 reach of Henderson Creek just to call attention to it And

11 this shows these various extents of -- These contour lines

12 show the various extent of the ten foot drawdown over the

13 course of the mine and well beyond the end of mine life

14 And really what you see the thing that caught my

15 attention in this area is it extended in to this perennial

16 reach of Henderson Creek and actually crossed in to the next

17 drainage So thats kind of an area that interested me and

18 it interested me enough that the natural resources director

19 for Eureka County Jake Tibbitts and we went on field

20 trip And it was gorgeous day You get up in the upper

21 elevations of Roberts Mountain in October with the aspen

22 still color it is gorgeous and you get perennial stream and

23 its just fantastic

24 So we drove up the creek on road we toured the

25 creek few times drove to the end of the road and it ends
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up in kind of little wet meadow area with with stand of

aspens And if youre lazy or youre not curious you would

probably say oh look at this massive meadow land This is

probably the head waters

But again being sort of the curious sort Jake

and -- or Mr Tibbitts and hiked up the stream and we

continued hiking up the stream until we came to point

where you know the groundwater apparently was at the land

surface right at the rock outcrop next to stones throw from

10 the creek just up there about head height water debouching

11 from the groundwater system and that was the source of the

12 water the creek in that month in October

13 So we walked up the stream Just in case we

14 missed something we walked up the stream about another maybe

15 eighth of mile tenth of mile and the stream bottom is

16 still dry and dusty So at least on that day that stream

17 was the head waters of the south fork of Henderson Creek

18 And that spring those springs are right there just right at

19 the south end of that southwest side of that red oval that

20 added to the figure

21 So again if that stream is connected to the

22 regional flow system -- know Mr Katzer spent an awful lot

23 of time up there Kr Smith has They have tried to come up

24 with conceptual models that would demonstrate or conceptual

25 models that provide basis for why that stream -- why the
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groundwater wouldnt be part of the regional flow system in

that area But those are conceptual models because if you go

through the record and the report theres not lot of data

hard data wells water levels subsurface geology And

think they made their best shot by just looking at surface

expression of the geology to try and express things up there

But that is an area that guess if were

king -- And apologize Not Jason King the State Engineer

but king of the world would be wanting to pay close

10 attention to what happens up in these head waters if this

11 project moves forward

12 Transient model calibration Im not going to

13 spend lot of time here This was figure that think is

14 kind of interesting We talked about Mr Felling addressed

15 this

16 And youre on slide 21

17 Slide 21 yes Slide 21 is just shows the

18 residuals for the transient model Thats very simple

19 polynomial fit It shows an increase but theres probably

20 better way to describe it

21 The next slide is fifth order polynomial again

22 showing some distinct groups of prior to this hiatus in the

23 water levels work and after where you have two groups

24 Dr Dan Stone who was the third party reviewer for the ELM

25 he referred to this as step function thinking maybe you
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could explain it couple of ways Maybe there was source

of recharge maybe leakage through the mountains to the east

that started to come in to play that now that you had enough

head loss The other is that the estimates of pumping just

may be bad

This is one of the things you know like married

couples we dont agree on everything But know they

worked hard to try and explain this But this is something

that we thought deserved lot more attention We mentioned

10 it to the BLM And our concerns were dismissed as

11 difference in philosophy guess our philosophy being it

12 had to be little better calibrated and theirs that it was

13 good enough

14 Im going to skip ahead to the Kobeh Valley

15 tests Now know

16 And youre on slide 25

17 Yeah Skip ahead to slide 25 because weve

18 addressed that fair amount But one of the things that at

19 least ray interpretation of the report is is that they used

20 MODFLOW model to simulate some very large scale pumping test

21 As you heard Mr Childress explain there is one pumping test

22 that was 31 days You know some very comprehensive tests

23 where people learned an awful lot about the the block of

24 carbonate rock near the mouth of Roberts Creek near the

25 infamous Well 206-T Fantastically productive well but they
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learned as result of the testing that it was -- it was in

compartment of highly permeable rocks and as result

probably couldnt sustain these tremendous yields over long

periods of time

But its my imderstanding that and it says here

that the calibrated model captures the magnitude of the

observed drawdown So they plotted simulated or model

drawdowns versus observed drawdowns for series of wells

during these tests And as Mr Smith indicated that some of

10 the results are little hard to follow or theyre affected

11 by the fact that the model cells were thousand feet on

12 side here so that the drawdown in well wont be exactly the

13 same as drawdown in the drawdown in cell will not be

14 the same as drawdown in particular well

15 But as hydrogeologists one of the things that we

16 do that we are trained to do and do and do and do and some of

17 us find interesting is that we try we take observed data and

18 we compare them to models either the Theis equation is an

19 analytical model and what we do is make value judgments as to

20 whether or not the observed data actually represent are

21 represented by particular model

22 So the next slide slide 26 shows three wells

23 circled in blue here just north of the it looks like

24 running man to me the well field corridor the little guy

25 doing this
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MS JOSEPHTAYLOR Mr Bugenig can you point

out for me where Well 206 is

THE WITNESS Here it will be easier from here

Well 206 Mr Smith you might have to help me out because

either my glasses arent strong enough or my

MR SMITH Thats correct Dale its up in the

very northern

THE WITNESS Okay And 206 is up here at the

carbonate block

10 MS JOSEPH TAYLOR Are you pointing to that

11 middle blue ring out of the three blue rings

12 THE WITNESS As best as can tell think

13 thats where it is But those were three very high quality

14 pumping tests for which there was analytical solutions And

15 the 206-T test was kind of unique because it you could get

16 fantastic fit using AQTE501v and thats AQ--T--E-s-o-i--v

17 computer program You could simulate it with these multiple

18 boundaries But think they went little bit further where

19 they were able to compare simulated drawdown which are the

20 solid lines

21 By Ms Peterson And youre on slide 27

22 Slide 27 yes

23 Thank you

24 Where there is series of plots here where they

25 compared observed with calculated drawdowns The observed
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data are these various plots with symbols There are yellow

triangles red squares green diamonds and bunch of other

shapes But what then they did was they compared them to the

model okay And Im just going to show series of these

Now youre going to slide 28

Slide 28 where Im comparing simulated with

observed Slide 29 comparinq simulated to solid lines with

the observed the symbols Heres another one simulated

cirawdown with the observed in symbols

10 And youre on slide 30

11 Slide 30 And having reviewed those the mines

12 consultants express an opinion that they achieved the goal of

13 calibrating the model to observed results based on these

14 disagree Difference of opinion Ive done similar thing

15 and Im not sure would have been satisfied with those but

16 my opinion that they do show that when the pumps come on the

17 water levels go down and when they shut off the pumps the

18 water levels go up But the shapes of the curves and the

19 correlation between observed and simulated has not been

20 quantified But my opinion my qualitative assessment is

21 that maybe it hasnt been achieved

22 Now theres been lot of talk about monitoring

23 and mitigation Im now on slide slide 33 which is

24 reproduction of figure provided by Eureka Moly Its

25 titled there proposed monitoring program So when first
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looked at this went wow they really have comprehensive

program looked at wells all over the place lots of wells

in Kobeh Valley lots of wells in Diamond Valley And then

realize and read the text that lot of these are things

that are supposed to be monitored by others So then start

realizing that maybe its not as comprehensive as thought

But the first impression is that it looks to be really

comprehensive

But question was asked earlier about what do

10 you do You get models thrown at you and what do you do with

11 them Well there are probably the best if theyre put

12 together right with lots of data they are pretty good

13 predictive tool And so it then becomes important for real

14 comprehensive monitoring to see if the predictions are true

15 And maybe the prediction is too much drawdown Maybe -- So

16 maybe there wont be as much drawdown as you predict or maybe

17 it turns out that theres more But thats where monitoring

18 really bocomes so important

19 So Mr Tibbitts and and other people in the

20 county who put our heads together and said what would we like

21 to see if the model has uncertainty and were worried about

22 bad things happening what would do what would ask for if

23 were monitoring Id like to see continuous monitoring of

24 the major springs Id like to put continuous monitoring in

25 certain wells in Diamond Valley Continuous monitoring of
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sentinel wells in the other basin Now sentinel well is

sort of defined as monitoring well put out there in between

the well field and the sensitive receptor something

spring or stream And so the sentinel wells theyre sort

of your canary in the coal mine They let you know that

something is moving towards you and how fast its moving

towards you

And you know with the sentinel well what really

becomes important is very very iarge database Im really

10 fond of data loggers You know they used to be terribly

11 expensive Now you can buy these three quarter inch

12 diameter six-inch long loggers for few hundred bucks and

13 they can take hundred thousand measurements and the

14 batteries last for years

15 So if youre going to put in well to try and be

16 the canary in the coal mine why not equip them with data

17 loggers and at least during the early years of an operation

18 you get lot of data You learn about earth ties and you

19 learn about seasonal variations and all kinds of things that

20 you cant see with just simple quarterly measurements

21 Now in my mind the whole objective of

22 monitoring is if something bad happens that you can mitigate

23 Mitigate means make it better or -- yeah make it better

24 One of the things they propose of mitigating to shift the

25 emphasis of pumping to the southern part of the well feed
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And to their credit they did simulation that showed

shift But you know you nove it to the south and you

reduce impacts to the north and you move it to the north and

you reduce impacts to the south So to me it didnt seem

like it had huge change in basin-wide water changes

So we actually drew some conciusions one very

simple one that between Eureka Moly and the Bobcat Ranch

theyre going to consume large proportion of the yield the

perennial yield in Kobeh Valley and how that perennial yield

10 relates to the safe yield dont know But usually safe

11 yield is less than perennial yield

12 One of the things you know that concern know

13 the people that work for is that there may be little water

14 left over for other users know that you go on the web

15 site to see whos doing what in Kobeh Valley and theres 12

16 or 13 gold mines in the exploration phases If those people

17 are -- If the gold stays what is it 1400 bucks an ounce or

18 whatever it is theres lot of people that might be

19 thinking that they need water from IKobeh Valley also

20 So we have these initial questions You know

21 does the model really portray what we think might happen

22 there Again models are simplification of in this case

23 very complex large regional system say its qualified

24 guess Because in certain areas of the basin in Kobeh

25 Valley for example theres very very good calibration
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believe that the residuals are very small

But you know Ive expressed this opinion that

in the report which was dictum of the BLM they use

ten-foot contour which is not really giving good

representation of what might happen

What are the chances that groundwater

exploitation will adversely impact other water users Well

would agree with Mr Katzer that some springs in Kobeh

valley will be negatively affected maybe even dried up And

10 think you know would have to figure out way to

11 mitigate those and mitigate those in way that doesnt

12 obligate you know guy who has cattle ranch thats

13 basically running dairy where he has to haul water to cows

14 all day

15 In the Roberts Mountain Roberts Mountain is

16 probably little iffier Ill be honest with that because

17 again not as much data think people will appreciate in

18 the Roberts Mountain area that things are little more

19 complicated up there Its not layer cake geology But at

20 least the model suggests that it might happen and that should

21 be sort of an indication of thats some place you want to

22 look You just dont want to write it off and you dont want

23 to write off monitoring in an area just because its outside

24 the ten-foot contour

25 And weve already discussed basically the
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conclusions on slide could have read it in the time it

takes me to fumble with it

40

On slide 40 Quite frankly because there is

uncertain in the model in some areas the modeling --

monitoring network really needs to be sophisticated liked

what Mr Morrison said this morning This is really being

touted as world class moly facility And think that

world class moly facility really needs world class

10 monitoring network to do it justice The network really

11 needs to be designed to identify impacts before sensitive

12 receptor is hit For example if Mr Buckinghams Tonkin

13 Spring flows drops from thousand to 800 gallons minute or

14 you start to -- one week its thousand and the next week

15 its 950 and the next week its 925 its too late If the

16 effects show up at these places its too late

17 So youre monitoring really think theres

18 been lot of monitoring proposed by the mines team but

19 think it really needs to be modified little bit so that

20 again you figure out that something is headed your way so

21 that youre not going to be blind-sided by an effect and then

22 spend two years or three years or five years trying to decide

23 if the effect is caused by the mine and then another three

24 years wrangling on how youre going to fix it And then as

25 the mine simulations show these drawdown cones of depression
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continue to expand for years and decades after the project is

done So thats again monitoring And the mitigation how

are you going to mitigate these things You know you really

have to think that out in advance

So you know the Eureka Countys recommendations

to enhance the proposed Eureka Moly network is more wells

more of those being sentinel wells It makes sense that in

wetland meadow areas that maybe you put in shallow

monitoring well Monitoring of these meadowland areas are

10 proposed to do vegetation transects You know those are

11 pretty good Those when the vegetation starts to turn brown

12 when it used to be green thats probably an indicator that

13 the water table has dropped But why not put in water

14 level to where you can start seeing tenths of foot mean

15 shallow monitoring well with continuous recordings so that

16 you can start seeing these subtle changes that may be

17 bellwether of something bad happening And again more data

18 loggers in wells to Id like to see as many wells as

19 practicable

20 Now put together some moderately large data

21 networks know Mr Felling has seen some of my data from

22 Fish Springs Ranch where for the first three years or four

23 years we had hourly measurements You can start to see

24 stuff So my thought is that you put in million dollar

25 well and that each one has hundred thousand dollar
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monitoring well right next to it why not put in $700 data

logger and then that way if the weather is bad and you cant

get out there on your quarterly measurements it just chugs

along merrily and you download it when you can You download

it often enough so that in case you get lightening strike

and it fries your instrument you dont lose years worth of

data So put the data loggers in and download them quarterly

typically

What we really -- Whats very very important is

10 that the mine encourage stakeholder development It seems to

11 me that lot of monitoring data are just sent out Heres

12 last quarters data dump take look at it review it

13 know Its my understanding and guess because Im

14 working in Eureka County Im going to learn lot more about

15 the monitoring that goes on in the mine along the Carlin

16 trend But they do pretty regular updates very informative

17 read some of the reports Pretty good stuff They redo

18 their model and check their predictions

19 So you know would really like to -- --

20 guess do speak for the county No My client Eureka

21 County would like to see real active participation

22 The other thing people worry about if you go back

23 to slide 33 is all of those USGS and NDWR wells that are

24 depicted as being part of the monitoring network Eureka

25 County would like to see data but they dont want to be the
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from the northern portion of the Simpson Park Range flowing

east in to your ranch and also somewhat from west flowing

through Roberts Creek or the Roberts Mountains is that

correct

Yes

And most of this surface water is derived from

snow melt from the higher mountain elevation is that

correct

You know the water coming off the Simpsons even

10 after the snow is gone it seems like the creeks become one

11 big spring The water will keep surfacing for long time

12 Snow is factor but the snow can be gone and the water still

13 running irrigated

14 Okay And both of these surface water sources

15 irrigate the same your same private property correct

16 Yes

17 They both run in to the Three Bar Ranch

18 Yes

19 Okay Do you have Do you know if you have any

20 groundwater rights for irrigation on the Three Bars Ranch

21 dont know

22 Okay And do you have any -- Do you know if you

23 have any groundwater stock watering rights for the Three Bars

24 Ranch in your allotment

25 The windmills
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Are the windmills the location of the windmills

depicted on Exhibit 529

No

Do you see the blue line on Exhibit 529 covering

most of the lower portion of Kobeh Valley

Yes

Is your private property is it correct to say

your private property and most of your water rights are

outside of that

10 Theres three windmills that are inside of that

11 Okay And where are those windmills located

12 One at the base of Rutabega dont know how

13 right in the middle of the page One way down toward Lone

14 Mountain and one on the Pony Express Road right off the Three

15 Bars Road

16 Okay You might turn to Exhibit 530

17 Okay

18 Its listed as federal reserve water rights

19 stock water and domestic Are any of the windmills that you

20 just referenced --

21 Yes

22 -- listed on this map

23 Yes

24 Can you describe for me where those windmills are

25 located
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To the north it would be 44774 and in the middle

its the lnng one that ends with R75

Okay

And then theres third one to the east that

ends with 952

And are these windmills strictly stock water

Yes

And if the mine is pumping and inpacts those

stock watering wells would you agree that the mine could

10 possibly mitigate by installing pump deeper well solar

11 power et cetera something to maintain those stock water

12 wells at the level that they currently are at

13 If there was water in the hole yes

14 MR ZIMMERMAN Okay No further questions

15 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Thank you

16 Any redirect

17 MS PETERSON No

18 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Questions of staff

19 THE STATE RMGINEER No

20 HEARING OFFICER WILSON None You may step

21 down sir

22 MS PETERSON Did you need to be excused

23 THE WITNESS Yes did

24 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Yes he can be excused

25 MS PETERSON Thank you
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THE WITNESS Thank you

MS PETERSON And now Gary Garaventa And that

will be Exhibit 528

Witness was sworn in

GARY GARAVEMTA

Called as witness on behalf of the

Protestant having been first duly sworn

Was examined and testified as follows

10

11 DIRECT EXAMINATION

12 By Ms Peterson

13 Could you please state your name for the record

14 My name is Gary Garaventa

15 And could you spell your last name

16 G-a-r--a ve n-t---a

17 And do you own property in Kobeh Valley

18 Yes do

19 And do you own water rights in Mobeh Valley

20 Yes do

21 And Im showing you Exhibit 528 Does that map

22 depict your water rights

23 Yeah Along the Hay Ranch there just north of

24 Highway 50 yes

25 And the red dots depicting wells
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Yes there are stock water wells

And those are owned by you

Right On my private property

And then theres it looks like yellow-shaded

parcels on Exhibit 528 and thats your private land right

there north of Highway 50 is that correct

Right Down here right

And so could you tell the State Engineer how you

use those water rights and the size of your parcel right

10 there

11 These are two 40-acre parcels Theyre in the

12 Hay Ranch what we call the Hay Ranch Meadows Theyre

13 riparian areas or wherever you want to classify them pasture

14 ground And use them stock water wells have smaller

15 land operation that buy cattle in the spring time And

16 use these pastures for grazing and put weight on these

17 livestock And then sell them in the fall But its all

18 them two parcels there are used for livestock grazing

19 And how much are you permitted for livestock

20 grazing with those permits

21 believe its 0.05 second-feet or enough to

22 sustain hundred head of cattle

23 For each permit

24 For each 40 yes

25 Okay And theres also some property that
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private property that you own thats located on the northwest

side of this map

Yes This is the Rutabega Canyon Thats two

separate 40-acre parcels Theres an old homestead there

that the Damele family homesteaded years ago dont know

the exact history on it But theres several big springs

that come up right there against property

Rutabega Creek runs in the spring time some time

clear in to the fall It depends on the year how much

10 moisture we get But usually eight months of the year

11 theres water running through them two 40s right there in the

12 creek

13 And are there any plans for future development of

14 those two 40-acre parcels that you just talked about in the

15 northwest section of the map

16 Yeah These two parcels here are in the trees

17 and its beautiful canyon We always had hopes of Ive

18 got children grown children now that we were always planning

19 on the development put residence there At one time there

20 was electricity supposed to go through there and we were

21 going to develop that in to some place getaway or you

22 know use it for pasture also for livestock If the water

23 ceased to come down maybe not

24 And did you work for the United States Department

25 of Agriculture Wildlife Services
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Yes retired year and half ago worked

36 years for wildlife services

And what did you do for them

Mainly predator control In this area here in

central Nevada Roberts Creek Mountain and Roberts Creek Flat

and Kobeh Valley here

Thats depicted on 528 this whole area on 528

Yes

Co ahead

10 spent majority of my time on Roberts Creek

11 Flat here Three Bars Roberts Creek Rutabega Canyon

12 basically the whole Roberts Creek Mountain In the summer

13 time put camp either at Three Bars or Rutabega Canyon or

14 up the creek in Three Bars maybe oh tlftree-quarters of the

15 way up the mountain And would stay in this camp during

16 the week usually three nights sometimes five nights of the

17 week would work on this mountain or in this flat

18 And are you pretty familiar with water resources

19 guess in the whole area depicted in this map 528

20 Sure That was part of my job to know where the

21 predators were and where the livestock impact was from

22 predators And its all based around water really where the

23 livestock are

24 And if there was five-foot drop of water in

25 this area depicted on Exhibit 528 would that impact the
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wildlife that youre familiar with

Yeah dont know did Well in this area

youre showing here Ive done considerable amount of work

there lot with the super cub airplane hunting coyotes

low level low flight And observed damn near all the

wildlife in there you know from antelope to deer to

sagehen wild horses This is home to that area right

there from Lone Mountain north to lots of wildlife

Right there on Lone Mountain if you notice

10 theres little dark ridge that runs almost to the Roberts

11 creek Road And that little ridge there is one of the

12 largest sagehen wintering grounds that know of that they

13 congregate at during the winter Thats one of their largest

14 areas that know of And Ive flown from Austin to Ely to

15 Interstate 80 to Highway in central Nevada And in the

16 wintertime that there is concentration of sagehen right

17 there

18 And would decrease in the water level there

19 impact that wildlife

20 MR DE LIPKAtJ Excuse me Im going to have to

21 object The witness is not qualified as wildlife expert

22 He stated that his lifes work has been predatory

23 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Do you have response

24 MS PETERSON He can voir dire the witness and

25 then he can give all of his experience in the area so that
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you can see that he is qualified to give his observations

over 33 years of working in the area

HEARING OFFICER WILSON Be off the record for

minute

Discussion was held off the record

HEARING OFFICER WILSON The objection is

overruled You can go ahead and answer the questions

MR BE LIPKAU May have point here On the

prehearing statement Mr Garaventa number 15 page six

10 Mr Garaventa owns water rights in Kobeh Valley and Diamond

11 valley and will testify regarding his water rights

12 management monitoring and mitigation and future growth and

13 development in Kobeh Valley He was not offered as an expert

14 in the field of wildlife management or wildlife habitat He

15 is more than welcome in my opinion to discuss any of the

16 items set forth herein not the effect of the water rights

17 upon the wildlife

18 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Okay With the

19 understanding hes not an expert well let him answer the

20 question

21 Go ahead The question was do you feel that

22 drop in the water table will affect the sagehen you discussed

23 on Lone Mountain

24 THE WIThTESS Oh sure Theres really only two

25 springs there in Lone Mountain the Lone Mountain Spring and
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the Mud Springs there And it will affect the wildlife the

wild horses Its the only watcr there

HEARING OFFICER WILSON Thank you

By Ms Peterson And would there -- Would there

be way that the mine would be able to mitigate that impact

On the wildlife

Yes

Oh imagine Ive seen in different instances

where they furnished water from places where theyve been

10 mining different mines and went ahead and took the water that

11 was involved in their operation or that was coming up their

12 stream that existed pipe it down to some troughs to make

13 water available for the wild horses and the livestock and

14 wildlife in the area sure Ive seen that It was fine

15 until the temperatures got below freezing and them waters

16 freeze And the two instances know they werent -- sure

17 they supplied water to the troughs but it wasnt accessible

18 for the wildlife and the animals in the area because of the

19 ice on the trough

20 And your 160 acres there

21 Yes

22 -- just north of Highway 50 whats the level of

23 the water table Do you have meadows there

24 Yes

25 And whats the level of the water table
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Oh boy you can go down there and dig post

hole which is two and half three foot deep wait 20

minutes and the water will come and above that post hole you

know six seven inches It takes time to gain water Its

not very deep there

And if these applications were granted by the

State Engineer and there were impacts to your water rights do

you believe that the mine would be able to mitigate those

impacts

10 Well really dont understand what mitigate

11 means Is that me having the ability to hire lawyer to

12 start the process Do have the money or the capability of

13 doing it dont understand

14 Do you know of any ways that the mine might be

15 able to mitigate any impacts to your water rights

16 Yeah You know return If the water table

17 drops and them meadows dry up the rabbitbnsh the basic

18 vegetation is going to encroach on that riparian area or

19 meadow or whatever you call these areas and it will

20 eventually be worthless Your native meadow you cant really

21 replace it Youve got to -- If you drill well and furnish

22 water to it its going to be plant that youre going to

23 have to put back Its going to take time Yeah its

24 possible but its -- youre talking quite bit of financial

25 loss on my part too Yeah all of that is possible sure
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one way or another

And are ynu familiar with Nichols Spring

Yes

And the water use -- the use of water on Nichols

Spring

Well Nichols Spring has got 40 acres that

blnngs to th RnhRrts Crcmpk Ranch or the Etcheverry family

And that was one of the biggest springs on that side of the

mountain Evidently what the old timers told me it has

10 little homestead there trails and one thing or another And

11 at that spring theyve got dipping vats where theres enough

12 water coming out of those springs that they dip them sheep

13 and cattle in there for lice the old timers when they had

14 big lice problems and one thing or another with the

15 livestock They used that spring out of all the rest to

16 eliminate their lice problem

17 Now that spring has pipeline coming out of it

18 It goes down half mile in to the crescent week which goes

19 in to some stock with the livestock use But at one time

20 there was quite concern over the water there as it had to

21 be quite bit of water

22 There is large volume of water there

23 Well at one time yeah And in order for them

24 old timers to go and develop dipping vat there sure The

25 dipping vat and stuff is still there Theres -- The vat
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of metal and stuff its still right there at the spring site

And then have you had any issues with mines

promising to do something and then not following through

Yes

Could you please describe that

On one of these 40s right here on Highway 50

wher have my stnck water rights mnly nvining cnme in and

drilled the well test well in the meadow there at the Hay

Ranch And its oh maybe 400 yards off my property on the

10 Reese Hay Ranch there And then to access the their site

11 where their drill site is they brought their drill rig and

12 one thing from Hicmhway 50 turned off Highway 50 and then

13 drove in to their well site And they were drilling Along

14 side my 40 is brush my fence there was brush And where

15 the livestock trail there was cow trail coming in against

16 the fence and followed the fence of livestock fron the Hay

17 Ranch that traveled the fence made trail there

18 Well the drill people that drilled that they

19 had some other exploration to the north of my property and

20 they were testing these wells back and forth and they were

21 coming from the drill site there at the Hay Ranch back and

22 forth And pretty quickly started it was closer for them to

23 go from their drill site along my 40 to their other drill

24 sites instead of returning back to the highway and going

25 around the meadow and down So they just started first with
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just the pickup go through the brush start of the road

Pretty quick their little water truck started using the same

road

And asked -- Theres water engineer there

dont know his name He was kind of with the drill rig

there And asked him you know theres no access here

you guys are making road in hccre are you going to reclaim

it and he assured me that they were All right

When they brought the big heavy drill rig out

10 they brought it out that way and to this day theres pretty

11 good size road in there and part of it goes over the meadow

12 which belongs to the BLM and its riparian area So

13 asked called the moly mine and asked them you know after

14 the rig went are they going to reclaim that road

15 This is the second time youve asked

16 Well this will be the first time Well the

17 first time was with the engineer the water guy there with

18 the drill rig And the second time called the mine and

19 they said well theyre going to have meeting with

20 Mr Hutchings which was the resource person for the county

21 and theyre going to get together and go out and look and

22 they did And they informed me that within several weeks

23 they would have that reclaimed It means they were no longer

24 using that site All right thought no problem Months

25 passed and it was still never reclaimed
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it

And then Monday passed by there and it still

hasnt been reclaimed and thats been since 07 2007 And

they promised but nothing havent pursued it since

And when you say Monday youre talking about

MondRy nf this wek December th

Yes yes maam

MS PETERSON dont have any further

questions

HEARING OFFICER WILSON Any cross

MR ZIMMERMAN Yes

CROSS EXAMINATION

By Mr Ziirnerman

Good morning Mr Garaventa Id like to get

back to the two private parcels on the southeastern portion

of Kobeh Valley Where did you acquire those parcels When

did you buy that land

Oh 20 25 years ago

Okay And since that time youve been raising
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talked to one of the bosses there on

said yeah well be right on it am

things right now but well get to it

again And at that time the gentleman

me and said that theyll be right with

here at Mount Hope and

the telephone and he

here doing other

Time passed called

got pretty upset with

it dont worry about
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livestock on that property

Yeah Season summer time

What months out of the sinner

What months

Which months do you raise cattle on those

properties

WelJ like said it depends on the vegetation

and the climate From May to September October It depends

on the vegetation You know its not irrigated Its

10 riparian meadow there

11 Understood And you obviously water your cattle

12 there

13 Yes

14 From the stock water

15 Yes

16 When did you acquire water rights to those stock

17 water wells

18 The stock water them wells were drilled in 95

19 and 97 We drilled them for domestic We were going to

20 move there and live and we never did move there acquired

21 another piece of property where there is electricity on this

22 other side And it was here 2009 and finally the state

23 water engineer well the USGS wanted to know if they could

24 test them wells monitor them wells said yeah go ahead

25 And they come back the State Engineer sent me
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letter and said that these wells werent recorded or they

werent in their log and for me to go ahead and what was

going to do about them So went ahead and filed stock

water in 09 to get different numbers on these wells

So you filed your stock water applications in

2009

Yes

So its fair to say the priority of those stock

water rights are 2009

10 Yeah They were from 2009

11 Prior to obtaining those stock water rights did

12 you use the well for domestic purpose

13 No didnt

14 Do you own any irrigation rights for those

15 parcels

16 No dont

17 Do you own any BLM or federal agency grazing

18 privilege in Kobeh Valley

19 No dont

20 And did you protest the application subject to

21 this hearing

22 No havent

23 And how many approximately how many cattle do

24 you raise on these two parcels in ICobeh Valley

25 Well dont raise them graze them there
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Oh each one of them mm 30 40 head each through the season

MR ZIMMERNAN flkay Thank you No further

questions

HEARING OFFICER WILSON Thank you

Any redirect

MS PETERSON No

HEARING OFFICER WILSON Questions nf staff All

right You can step down Thank you Mr Garaventa

MS PETERSON Could the witness be excused

10 HEARING OFFICER WILSON He can be excused

11 Lets take another short break before we start and then well

12 come back at 1115 please

13 Recess was taken

14 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Continuing with the next

15 witness for Eureka County

16 MS PETERSON Thank you was wondering if

17 could just move for the admission of Exhibits 525 526 527

18 528 529 and 530

19 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Is there any objection

20 to the admission of Exhibits 525 through 530

21 MR IDE LIPKAU Excuse me

22 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Any objection to those

23 exhibits

24 MR IDE LIPKAU No objection

25 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Exhibits 525 526 527
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528 529 and 530 will be admitted

MS PETERSON Thank you And wed call Ron

Damele

HEARING OFFICER WILSON Please come forward and

be sworn

MS PETERSON And Exhibits 146 147 148 and 154

well be talking about

RONALD DAIIELE

10 Called as witness on behalf of the

11 Protestant having been first duly sworn

12 Was examined and testified as follows

13

14 DIRECT EXAMINATION

15 By Ms Peterson

16 Could you please state your name and spell your

17 last name

18 Ronald Damele Da 1c

19 And are you employed by Eureka County

20 Yes am

21 Whats your position

22 Im the public works director

23 And how long have you been the public works

24 director

25 Six going on seven years
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And have you been employed by Eureka County in

other capacities

started out with Eureka County as an equipment

operator and moved up to lead man moved up to

superintendent and eventually to public works director And

Ive been working for Eureka County for 27 years

And how long have you lived in Eurcka County

48 years

And how long has your family lived in Eureka

10 County

11 My family irrwnigrated to Alpha Nevada from Italy

12 in 1878

13 And dont know where Alpha Nevada is Is that

14 in Eureka County

15 It is

16 Where Where would it be

17 Everybody knows where Alpha is

18 All right am the one person that doesnt

19 MS JOSEPH-TAYLOR Two

20 THE WITNESS Alpha is about 36 miles north of

21 Eureka in the head of Garden Valley which is part of

22 Henderson Creek and Chimney in that country

23 By Ms Peterson Thank you You testified at

24 the hearing in front of the State Engineer in 2008 is that

25 correct
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Yes

And weve incorporated by reference now your

testimony from that hearing

Yes

And you recall that testimony

Ido

And you prepared report thats been marked as

Exhibit 146 that is submitted as Exhibit 146 in this

proceeding is that correct

10 Yes it is

11 And then youve also prepared power point

12 Identified as ExhIbit 147

13 Thats correct

14 And when we prepared that we didnt know that we

15 were going to incorporate the record from the prior

16 proceedIng So are there some slides that we can since

17 weve incorporated the record now from 2008 are there some

18 slides that we can kind of pass over in this exhIbit 147

19 your presentation today

20 Yes Some of them are repetitious

21 Okay So can we start your power point

22 presentation

23 Sure

24 And one more thing Im sorry Before you

25 forget -- Before you start ExhIbIt 148 could you describe
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what that document is

Exhibit 148 is entitled Eureka County water point

of diversion map And it shows all the underground point of

diversions for the municipal water systems in southern Eureka

County

And are these naps in Exhibit 148 also contained

in your power point

Yes they are

In larger scale

10 Smaller scale

11 Smaller scale Okay Why dont you start with

12 your power point

13 Okay This is report that put together and

14 updated for this hearing Next slide please This is

15 There was no change to this slide so next slide please

16 Point of reference Eureka County has three water systems in

17 southern Eureka County This is Devils Gate district one

18 right here This is Devils Gate district two And then

19 Eureka will be down here The airport is over in this area

20 here And the top of these slides think the top of all

21 the slides are north so everybody knows where youre looking

22 Next slide please

23 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Could we go back to that

24 slide

25 MS PETERSON Yeah The here and there is not
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going to work

THE WITNESS Okay

HEARING OFFICER WILSON You need to tell us

where on the slide

By Ms Peterson Weve worked together before

havent we So could you explain

Well on the lower part of the slide on the very

southern part Highway 50 is right here This is Devils

Gate district one right here

10 Its marked on the slide

11 Its marked on the slide

12 Thank you

13 And then north to the top of the slide this area

14 that Im referencing here which is west of the airport is

15 district two And then Eureka is down in the southern off

16 the map down here

17 Next slide please This slide is labeled the

18 town of Eureka water system point of diversion map This

19 shows the point of diversion in Diamond Valley This is

20 Highway 278 heading north towards Carlin This is the

21 junction of US 50 and 278 This is Highway 50 going west

22 And youre pointing to

23 Im pointing to --

24 The yellow

25 No Well right now Im pointing to the blue
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line thats references well one and well two for the Town of

Eureka which is in this triangle area on the top lefthand

corner of the slide This is tougher than it looks

Then this also depicts right here down in the

lower part of the slide is the booster station and booster

tank This is Ruby Hill Mine this area right in here all

this disturbance is Ruby Hill Mine

To the east

To the west of the booster station To the

10 southeast of the booster station is Eureka at the bottom of

11 the slide This is the land fill right here This at the

12 very bottom in the blue is the tanks on tank hill

13 Next slide please This is just blow up this

14 slide is labeled Town of Eureka booster station and tank and

15 admission line and storage tank map This map depicts the

16 southern tank in Eureka which is the very bottom of the slide

17 on the east side of Highway 50 and south of the annex

18 building in Eureka

19 Next slide This slide is the same slide as we

20 had before with the exception of the two photographs The

21 photograph on the top right-hand corner is well one It

22 depicts Whistler Mountain in the background right there

23 This is new back-up generator that we put in this green

24 looking thing here And in back of that generator is gray

25 building that is well two And the slide on the bottom
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right-hand corner is close-up of the back up generator

And excuse me On the left-hand side of this

slide it says Diamond Valley well number one is that

correct

Thats correct

Okay

Next slide please This is slide of the

inside of Diamond Valley well number two This information

on the left is the same hasnt changed The picture on the

10 right shows the pump the meter which is right there which

11 is electronic the singer valve and these are BEEs that

12 operate the pump in the back

13 Next slide please This is the slide that shows

14 the booster stations and the booster tanks on the top

15 right hand side This is the booster building right here

16 which is south of the tank This tank is 300000 gallon

17 booster tank And the bottom slide shows the duplex booster

18 system booster one and booster two

19 Next slide please This slide was updated

20 This is the Town of Eureka water levels Ill just go

21 through it briefly The wells well one was drilled in 1989

22 and the static water level in 1989 was 208 feet below land

23 surface On October of 2010 this year the static level was

24 252 feet below land surface with an annual decline of 25

25 inches which is consistent with other wells in the area
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Next slide please This is water levels for

well number two It was drilled in 1993 The static water

level in well two was 212 feet when it was drilled and in

October of this year it was at 249 feet with an annual

decline of 26 inches

Next Next slide please This slide is the

same from the previous hearing

Next slide please This slide was updated

showing in 1995 that has changed we used the 162 acre feet

10 in 1995 and in 2009 we used the 179 acre-feet with an

11 increase of about ten and half percent

12 And Mr Damele this is entitled Diamond Valley

13 wells one and two pumping history

14 Yes This is pumping history for Diamond

15 Valley wells one and two

16 Next slide please This customer base was

17 updated Its 276 current customers in 2009 In 2009 the

18 average daily demand was 160000 gallons per day which

19 equates out to maximum daily demand of 480000 gallons per

20 day And we have production capacity of 1.2 million

21 gallons per day And the rest of the slide from projected

22 customer base down remains the same

23 Next slide please Next slide please This is

24 the same as the previous Depicts district one

25 Next slide please This is talking about
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Devils Gate district one water well levels Devils Gate

well was drilled in 1998 at static water levels was 180 feet

In 2010 that water level was 221 feet with an annual decline

of 41 inches This well declines more than any other well

that we have each year

Next slide please This goes to pumping history

and customer data We have 14 customers in district one and

in 2009 the average daily demand was 5681 gallons with

maximum daily demand of just little over 17000 gallons per

10 day

11 Next slide please Next slide Next slide

12 This is the same Next slide please This is district two

13 water level and pumping history for district two In 1997

14 the static water level for the well was 144 feet And in

15 October of this year it was 173 feet with an annual decline

16 of two feet Pumping history of well one we pumped in 2009

17 at 5.7 believe that is million gallons which equates out to

18 17.6 acre-feet And the rest of that slide is the same as

19 the year couple years ago

20 Next slide please Customer data for -- We

21 updated it for this hearing We have 41 customers in Devils

22 Gate district two Their average daily demand is 15700

23 gallons per day The maximum daily demand is 47000

24 little over 47000 gallons per day And the rest of the

25 slide from maximum daily demand down is the same as previous
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hearing

Next slide please Water quality is the same

The slide that we used before

Next slide please The summary is the same

Next slide please That summary is continued

and that is the same as well

Next slide please That also continues and is

the same

Next slide please Okay These are upgrades

10 that we since the last hearing that we did to the system all

11 the systems In 2009 we did the constructed the Devils

12 Gate inter tie project And this project joined district one

13 and district two together so we would have some redundancy in

14 both systems And we can move water either way with that

15 inter tie project And that project Peavine Construction

16 did that for just little over $585000

17 And in 2009 we also separate contract Sierra

18 Nevada Construction worked on the town booster station new

19 tank project We constructed 1.25 million gallon tank on the

20 hill adjacent to the 750000 gallon tank We constructed

21 300000 gallon storage tank at the booster station We

22 constructed an additional booster pump at the booster

23 station And we put back-up generators at both the well and

24 the booster stations So now we have what they call pump

25 storage And in water terms thats good to have And that
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project was just little over two million dollars

And then in 2010 we had the Eureka main street

water and sewer improvements And basically what that did

was that replaced all the water and sewer lines in downtown

Eureka plus one street back It was huge project And the

contract was just up yesterday and theres still some last

minute things that theyre doing But that contract was just

little under four million dollars

And we have another project thats currently

10 were working on right now and were building 400000

11 gallon storage tank to the junction of US 50 and 278 And

12 that tank is tied in to the town water transmission line So

13 if the wells in Devils Gate ever cant keep up or cant pump

14 them anymore we have some redundancy because the systems are

15 all connected then And then they also installed about 7000

16 linear feet of 16 inches 905 pvc pipe This contract is

17 still ongoing but its 1.287 million dollars

18 Next slide please Thats good

19 By Ms Peterson How much money has Eureka

20 county spent in the last two years since the last hearing

21 updating its water system or making modification with the

22 water system

23 approximated it around six million dollars

24 And after spending the six million dollars are

25 there concerns about possible impacts to the water system
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Yes

And what are those concerns

Im concerned that were going to have to drill

new well soon for the Town of Eureka and Devils Gate and

thats concern because its not like you can just go drill

well and start pumping it This municipal water system you

gnt to undrstand that you have requirements that ynu have to

meet And the problem with Diamond Valley is theres arsenic

in Diamond Valley and depending on where youre at in Diamond

10 Valley its higher than in other areas So you just cant go

11 drill well and start pumping it and everything is good If

12 it doesnt meet the requirements then youre out bunch of

13 money and you dont have any water

14 Are there concerns about mine pumping impacting

15 the municipal water supply for Eureka

16 Im worried about that yes

17 And what are your concerns

18 Well Im worried that We understand Diamond

19 Valley is going down couple feet three feet depending

20 where youre at every year Going down going down And Im

21 not convinced that theres not water coming from Kobeh Valley

22 helping Diamond Valley out little bit So if you take that

23 away say its coming in there and if you take that away and

24 then pretty soon instead of going down two or three feet

25 year youre going to go down six or eight feet year and
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that worries me

And Im directing your attention to Exhibit 154

Do you have that in front of you

Ido

And is that copy of the Eureka County

dedication ordinance

Yes it is

And does Eureka County expect certain future

growth and development

10 We do

11 And this is new updated water ordinance since

12 the last hearing is that correct

13 It is uh-huh

14 And does it require dedication of water rights

15 from parcels if they are subdivided or further divided upon

16 the division the dedication to Eureka County

17 It does For each new parcel that is divided

18 the owner is required to bring two acre-feet of water with

19 that

20 And would this water ordinance dedication

21 ordinance apply to any development in Kobeh Valley

22 Yes This water dedication ordinance applies to

23 every where in Eureka County except the town side of Eureka

24 and the town side of Crescent Valley

25 And the last hearing you had testified about
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water use at the Bartine Ranch and the Willow Ranch

Yes did

And have you been continuously present in Eureka

County from 2008 to the present

Yes have

And have you freguently driven by the Bartine

Ranch or the Willow Ranch

have

And have you noticed any agricultural activity at

10 the Willow Ranch

11 No

12 And have you noticed any agricultural activity at

13 the Bartine Ranch

14 Yes

15 And what have you noticed at the Bartine Ranch

16 noticed that someone has someone last spring

17 brushed it burnt the brush cleaned the ditches and planted

18 probably seven or eight acres of something there that looks

19 like some of it took some of it didnt

20 And do you know who that someone is

21 Not personally figured it was probably Jim

22 Wise

23 And you heard some testimony earlier today about

24 historical use of the Roberts Creek Ranch property

25 Yes
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And do you have any knowledge of pre-1905 use of

the Roberts Creek Ranch property

Not the Roberts Creek Ranch property

Go ahead

The Three Bar Ranch property

Whats your knowledge of the Three Bar Ranch

property

My family owned the Three Bar Ranch property in

the very late 18005 and over probably in the early 1900s

10 And they ran cattle and sheep and irrigated the meadows and

11 stuff there

12 And did your family own any of the property that

13 Mr Buckingham testified about

14 Yes we did We owned JI Ranch Tonkin Ranch

15 Willow Creek Ranch Indian Ranch And actually was raised

16 on the Willow Creek Ranch for while 12 years

17 And would that have historic use of water

18 pre 1905 on those properties

19 Yes Based on what my ancestors have told me and

20 looking at some of the works that was there when was

21 growing up there that water had been used for very long

22 time And the stories the information the family has handed

23 down theres no doubt that it was used because theres good

24 creeks

25 And are you familiar with the Herd rights in
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Diamond Valley

Yes am

And do you know when the last time those water

rights have been used

The Eureka County actually used those rights the

last time when we were building Highway 101 We bought

construction water from the owner at the time was Laurel

Marshall or Laurel Etcheverry And we worked out deal with

her for construction water so we could build Highway 101 in

10 Diamond Valley

11 And how long ago was that

12 That was in the mid-90s probably in 93 94

13 probably in that area

14 And to your knowledge thats the last time that

15 those water rights have been used

16 Yes thats the last time they have been used to

17 my knowledge

18 MS PETERSON don have any further

19 questions

20 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Thank you

21 Cross-examination

22 MR DE LIPKAU Thank you

23 CROSS-EXAMINATION

24 By Mr de Lipkau

25 Mr Damele has Eureka County transferred
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agricultural water rights to its existing wells

believe we have

All right So would it be true statement then

that the Town of Eureka or those within the service district

received water by in the past the county purchasing water and

pursuant to the ordinance Exhibit 154 dedicating water

Im not quite clear on what youre askinq

All right If third party were to build

plant of some sort within the town site of you Eureka and

10 require 20 acre-feet to complete and service the plant would

11 that party be required to dedicate 20 acre feet of acceptable

12 water to Eureka County

13 Youre asking me if somebody within the town site

14 of Eureka was to put something in there

15 Correct

16 No

17 You would just provide service to the third

18 party

19 Yes

20 Okay In the past Eureka County in order to

21 meet the demands of its growth was required to acquire

22 irrigation rights and revert those rights to municipal

23 purposes is that correct

24 Thats the best of my understanding yes

25 And in the future will Eureka County continue to
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do this

To continue to purchase agriculture rights

Correct

Based on the anticipated growth for Eureka County

over the next 20 years think its highly unlikely that we

would purchase any additional irrigation rights to be

converted to municipal rights for the Town of Eureka

Well is it true statement then that Eureka

County has enough municipal water rights to carry it out for

10 approximately 20 years

11 In my opinion yes it is

12 And you have multiple water riqhts on individual

13 wells dont you

14 We do

15 And thats common

16 For Eureka County

17 Yes

18 It is common for Eureka County

19 Do you know why Eureka County protested the Kobeh

20 Valley Ranch LLC water application on the Ranch

21 do not

22 Do you know why Eureka County did not file

23 protest to the applications filed by Kobeh Valley Ranch on

24 the Bobcat Ranch

25 do not
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In the event irrigation rights were granted by

the State Engineer for the Ranch and the Bobcat Ranch is

it possible that that water could be used at some unknown

time in the future for development

It would depend on the standing of those rights

But if they were in good standing they could be used for

future development

Do you in your position of manager of the public

works department understand water right maps Have you ever

10 filed water right

11 Im not licensed water rights surveyor so

12 would not be able to follow water rights map understand

13 the basic oncept of water rights map

14 Have you ever filled out an application to

15 appropriate or an application to change

16 have not But there have been applications for

17 change filled out under my direction

18 All right Im going to ask you to turn to

19 Exhibit 42 Its in the initial book

20 MS JOSEPH TAYLOR Whose initial book

21 MR DE LIPKAU 42 The official booklet of KVR

22 THE WITNESS Okay Im there

23 By Mr de Lipkau Have you reviewed the

24 exhibit

25 have
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And there are two sheets to it correct

There are two sheets to it thats correct

And these will represent to you are copies of

the supporting maps being two in number filed in support of

Application 79911 through 79942 inclusive Do you see those

numbers

do see those numbers

Looking at the first map can you tell what is

the place of use as requested by the applicant

10 can

11 You can

12 can What believe is the place of use is the

13 dark line that basically goes around the entire parameter of

14 all the sections there

15 All right

16 Its labeled Its pretty easy Ross It says

17 proposed place of use

18 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Mr de Lipkau please

19 THE WIflJESS Mr de Lipkau Im sorry about

20 that We know each other

21 By Mr de Lipkau Now turn the page please

22 Okay

23 Page 202

24 Im there

25 Would you please describe that map as you
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understand it

This map has the Pony Express Trail cutting

across the northwest corner of it and it appears that it says

well field operation -- have the same problem

Mr Buckingham had cant read that small sprint

All right Do you see the lines in there the

corridors

see the corridors yes

And do you know what the corridors are

10 It appears to be pipeline corridors

11 All right Do you know whether or not the

12 corridors set forth on the plat are the corridors within

13 the or sought by the ELM plan of operation

14 You know they look pretty close to what Ive

15 seen

16 All right Theres been some discussion or

17 confusion that the place of use is wrong Do you share that

18 view

19 So what youre asking me is if this -- if these

20 corridors are within this place of use

21 Yes

22 Could take minute and study it little bit

23 You sure can

24 Well Im not water rights surveyor but it

25 appears to me that they match
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Does the county want the State Engineer assuming

he grants the subject applications to confine the place of

use to what well refer to as the ELM approved corridors Is

that the position of the county

dont speak on behalf of the entire county

All can speak on is what Im in charge of and thats the

public works department Thats outside of the scope of the

public works department

Okay So lets assume if youre able to answer

10 the question the water rights are in fact granted and the

11 permit conditions state that the water can only be used

12 within the corridor and actual mining area mining and

13 milling area Do you understand that fact situation

14 do So youre telling me the water can only be

15 used within the corridor

16 Right Thats the assumption

17 What sense does that make

18 Thats my question

19 Well you got to get it to the mine

20 Right Well the corridor conveys water to the

21 mine

22 Right But you said it was only going to be used

23 within the corridor

24 Within the corridor and the place of use approved

25 for the mine disturbance area
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Okay Thats pretty much what we all are here

about

All right Now assuming those facts what would

happen if for example the mining company wanted to core

drill mining claim that it owns or controls hundred feet

outside of the corridor What would the mining company have

todo

would expect that youre going to have to do

notice to the BLM in order to do that

10 Okay What about with the State Engineer

11 Are you mining or are you What are you mining

12 for Are you mining for --

13 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Mr Damele just listen

14 to the questions please Dont ask questions

15 THE WITNESS But dont understand

16 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Thats fine Just say

17 you dont understand and he will explain it further and then

18 wait for him to explain it and then give your answer

19 MR DE LIPKAU If you dont understand the

20 question please say so and Ill try to rephrase

21 THE WITNESS dont understand the question

22 By Mr de Lipkau All right Ill try to

23 rephrase In the event the State Engineer were to grant the

24 subject applications and the permit conditions stated that

25 the water could only be used within the approved corridors
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and mining area Do you have that assumption in your mind

Ido

All right What in your opinion would the mining

company have to do if for example it chose to core drill for

mineral purposes outside of lets say the corridor on the

second plat

File notice with the ELM

All right What would it have to do if you

know with the Nevada State Engineer

10 Nothing that Im aware of

11 Okay So it could drill outside of the it

12 could use water outside of the place of use is that what

13 youre saying

14 No

15 All right Please explain it

16 You just -- This is kind of tough

17 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Please explain if you

18 know The question is simple His question is assuming

19 that the place of use is limited to the plan of operation in

20 the corridors what additional step would KVR have to take if

21 they used water outside of that area What he really wants

22 to know --

23 THE WIThESS Its my understanding that if you

24 use -- if youre going to use water outside of the place of

25 use this is your place of use okay Youre going to use
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water that was -- that says that you can use it in here and

youre going to use it over here youve got to do change

HEARING OFFICER WILSON Thats the answer

THE WITNESS Thats what have to do So

thats my answer

By Mr de Lipkau understand Thank you very

much Are you aware of the agreement between KVR and the

co-op that was testified to earlier

read it one time

10 All right Are you aware that the amount of

11 money that will be utilized and put up to acquire and retire

12 water rights is four million dollars

13 believe thats correct

14 All right Do you have an idea as to how many

15 acre feet four million dollars will purchase at Diamond

16 Valley to certificate groundwater

17 do not

18 No idea whatsoever

19 None

20 Do you have an opinion as to whether the

21 acquisition of four million dollars of water and the

22 retirement thereof in Diamond Valley will more than offset

23 any conceivable leakage or conveyance of water from Kobeh to

24 Diamond Valley

25 dont know if thats the case or not
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You dont know

dont know

NE DE LIPKAU Thats all the questions have

HEARING OFFICER WILSON Thank you

Redirect

MS PETERSON None

HEARING OFFICER WILSON Questions of staff

THE STATE ENGINEER have just couple

EXAMINATION

10 By The State Engineer

11 Mr Damele do you have an opinion as to why the

12 drawdown in Devils Gate number one is 41 inches year

13 dont No dont have an opinion on that

14 Do you have any knowledge of the well

15 construction for Devils Gate one and two in terms of total

16 depth

17 Devils Gate the well with the largest drawdown

18 the largest decline is about 365 feet The well for district

19 two is about 425 feet And the two town wells are right

20 shade over 500 feet deep both of them

21 And apologize if its on this map and cant

22 find it What is the distance between Devils Gate number

23 one and number two

24 Its mile and quarter

25 And which is further north or south
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District number two is north is the most

northern district from Devils Gate

Of the wells you testified to Diamond Valley

wells and the Devils Gate wells which is the closest well

to the agricultural pumping area in Diamond Valley

Theyre all very close The town wells are about

quarter of mile from rather large irrigation well The

Devils Gate district one well is probably half mile And

district twos well is just adjacent to pivot You could

10 throw rock and hit the alfalfa field from there

11 Im going to ask this question and because Im an

12 engineer just when numbers come up cmmch them Weve

13 had testimony about spending six million dollars for number

14 of improvements in the last couple of years And it appears

15 you have around 275 300 connections

16 In Eureka thats correct yes

17 And again Im involved in lot of hearings and

18 bear lot of numbers That seems like lot of money for

19 300 connectIons Is this done in anticipation of future

20 growth Can you comment on that

21 People in Eureka use lot of water And we

22 decided few years ago that it was couple things we needed

23 to do We needed to upgrade the tank and we needed to make

24 the system more redundant And at the same time we built

25 little in to all of that for future growth We did
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THE STATE mGINEER Okay Thank you No more

questions

HEARING OFFICER WILSON Okay Thank you You

may step down Were hitting up against lunch Who is going

to be next

MS PETERSON Mr Berger And hes coming at

100 oclock Thats what time told him to come But

dont want to cut the lunch hour short if you want longer

lunch hour

10 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Well be off the record

11 for lunch

12 Lunch recess was taken

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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THURSDAY DECEtER 2010 117 P.M

---oOo---

MS JOSEPH-TAYLOR How about public comment

Well take care of some of that while were waiting for the

hearing officer to get back Have seat please And you

dont have to be sworn in but state your name for the court

reporter

MS BUCHANAN Vicki Buchanan B-u-c-h-a-n-a-n

My name is Vicki Buchanan My family holds some

10 MS JOSEPH-TAYLOR Youre going to have to slow

11 down

12 MS BUCHANAN took lessons this morning

13 MS JOSEPH TAYLOR You read lot faster than

14 you talk

15 MS BUCHANAN Okay My name is Vicki Buchanan

16 My family holds some original desert land entry water rights

17 in Diamond Valley that go back to 1960 We also have water

18 rights in Antelope Valley Basin 157 non-designated basin

19 that borders Kobeh Valley to the south These water rights

20 date back to the late 1800s when my family homesteaded

21 several parcels

22 have concerns about how issuing water rights to

23 General Moly and Kobeh Valley will increase the existing

24 problem in Diamond Valley But my main concerns are for our

25 water levels in Antelope Valley
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At meeting the State Water Engineers office

held in Eureka in 2009 the engineers told me that the

boundary between Antelope Valley and Kobeh Valley is

basically Highway 50 They also stated that there are lot

of unknowns about the water in Antelope Valley

In the past 20 years since have been actively

fuming the ranch we have had to lower the pump in one of our

stock wells by 20 feet tried to find data to confirm my

recollection and found that the state does not monitor wells

10 in this basin However USGS have measured some of these

11 wells from time to time did find that well adjoining

12 ours was measured from 2005 to 2010 and it showed drop of

13 seven feet in that time period

14 There is very limited pumping in this valley with

15 majority of the wells only pumping few gallons per minute

16 for very limited time during the year It is my concern that

17 if water levels are dropping with no pumping that the added

18 pumping in Kobeh Valley will severely impact our wells

19 These wells are the only water that we have for our stock and

20 without them our range would be basically worthless

21 My other concern is that if Kobeh Valley is

22 completely appropriated as Diamond Valley is that the same

23 problems will occur When this happens and the water levels

24 in the mines well fields drop am concerned that they will

25 expand their drilling to non-designated basin to the south
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Antelope Valley

It is my understandinq that there are no

applications required to drill wells in non-designated

basins It seems to me that once Kobeh Valley is completely

allocated there would be nothing stopping someone from

drilling wells and then applying for water rights on the

successful ones with no application process in place feel

that these valleys are actually one in the same and there is

no major geological boundary and do not think that Highway

10 50 would impede water flow

11 In closing it would be my hope that we would

12 learn from history and not repeat the mistakes of the past in

13 overallocating basins understand that mining is important

14 to the economy but should it be at the expense of the

15 natural resources and the generations of farmers and ranchers

16 that have sustained community during the bust years Thank

17 you for your time

18 MS JOSEPH-TAYLOR Thank you Ms Buchanan

19 Let the record reflect Mr Wilson is here We

20 have one other person -- one other person who wants to give

21 public comment today Come forward sir Well take care of

22 you And turn it back over to Tim

23 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Please state your name

24 for the record

25 MR BIJENHAN Bob Burnhan B-u-r-n-h-a-n Im
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farmer in Diamond Valley My family has owned land there

since the very early 1960s Im not going to address most

of what was said here in the hearings because Ive only been

here today and dont want to repeat too much of what said

here two years ago in the original hearings but Im sure its

on file with your office

Most of what have to say is just some

observations In most of the hearings that Ive been to

both here and in Eureka there has been lot of reference to

10 the overdraft situation in Diamond Valley And believe

11 its been at least inferred that the agricultural community

12 has been egreqious in our overuse of water think nothing

13 could be farther from the truth We are in fact an efficient

14 group

15 Using your estimates of consumptive use we are

16 at this time using only 42 percent of what is allocated to

17 us If we were using something approaching what has been

18 appropriated to us the animal overdraft to Diamond Valley

19 would be more than triple what it is now So believe were

20 doing pretty darn good job We have done our part to be

21 efficient

22 And fully recognize that General Moly is not

23 responsible for the situation that exists out there The

24 errors that have lead to this problem in all honesty were

25 made by predecessors of yours in this agency in the early
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EQs or thereabouts

We have stepped up to the plate We have done

our part to be efficient and do all we can to reduce

consumption and to control it in Diamond Valley through

modern irrigation sprinklers and low pressure sprinkler

packages and aggressive water monitoring We have done our

part and will continue to do so whether it be alternating

crops or further advances in irrigation efficiency

But you folks are through no fault of your own

10 you are the inheritors that have responsibility for some of

11 these errors that were made in the past And hope that you

12 will also do your part and exercise extreme caution and the

13 utmost care when making decisions that have any potential to

14 significantly aggravate the problem that already exists in

15 Diamond Valley And believe thats particularly the case

16 given the historical responsibility of the State of Nevada in

17 the overappropriation

18 Once again using the data that have heard come

19 out of this agency the overappropriation is in excess of

20 four times what the amount of recharge was Given our

21 efficiencies if it was only twice too much we wouldnt have

22 problem because we are efficient enough that were only

23 using number significantly less than half of whats

24 appropriated

25 So once again hope you will use extreme
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caution in making any decisions that have any potential to

aggravate the situation Thank you

HEARING OFFICER WILSON Thank you sir

MS JOSEPHTAYLOR Is there anyone else that

wanted to do public coinnent today

HEARING OFFICER WILSON We left off you were

going to enter in some exhibits

MS PETERSON Yes Thank you So we would move

for the admission of Exhibits 146 147 148 and 154

10 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Is there any objections

11 to Exhibits 146 147 148 and 154

12 MR DE LIPKAU No

13 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Hearing no objections

14 Exhibits 146 147 and 148 and 154 will be admitted

15 MS PETERSON Thank you

16 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Would you like to call

17 your next witness

18 MS PETERSON Yes David Berger

19 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Please cone forward and

20 be sworn

21 Witness was sworn in

22 ///

23 ///

24 ///

25 ///
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DAVID BERGER

called as witness on behalf of the

Protestant having been first duly sworn

Was examined and testified as follows

DIRECT EXAMINATION

By Ms PetRrson

could you please state your full name for the

record

10 My name is David Berger

11 And by whom are you employed

12 am employed with the US Geological Survey in

13 carson city

14 And are you aware of study that is being

15 partially funded by Eureka County in conjunction with the

16 USGS for the Diamond Valley flow system

17 Yes

18 And could you give us status on where that

19 report Is there going to be report coming out of that

20 cooperative study

21 Yes At the end of 2013 therell be an

22 interpretive report published from the USGS that relates the

23 results and interpretation of the study

24 And can you give anymore background as to the

25 delay in the publication of the study
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Yeah can speak to that In the past couple of

years weve deployed FT stations in natural vegetation

phreatophyte vegetation And after reviewing some of the

lands of that imagery these stations appear to be in very

narrow band in the density distribution in the basin And

currently we are deploying additional FT stations in other

distributions to have better representation of the full

density distribution in the valley itself in the hope flow

system

10 So what has to happen now is once these stations

11 are in place we need year or two years of seasonal data to

12 qet good sense of what groundwater discharge takes place in

13 those kinds of densities vegetation densities So we need

14 to be out there another couple years to collect that data

15 And is it accurate to say that at this point

16 based on the studies or the study -- yeah the studies that

17 have been jointly funded by Eureka County that there is no

18 new information with regard to potential flow between Kobeh

19 Valley and Diamond Valley

20 No new information

21 Reported out of the USGS

22 Not currently Its still in review Nothing

23 has been published on that yet no

24 MS PETERSON Thats all the questions have

25 MR DE LIPKAU No questions
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THE WITNESS That was nice

HEAPING OFFICEP WILSON Short ann sweet

MS PETERSON Thank you Mr Bergen

HEARING OFFICER WILSON Next witness please

MS PETERSON Benny Hodges

HEARING OFFICER WILSON Please come forward and

be swnni

Witness was sworn in

10 BENNY HOES

11 Called as witness on behalf of the

12 Protestant having first been duly sworn

13 Was examined arid testified as follows

14

15 DIRECT EXAMINATION

16 Ey Ms Peterson

17 Could you please state your name for the record

18 My name is Benny Hodges

19 And by whom are you employed

20 beg your pardon

21 By whom are you employed

22 Im employed by the Pershing County Water

23 Conservation District in Lovelock

24 And how long have you been with the Pershing

25 County Water Conservation District
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This June will be 22 years

And Im going to show you whats been marked as

Exhibits 523 and 524

Okay Im familiar with this

And Im just going to let the State Engineer get

there for minute okay with these exhibits forgot to

tell them which ones we were going to look at with you

And with regard to these two permits that you

have in front of you Exhibit 523 and 524 could you

10 notice in the permits that the State Engineer ordered and

11 mandated that Pershing County Water Conservation District

12 would enter in to monitoring plan with the applicant

13 Yes

14 Is that correct

15 Yes

16 And could you relay the circumstances upon which

17 that permit term was put in to the permit

18 Okay Originally the applicant made an

19 underground application as supplemental application for

20 supplement surface rights surface irrigation decreed rights

21 In other words if there was short water year or two-foot

22 year allotment on the river they would be allowed to pump one

23 foot of surface water of underground water to supplement

24 those rights

25 The proximity and the location of this well is
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very very close to the river so the water district protested

this on the ground with the close proximity to the river and

indeed was this actually proposed well going to be pumping

river water

The interim ruling didnt come out the

applicants maintained that the shallow aquifer being the

river water and the deep aquifer being the underground source

were separated by an impermeable layer of clay The water

district took the stand that there was no way to prove or

10 disprove that there were not fissures or breaks or

11 discrepancies in that layer that would allow the commingling

12 of the waters

13 The State Engineer issued an interim ruling that

14 would allow them to initially put those wells in but they had

15 to nan pump tests and try to show to prove or disprove where

16 there wasnt commingling of those waters between the

17 shallow aquifer and the deep aquifer and keeping in mind that

18 they were still having to cap those wells off at 125 feet

19 The pump tests were implemented The data that

20 was sent back to the State Engineers office was sufficient

21 It satisfied him that there was indeed no commingling between

22 the river water and the upper aquifer between the river

23 water in the lower aquifer

24 However the water district has requested that

25 because it was supplemental permit they always felt that
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the State Engineers office lot of times didnt have the

resources or the personnel to monitor these existing well

permits We made request that the water district could

co-monitor could also be involved in the monitoring phase of

these applications which the State Engineer granted and

which we currently do on an annual basis

And the original permit was granted in -- Well

first of all the interim ruling was Ruling 4036 is that

correct

10 Yes the interim ruling

11 And then the initial permit was issued by the

12 State Engineer April 7th 1998 is that correct

13 Well in the final ruling 57527 on the second

14 page of the monitoring program must be submitted for approval

15 of the state within 20 days of the issuance of this permit

16 Right

17 And It says the monitoring program will be

18 developed in cooperation with the Pershing County Water

19 District

20 Right So 57527 the first permit that had that

21 permit term in it is that correct

22 Yes

23 And then the second permit that was issued on

24 change application 20 or so years later by the state

25 engineers office also had the same permitted term
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Yes it did They were both in there

MS PETERSON Thank you Thats all the

questions have

HEARING OFFICER WILSON Cross examination

MR DE LIPKAU No questions

HEARING OFFICER WILSON Thank you And your

next witness please

MS PETERSON Steve Walker And we have power

point

10 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Be off the record for

11 minute to set up the power point

12 Witness was sworn in

13 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Go ahead

14 MS PETERSON And the exhibits Im sorry the

15 exhibits for this witness would be Oh and guess would

16 move for the admission of Exhibits 523 and 524

17 MR DE LIPKAU No objection

18 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Exhibits 523 and 524

19 will be admitted

20 MS PETERSON Thank you And the exhibits

21 associated with this witness are 143 144 145 501 and 504

22 ///

23 ///

24 ///

25 ///
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STEVE WALKER

called as witness on behalf of the

Protestant having been first duly sworn

Was examined and testified as follows

DIRECT EXAMINATION

By Ms Peterson

could you please state your name for the record

My name is Steve Walker

Would you spell your last name for the court

10 reporter

11 W-a l-k-e-r

12 And by whom are you employed

13 Pardon me

14 By whom are you employed

15 Im self-employed have business called

16 Walker and Associates

17 And has Walker and Associates been engaged by

18 Eureka County to perfonn some work on behalf of Eureka

19 County

20 Yes they have

21 And did you testify on behalf of Eureka County in

22 2008 at the hearing before the State Engineer

23 Yes have Yes did

24 With regard to these Mount Hope water

25 applications
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Correct

And were you qualified as an expert Tin the 2008

hearing

was qualified as an expert in natural resource

assessment and agricultural irrigation valuation or something

like that

MS JOSEPHTAYLOR Which hearing were you asking

about Ms Peterson

MS PETERSON The 2008 hearing on these water

10 rights

11 MS JOSEPH-TAYLOR Natural resource assessment

12 and agricultural irrigation is what you were qualified under

13 MS PETERSON So would ask that Mr Walker be

14 qualified for this hearing in the areas of natural resource

15 assessment and agricultural irrigation

16 MR BE LI No objection

17 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Hell be so qualified

18 MS PETERSON Thank you

19 By Ms Peterson Since the last hearing

20 Mr Walker what has Eureka County engaged you to do with

21 regard to these water right applications

22 Since the last hearing have been focused on the

23 Exhibit 501 which is basically assessment evapotranspiration

24 remaining at Bean Flat and Bartine Ranch assuming water

25 rights and consumptive duty of those water rights were to be
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transferred

And just to backtrack for second Do you have

Exhibit 144 in front of you

Ido

And is that an update to similar report that

you provided to the State Engineer in 2008

It is an update to that report provided in 2008

The difference in this report is there is no assessment

beneficial use on application to change manner of use and

10 place of use from what is referred to as the Hay Ranch

11 Those applications were not part of this hearing

12 Because they were withdrawn at the last hearing

13 They were withdrawn dont know why but they

14 werent on the list

15 Okay And then how about looking at Exhibit 145

16 Yes

17 And could you explain what that exhibit is

18 think we can probably go to the power point

19 right now because think it will summarize these documents

20 Okay And just if could Exhibit 501

21 Yes

22 That is another written report that you prepared

23 for purposes of this hearing for submission to the State

24 Engineer is that correct

25 That is correct
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And that is the work that deals with the

discharge that you were previously describing correct

Correct The title of it is evaluation of

continued evapotranspiration at the proposed water right

transfer Applications 76744 76989 and 76990

Have you prepared power point to summarize your

three reports submitted in this proceedinq

Yes have

And is that Exhibit 504

10 That is Exhibit 504 correct

11 And are you prepared to give that power point

12 presentation today

13 Yes am

14 Would you please do so

15 The testimony am about to give is summarized in

16 these three bullets and will start with assessment of

17 beneficial use of water on certain parcels associated with

18 the water right transfer

19 This is slide that was presented at the 2008

20 hearing minus the Hay Ranch What has been done is the

21 collection of the cropping reports with the addition of 2008

22 and 2009 from the last hearing And then continuation of

23 the think it is in your exhibit the photo comparison

24 Photo comparisons are photos from 1954 1976 and 1983

25 Excuse me 81 And those were the earliest photos could
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find and those dates were used because they predated earlier

than the cropping report

Basically can surrniarize it very quickly Bean

Flat had no report of cropping And in the aerial photos if

you looked at Google Earth today at Bean Flat it would look

just like the 1954 photo submitted in the documents and the

other two photos in between

have visited that site There was small

well diameter well and small engine didnt see gear

10 head on that when was there

11 The Bartine Ranch has 17 years of cropping

12 reports and they do show 20 acres through the early years and

13 then 60 acres lately irrigated from artesian wells flowing on

14 that site And there is indication in the photos of attempt

15 at water spreading Its basically some ditches and some

16 borders to convey the water over the land surface

17 Willow Creek was did show some cropping

18 between 75 and 1981 The cropping reports did pick up 100

19 acres of irrigation at Willow Creek during that period

20 There was no cropping at any other time

21 The problem with that the total certificated

22 duty from Bean Flat Willow Creek and Bartine Ranch would be

23 3634 acre-feet Per the cropping reports there have been 60

24 acre-feet of beneficial use recently at Bartine or 240

25 acre-feet of active duty
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And again this would be the intent of my final

report if you transfer water rights from areas that are at

basically groundwater discharge points in the valley or

phreatophytic areas and you dont by pumping those rights at

different place the duty from those rights at different

place affect the phreatophytic discharge then you are

actually havinq discharge from the total discharqe of the

basin of an additional what is discharging from the

pfrreatophytic areas that you are not intercepting and the

10 pumping of the duty that you would move the point of

11 diversion manner that you would use

12 Im now ready to go on to the next exhibit

13 Just so Im clear based on your investigation

14 has there been any additional use at Bean Flat since 2008 to

15 the present

16 have not been to Bean Flat since 2008 so

17 cant answer that could add though that other duties

18 have driven Highway 50 to Ely and Ive gone to Eureka and

19 did notice at Willow Creek south of Highway 50 that there had

20 been some what looked like dry land planting of ryegrass or

21 criticale recently thought noticed it in July when

22 went there this year

23 The cropping reports for 2008 and 2009 dont

24 indicate any additional use of those ranches is that

25 correct
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The cropping report for 2009 do not indicate it

The cropping report for 2008 assumed that the ruling had been

in place and that the water rights at Willow Creek and Bean

Flat had been is it abandoned What is the proper term

Forfeited

Forfeited Excuse me They had been forfeited

And so there was no reason to go do cropping report

Go ahead

The next thing did is will start here by

10 saying made mistake on this report And if youll turn

11 to the back page of the actual report

12 Is it your power point or the report

13 Its actually the report itself

14 Okay And thats 501 Exhibit 501

15 No it isnt Exhibit 501 is the evaluation of

16 the evapotranspiration It is the report dont have the

17 exhibit number with me Its the updated report from the

18 last hearing on consumptive use

19 Okay Im sorry Thats Exhibit 145

20 Okay Exhibit 145 And in the last sentence of

21 that report wrote Walker and Associates assumed the

22 difference in the basin And Im talking about the

23 difference between the Division of Water Resources estimate

24 of consumptive use between Kobeh Valley at 2.7 feet per year

25 And my response to that was Walker and Associates
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HEARING OFFICER WILSON You have to go much

slower

THE WITNIESS Im sorry should know better

apologize Walker and Associates assumes the difference

is based on evidence from effective precipitation since total

consumptive use values in the report are the same for both

Kobch vally and Diamond valley That is not correct The

consumptive use values are different for those two valleys by

twotenth of an acre foot

10 Quickly the difference between this report and

11 my 2008 report is removed the estimates from the BARCAS

12 studies in the adjacent hydrographic basins to the east in

13 Ely and White Pine County as estimates of crop

14 evapotranspiration and incorporated the new State Engineer

15 study for an estimate crop evapotranspiration in Diamond

16 valley

17 When say estimates of evapotranspiration crop

18 evapotranspiration Im talking about total

19 evapotranspiration minus effective precipitation

20 The State Engineers estimate in Diamond valley

21 with the new report was 2.5 acre-feet per acre My estimate

22 using the NRCS was when worked for them the SCS irrigation

23 evaluation method was 2.6 acre-feet for Diamond valley both

24 of them being six inches of effective precipitation say

25 those numbers are the same and that that would be good
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estimate the 2.5 of consumptive use for alfalfa in Diamond

Valley

This is the report Exhibit 501 What you see on

my figure one is the hydrographic basin in Kobeh Valley most

of it You dont see the western edge The cells of

phreatophytic discharge from the groundwater nodel and

overlying you also see the private parcels in Kebeb Valley

hydrographic basin The two lines you see came from the

model by Carol Oberholtzer The purple line is the

10 cumulative pumping five-foot groundwater contour Under the

11 cumulative pumping scenario thats the estimated drawdown to

12 the five feet because think the first tine weve seen

13 five-foot contour We had been working and the applications

14 have shown ten foot contour

15 The orange line is the mine only pumping scenario

16 and thats the five foot contour drawdown These lines are

17 used to try to get some handle on how much consumptive use

18 would be impacted by mine pumping particularly on the

19 parcels of Bean Flat and Bartine Ranch to see if -- how much

20 active ET discharge would remain once the water rights

21 points of diversion and manner of use were removed fron those

22 properties

23 Through the magic of GIS and Jake Tibbitts

24 would then put the actual parcels with acreage on the

25 evapotranspiration spells from the model
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And were on slide nine right now Its in the

power point

Okay What youll see is the green darker green

and lighter green shade In the model ann also in the

Reconnaissance report 30 they separated the phreatophytic

discharge or the groundwater discharge area supporting

phreatophytic vegetation in to two zones The lighter green

is zone thats dominated by greasewood and rabbitbrush and

the darker green is higher discharge area because the

10 groundwater is higher and the vegetation is dominated by

11 herbaceous grasses that are tolerant to saline alkalitic

12 conditions So salt grass alkali blue grass there is some

13 rye grasses but meadow type vegetation with higher

14 evapotranspiration rate

15 In the Reconnaissance level report these various

16 evapotranspiration rates were estimated at 1.25 acre-feet per

17 acre

18 So now when try to use the groundwater model to

19 just do all the math and everything just hit the magic

20 button and say how much discharge is going to occur from

21 these cells once you pump at these certain scenarios it

22 didnt work because the initial model didnt show that the

23 water surface was the water surface was below ten feet in

24 these areas of Bartine Ranch and Bean Flat

25 And so went from the model and went to
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reality The reality is the water surface per the cropping

reports from my personal visit per information youve heard

today is somewhere between zero at the land surface and ten

feet And so thats what the model cells were the

distinction there were ten feet

So didnt have the initial model guess at my

starting point so made the cstimate that the water levels

at these places were five feet and with an estimate it was

again halfway between the extinction depth and land surface

10 did use the model and the cumulatives all

11 pumping on scenario to establish what the drawdown would be

12 in these areas between now or actually 1955 and 2055 44

13 years after when the mine shuts down after 44 years of

14 pumping And you could say well you would only used part of

15 the model youre kind of cherry picking information here

16 The model didnt give me the data to show me the existing

17 water surface but do feel that models and Im not

18 modeling expert but to generally take body of water thats

19 held within aquifers and remove it and show where that water

20 is going to be think that is regional influence and use

21 of the model And its also the only data had

22 So took the drawdown estimated in each one of

23 those cells from that pumping scenario then subtracted it

24 from the existing water surface that established at five

25 feet at present day or 1955 and said now the water level no
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cell is going to be at the levels dictated at the levels

that you see

The cells were assigned specific

evapotranspirat ion rates from the model and

evapotranspiration rate would be what the evaporation rate

would be if the water is at ground surface then said if

the water is within ten feet of ground surface then the

evaporation would be zero at ten feet So use that linear

relationship and develop graphs on engineering paper to

10 basically intercept hypothesis from zero to ten feet with

11 zero being .018 feet per day of evapotranspiration to figure

12 out the estimate of evapotranspiration at certain groundwater

13 levels

14 The model if the groundwater level in an FT zone

15 with ten-foot extinction depth and the water goes below

16 that extinction depth that cell no longer has FT on it

17 evapotranspiration

18 In reality you have plant succession and you get

19 adaption to the deeper water table but still have

20 phreatophytic discharge And you would go from grass and

21 meadow saline alkali corrwnunity to shrubdominated

22 community greasewood rabbitbrush big sagebrush And this

23 would occur over period of years 40 50 hundred years

24 But it would occur and it does occur And it has been

25 occurring ever since the plasticine lakes have gone back and
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forth in these communities These plant corrnunities adapt to

where the water is in the ground

So if at any time that my extinction depth fell

below ten feet then moved it to the other FT zone in Kobeh

valley that has an extinction depth of 40 feet Thats the

assumption used

What you see are just basic estimates under the

cumulative pumping scenario of how much FT total in the

bottom there would occur from the private land parcels on

10 Bean Flat after 44 years of pumping

11 And youre referring to table one

12 am referring to table one This is the Bartine

13 Ranch

14 And youre on Figure on slide 11 Figure

15 Figure And showing again the FT cells and

16 where the private property occurs on these FT cells Again

17 same methodology on the table --

18 Table two

19 The same methodology on table two with the same

20 estimates of recharge of discharge remaining

21 My conclusion from doing this is that if you go

22 back to Figure under the mine only pumping scenario the

23 five-foot contour doesnt really intercept these places and

24 that you could expect that you would have the continual

25 evapotranspiration at the rate you have today
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If you do the cumulative pumping then you would

have somewhere in the estimate that Ive given that Tve

taken shot at of evapotranspiration still occurring after

you have moved the water right and the point of diversion

As you see there was no impact to the water

table at the Bartine Ranch My estimate would he that there

would he 2.fl acre-feet per year still occurring at the

Bartine Ranch

And also make the statement that moving place

10 of use would create two points of discharge for the same

11 water right You would pump it in the well field at the mine

12 and then you would still have discharqe occurring from the

13 phreatophytic site

14 And the reason is because these places were never

15 actively irrigated And so if we take water rights from

16 places that were never actively irrigated but were areas of

17 groundwater discharge then this will continue this is what

18 occurs Youll have two points of discharge if you move the

19 water right think thats it

20 MS PETERSON dont have any further

21 questions

22 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Thank you

23 Cross-examination

24 ///

25 ///
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CROSS-EXAMINATION

By Mr de Lipkau

Mr Walker believe in your testimony today you

did not touch on forfeiture of water rights is that correct

did touch on forfeiture of water rights on

Willow Creek Bean Flat and Bartine Ranch

Bartinc was st forth within the ruling Do you

understand that

do understand that And also understood that

10 the Bean Flat and Willow Creek were denied in the ruling and

11 yet they were still made applications for

12 Lets concentrate on Bartine Ruling 6599 stated

13 approximately 65 acres was valid irrigated water rights Do

14 you recall that figure

15 do recall that figure and do -- also that

16 figure is verified on the 2008 and 2009 pump records

17 Okay So you agree with that figure then Are

18 you claiming some of that 65 acres is now forfeited

19 agree with that figure

20 Okay So forfeiture then is not part of your

21 testimony today is that right

22 If you would -- Excuse me think if you would

23 look at the Exhibit 145 the forfeiture is part of my issue

24 today because that exhibit is about beneficial use on certain

25 parcels
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MS PETERSON 144

THE WITNESS Excuse me 144 And my claim is

that those parcels have not been beneficially used

By Mr de Lipkau But that doesnt apply to the

Bartine Ranch does it

It describes the Bartine Ranch as having larger

acreage irrigated thats indicated by the cropping report

Okay Are you saying that the number given in

Ruling 6599 of approximately 65 acres of irrigated land

10 should be changed

11 Im saying that the number of the duty from 65

12 acre-feet of land consumptive use duty should could be

13 changed but it needs to be discounted by the remaining

14 consumptive use And Im saying that the remaining

15 consumptive use using the model or using other methodologies

16 could be determined think to be consistent if had to

17 make the decision would use the Reconnaissance report ET of

18 1.25 acre feet

19 Im talking acres Do you agree theres

20 approximately 60 65 acres irrigated on the Bartine Ranch

21 Yes

22 Okay Do you know whether or not phreatophyte

23 consumption is beneficial use under Nevada law

24 do not know that

25 Okay Do you agree that in Diamond Valley the
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annual recharge is in the magnitude of 30000 acre-feet

annually

agree based on the reports that Ive read that

that is reasonable figure

All right If we were to turn the clock back to

say 1900 do you agree that with no developnent of groundwater

that the phreatphyte loss would Pardon me

phreatophyte consumption would be approximately 30000

acre-feet annually or equal to the recharge

10 Discharge would be equal to recharge

11 pre-development and Diamond Valley would agree with that

12 technically because its tenninus of flow system

13 would like to add that think Im getting out

14 of my element of expertise here

15 Oh no Youre doing well

16 No Im not Im not hydrogeologist

17 All right Do you know how much water is being

18 consumed in Diamond Valley this year last year

19 Ido

20 What is that figure

21 Consumed think the pumping of maybe like 88000

22 acre-feet and multiply that by .62 for consumptive use

23 Would you agree then that consumptive use is

24 approximately 55000 acres

25 Whatever that number just gave dont know
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the numbers specifically but am using these as rounded

number

Were you here yesterday

was here all day yesterday

Did you hear the -- Tuesday Fm sorry

Oh no

You were here yesterday

retract that statement

Do you recall either Terry Katzer or Dwight Smith

10 stating that after 50 or 60 years of heavy pumping in Diamond

11 Valley approximately 25 percent of the phreatophyte

consumption has been consumed

13 did hear that And think part of their

14 estimate is based on some conversations that we had had where

15 we agreed that you had spring discharge in the northern end

16 of the valley the Tonkin Spring And theyre intended to be

17 die back of greasewood and rabbitbrush just south of the

18 playa

19 Would you agree that 25 percent --

20 would agree there has been some phreatophytic

21 loss 25 percent would be -- dont know how you would do

22 that without doing cover transit spring flows think it

23 would be by gosh by golly 25 percent

24 Lets add these two numbers So we have 55 or

25 thereabouts consumption and then if were only capturing 25
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percent of 30 thats approximately 22000 acre-feet of ET is

that correct So we add the two and we have consumptive

duty from Diamond Valley in approximately 77000 acre-feet

annually is that correct

No The consumptive duty is less than that The

pumping itself is 77000

thought we agrecd the consumptiv duty of

water You can assume Diamond Valley is in the magnitude of

55000

10 Okay

11 Do you agree with that

12 Yes

13 All right And you agree that in the magnitude

14 of 25 percent of the 30000 acre-feet annually phreatophyte

15 loss is being has been saved

16 dont know that That dont know

17 Do you agree then that not all phreatophyte loss

18 in Diamond Valley has been captured by 50 or 60 years of

19 pumping

20 agree with that

21 Theres still phreatophyte consumption Is it

22 more than half do you think

23 dont know

24 You dont know Okay Are you familiar with

25 Toole Valley Basin in southern Nevada
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Yes am

Are you aware that the State Engineer has granted

approximately 9500 acre-feet of groundwater annually

Yes am

All right Isnt it true that there is no

phreatophyte loss in Toole Desert

There is nn There is have spent plenty ef

time in Toole Desert was working out there There is

very little pfrreatophytic transpiration associated with

10 spring discharge off Clover Mountain with willows and

11 cottonwood tree Its very deep basin and it is surface

12 water it is connected to the Virgin Basin and the

13 groundwater flow is too So how would you have phreatophytes

14 in basin that doesnt basically stop groundwater flow from

15 going out of the basin

16 Is it your position then that the Nevada State

17 Engineer can grant groundwater permit only if it takes out

18 of production an equal volume of phreatophyte loss

19 It is not ray opinion that that is the case My

20 opinion is --

21 Your opinion is that is not -- didnt ask what

22 your opinion is All right You stated that you can add the

23 remaining phreatophyte loss plus the consumptive duty in

24 Kobeh Valley did you not

25 On phreatophytic discharge areas the groundwater
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rights are removed Thats specifically what was talking

about

If you were to design the well field for the

mining company would you put well in each of the

phreatophytic discharge points

have no opinion on well location Thats way

out of my -- Im bugsen bunny kind of guy

How long do you think the phreatophyte loss

should be captured in groundwater pumping number of years

10 It would depend on how much water was in storage

11 and if in fact you had little bit of water in storage and

12 not an alluvium to pump from then think the effect would

13 occur in relatively short period say 50 years

14 50 years

15 And would agree that you cant say Im going to

16 pump over here and have phreatophytic discharge long ways

17 away and give an estimate of how long thats going to take to

18 have the pumping over here reduce the phreatophytic

19 discharge over here in equal volumes

20 MR IDE LIPKAU No further questions

21 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Redirect

22 MS PETERSON No

23 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Questions of staff

24 All right You may step down Thank you

25 Mr Walker
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MS PETERSON Oh would move for the admission

of Exhibits 143 144 145 501 and 504

MR DE LIPKAU No objection

HEARING OFFICER WILSON Those exhibits will be

admitted Well admit Exhibits 143 144 145 501 and 504

MS PETERSON And Im wondering if can have

minute to determine my next order of witnesses

HEARING OFFICER WILSON Yes Well make it

short break Try to keep on schedule Make it five minute

10 break

11 MS PETERSON Sure

12 Recess was taken

13 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Do you have your next

14 witness ready

15 MS PETERSON do Carol Oberholtzer

16 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Okay Please come

17 forward arid be sworn

18 MS PETERSON And the exhibits are 128 503 and

19 506

20 Witness was sworn in

21

22 CAROL OBERHOLTZER

23 Called as witness on behalf of the

24 Protestant having been first duly sworn

25 Was examined and testified as follows
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DIRECT EXAMINATION

By Ms Peterson

Could you please state your name for the record

and spell your last name

Yes My name is Carol Oberholtzer

O-b---e-r-h--o-l tz--e-r Im getting little something too

Ill try to talk loud

By whom are you employed

have small business Its called Lahontari

10 GeoScience and Im the president of that company

11 And have you been engaged by Eureka County to

12 perform certain work on behalf of Eureka County

13 Yes have

14 And what did that involve

15 Reviewing the groundwater flow model which is

16 something Ive been doing since the inception of the project

17 And did you testify before the State Engineer in

18 2008 in the last hearing on these Mount Hope water

19 applications

20 Yes did

21 And were you qualified as an expert in that

22 proceeding

23 Yes was

24 And were you qualified in the areas of

25 hydrogeology and groundwater modeling
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Yes was

MS PETERSON Id move to have Ms Oberholtzer

qualified as an expert in the areas of hydrogeology and

groundwater modeling

MR DE LIPKAU have no objection Whatever

she was qualified in last hearing is fine

MS JOSEPH TAYLOR Thats what she was qualified

in

HEARING OFFICER WILSON She will be so

qualified

MS JOSEPH-TAYLOR Hydrogeology and groundwater

modeling

MS PETERSON Thank You

By Ms Peterson And just for the record you

have Exhibit 128 in front of you

Thats the power point

Your curriculum vitae

Yes uh huh

And thats your curriculum vitae prepared by you

or under your direction

Yes

And did you prepare report for submission in

this proceeding

Yes did

And is that Exhibit 503
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Yes

And did you prepare power point presentation

for submission in this proceeding

Yes did

And is that Exhibit 506

Yes

And then we had couple corrections to Exhibit

503

Yes did

10 MS PETERSON And to speed things up if you

11 want can just say what they are if thats okay Page two

12 paragraph two this is on the report which is Exhibit 503

13 line 11 It starts -- Its three up from the bottom It

14 starts with foot contour line for the year 2050 54 shifted

15 to the east And we wanted to insert after east three

16 miles further in to the Bartine Ranch Thats how that

17 sentence would read

18 And on page 12

19 MS JOSEPHTAYLOR Ms Peterson just wrote on

20 the original exhibit and initialed that if thats all right

21 with you

22 MS PETERSON That would be fine Thank you

23 Under the section drains the first sentence references four

24 drains and that should be replaced with five And then in

25 the next line down where the drains are identified after
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Thompson the word TBartine Ranch should be added there

MS JOSEPH-TAYLOR Tonkin Shipley Thompson

Bartine Ranch

MS PETERSON And an unnamed spring and Kobeh

valley

And one more On the power point which is

Exhibit 506 on slide 19 there were two fioures that were

inadvertently omitted So on the third column to the right

2055 drawdown in the first entry from the left-hand side it

10 starts 10424 the blank little line there should say 8.61

11 And then following that line all the way to the last column

12 on the right-hand side layer bottom one that should say

13 605 And thats it

14 By Ms Peterson And you agree that those are

15 the corrections is that correct Ms Oberholtzer

16 Yes

17 And then you prepared power point presentation

18 to with regard to your report for the State Engineer

19 today

20 Yes

21 And thats Exhibit 506 correct

22 Correct

23 And if you want to start your power point

24 presentation please go ahead

25 Okay Im not sure exactly how this works Do
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you push the little star on this

HEARING OFFICER WILSON The star is the pointer

and the two top arrows are front and back

THE WITNESS Okay All right Well as you can

see identified the issues of the concern with the

groundwater model for the Mount Hope project

The first item Id like to discuss is the use of

the five-foot contour line for predicting groundwater

impacts This has come up under other peoples testimony

10 What Id like to say here is that right now where

11 theyre using the ten-foot contour line and think this

12 tends to mask over or underestimate impacts particularly in

13 evaluating the ptuTeatophyte impacts

14 Many phreatophytes have extinction depth of

15 approximately ten feet So you can see if theres five feet

16 of impact at that location youve already reduced your ET

17 prediction as result of that five-foot drawdown by 50

18 percent So if youre not considering that or showing it on

19 map you would miss that

20 IJrawdown at springs and streams also an issue

21 One foot of drawdown can cause spring to go from

22 daylighting to dropping below ground surface So obviously

23 five feet of cirawdown could do the same thing That could

24 dry up the spring and as result you could have impacts to

25 flow rates and to aquatic and plant life in those streams
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of Appeal

07/12/20 12 36 6950-695

Excerpts from Transcript of

Proceedings

10/13/2008 36 6952-6964
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THURSDAY DECEMBER 2010 829 A.M

HEARING OFFICER WILSON We left off at the end

of the applicants direct case and we are going to move on to

the protestants

Mr de Lipkau understand you have motion to

make

MR DE LIPKAU Yes would like to recall Mr

Dwight Smith to clarify one point he made That was Thesday

10 He was on the witness stand approximately five hours or six

11 hours The answer needs clarification We certainly dont

12 want to go throuqh the rest of the hearing with any criticism

13 on that statement without being corrected So with that Id

14 like to recall Mr Smith for one clarification point

15 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Is there any objection

16 MS PETERSON No

17 MS URE None

18 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Okay And since theres

19 no objection go ahead

20 Mr Smith please come forward Youve been

21 previously sworn You are still sworn

22 THE WITNESS Thank you

23 ///

24 ///

25 ///
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DWIGHT SMITH

Recalled as witness on behalf of the

Applicant having been first duly sworn

Was examined and testified as follows

DIRECT EXAMINATION

Ry Mr de Lipkau

Mr Smith Im handing you volume two of Exhibit

39

10 Thank you

11 Youre welcome Youre still sworn

12 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Yes

13 MR DE LIPKAtJ Okay

14 By Mr de Lipkau Mr Smith at the end of the

15 questioning on Tuesday you were asked question regarding

16 hiatus drawdown hiatus Would you please attempt to

17 explain your answer

18 Yes sir guess one area that neglected to

19 communicate in my response to the questioning regarding the

20 hiatus in water levels in Diamond Valley miserates to our

21 trend and calibration procedures and undertaking

22 But the primary purpose of transient calibration

23 in Diamond Valley was to calibrate the specific yield

24 parameters in Diamond Valley for the basin fill materials

25 And really didnt communicate that and that is very
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important

So the primary goal of transient calibration for

historic water levels was for us to adjust the storage

coefficients so that we could achieve reasonable

representation of the long term cirawdown trend And there is

lot of irregularities And as we discussed there is also

this hiatus in water level drawdown that is an anomaly in

that data set Not our primary objective to match that

anomaly or any of the other irregularities in that historic

10 data set

11 And would like to briefly go back and look at

12 the hydrographs for the fit We spent just little bit of

13 time on the first two think we can move past those and

14 just look at the hydrographs that follow If can find

15 those

16 HEARING OFFICER WILSON When you get there could

17 you identify the exhibit and figure number

18 THE WITNESS Yes So beginning with Figure

19 4.1 35 in Exhibit 39 the green triangles form the plot of

20 the model simulated drawdown over time Of course the blue

21 and yellow points are the observed or measured water levels

22 So again the first test here of what were trying to

23 accomplish is match to the trend of drawdown in the long

24 rim And think the data pretty much speaks for itself

25 Over the long nn we have pretty linear trend
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The water level hiatus you can observe that in

the data In this set its actually from it occurs in the

1990s this particular data set and lasts until

approximately 92 to 97 Its little different in this

particular hydrograph than some of the others and its later

in time

Turning to the next figure Figure 4.1 36 and

Im basically looking at the tail end trends Im looking

beyond that hiatus and also beyond the data gap that seems to

10 be coincident with that anomalous water level record So

11 from the mid-90s forward think youll see that we have

12 pretty good fit to the trend

13 Turn to the next hycirograph Figure 4.1-37 and

14 would say thats very strong fit to the trend of drawdown

15 matching the observed water level trend

16 Well go through these very quickly Figure

17 4.1-38 reasonable fit to the trend Not as strong as some

18 of the others

19 4.1-39 again think we show strong fit to the

20 long term trend of the data

21 Figure 4.1-40 again reasonable fit to that

22 trend in the end which is not quite as clearly defined by the

23 water level measurements

24 Figure 4.1-44 believe thats also showing

25 fairly strong fit to the trend
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Figure 4.1-42 again strong fit to the trend

Figure 4.1 43 strong fit to the trend

Figure 4.1-44 again reasonable to strong fit

Two more Thank you for bearing with me

4.1-45 not as much data but from the full point you see

there again were reasonably matching the trend

1-46 and this is the last of the set of

hydrographs Again think weve captured the trend well

which is what its telling us that we have designed

10 reasonable specific yield parameters in our calibration

11 efforts to achieve similar trends of drawdown over time

12 Thats the think the part of my response that failed to

13 communicate on Thesday later in the day

14 By Mr de Lipkau Mr Smith did Mr Dan Stone

15 approve the model portion that you just described

16 Yes The BLM and their third party consultant

17 Dr Dan Stone agreed that we had achieved reasonable

18 success of our transient calibration and in particular

19 looking at the primary objective of calibrating our specific

20 yield co-efficients

21 Are you finished with your comments

22 Yes Thats what wanted to add to my response

23 MR OF LIPKAIJ No further questions of

24 Mr Smith

25 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Ms Peterson any
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questions

MS PETERSON No questions

HEARING OFFICER WILSON Ms lire

MS URE No questions

HEARING OFFICER WILSON Questions of staff

MR FELLING Ill just have one question

Mr Smith how does this transient calibration in Diamond

Valley affect the simulation from pumping in Kobeh Valley

THE WITNESS Well we did the observed range of

10 specific yield was about eight to 20 percent in Diamond

11 Valley So we did use that as proxy because we dont have

12 specific yield measurements in Kobeh Valley That requires

13 long term pumping stress

14 Our short term test derived at storage

15 coefficient under confined conditions Eventually well

16 continue to pump and then well start to drain the aquifer

17 under undefined conditions in specific yield So having that

18 variable defined makes significant difference on the range

19 of drawdown over time that it projects

20 And we did this in number of different areas

21 We tried to use Diamond Valley as proxy for parameters that

22 we will assign in Kobeh Valley Eut other than that it

23 doesnt have any particular ramification to or control over

24 variables that we calibrated in Kobeh

25 MR FELLING Okay Thank you
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HEARING OFFICER WILSON All right No further

questions You may step down

That finishes your direct case is that correct

Mr De Lipkau

MR DE LIPKAU Yes

HEARING OFFICER WILSON We have several

protestants as mentioned at the beginning of the hearinq

who are not represented by attorneys and were not

participating in full in the proceeding but they did indicate

10 they want to give testimony in support of their protest And

11 would like to call the first protestant forward Mr Lloyd

12 Morrison Go ahead and stay standing and be sworn

13 Witness was sworn in

14 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Go ahead and state your

15 name for the record

16 THE WITNESS My name is Lloyd Morrison

17 HEARING OFFICER WILSON And you can be seated

18 Thank you

19 LLOYD MORRISON

20 Called as witness on behalf of the

21 Protestant having been first duly sworn

22 Was examined and testified as follows

23 ///

24 ///

25 ///
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DIRECT EXAMINATION

Direct Testimony by Mr Morrison

THE WITNESS will just basically read what

have to say My name is Lloyd Morrison Im 56 years old

Ive been farming in Diamond Valley for 35 years own two

pivots on the west side of the valley Township 21 north

Pange cast the wst half nf Sctinn

am second generation farmer and rent

another pivot from my 84 year old father Don Morrison My

10 dad was one of the original homesteaders in the Diamond

11 Valley

12 My farm is one of the closest farms to the Sulfur

13 Springs Range north of Whistler Mountain one area that

14 believe is feeding water from Kobeh Valley in to Diamond

15 Valley

16 My water from my well is four degrees warmer than

17 the water in my fathers well which is located two miles to

18 the east believe my water is warmer because Kobeh Valley

19 water is being pushed through deep carbonate or fractured

20 rock dont know and mixing with and warming the Diamond

21 Valley water in my location

22 feel that being on the west side of the valley

23 makes me especially vulnerable to the effects of General Moly

24 mines water use plan My farm will be one of the closest

25 farms to the pit location
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have concerns over the area in the proposed

place of use map thats Exhibit 42 in this small binder

which shows the 90000 acres that are to be used for

prospecting for water At least 36 sections of that proposed

area of use are located in Diamond Valley These 36 sections

are located north and west of my arm beginning about one

mile from my property And picture of that is on Exhibit

149 in this binder number two It just shows --

REARING OFFICER WILSON And thats Exhibit 39

10 THE WITNESS think this is State of Nevada

11 Department of Conservation Natural Resources binder number

12 two Exhibit 138 through 158

13 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Okay Thank you We

14 have that

15 THE WITNESS And on page one of Exhibit 149 it

16 shows that proposed general use area and on the right-hand

17 side of that page about the middle right along the road of

18 278 youll see cluster of pivots on the very corner of that

19 sheet Its right here And thats the location of my

20 property

21 MS PETERSON And right here is on the

22 extreme

23 THE WITNESS Its on the --

24 MS PETERSON The extreme right page

25 THE WITNESS Yes
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MS PETERSON Right-hand side of the page

THE WITNESS Yes This makes me one of the

closest farms to large portion of the proposed place of use

area And wonder what would prevent General Moly from

filing point of diversion and drilling for water close to

my property some years in the future if they decided to

questioned why this proposed place of use area even occurs in

Diamond Valley

General Moly is attempting to fully appropriate

10 the recharge capacity of Kobeh Valley using the water for

11 mining and they talked about agriculture guess at Bobcat

12 and Bartine Im concerned that the drawdown caused from the

13 pumping the full capacity of Kobeh will diminish the amount

14 of water in Diamond Valley

15 also wonder whether other mining ventures in

16 the area will get needed water for operations without

17 overdrafting Kobeh Valley in the future

18 And understand that General Moly has good

19 water model but that model is predictive tool It doesnt

20 prove whats underneath the ground We cant see exactly

21 whats underneath the ground And until we start pumping

22 nobody knows whats really going to happen

23 believe these are some of the possibilities

24 that are serious enough to cause doubt about the future of

25 the Diamond Valley flow system feel there must be concise
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monitoring nanagement and mitigation plan in place before

the permits are granted so that if things change we can have

plan to do something about it

General Moly calls themselves world class mine

And think it would be time to develop world class

conservation mitigation plan for the whole Diamond Valley

flow system

The future of southern Eureka County depends on

having renewable resource of water Our water can be

10 renewable resource if we take the steps to conserve it now

11 The era of exploitation needs to come to an end

12 if were going to provide any natural resources for our

13 future generations We must begin conserving now Thank

14 you

15 HEARING OFFICER WILSON All right Mr De

16 Lipkau do you have any questions of Mr Morrison

17 MR DE LIPKAU Mr Zimmerman

18 MR ZIMMERMAN No questions

19 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Any questions of staff

20 THE STATE ENGINEER No

21 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Mr Morrison if could

22 ask you just couple of questions on your property You

23 mentioned youre at 21 north 53 east

24 THE WIThESS Yes

25 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Section
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THE WITNESS The west half of Section

HEARING OFFICER WILSON On the map you

referenced how many of those pivots are yours

THE WITNESS Two of these pivots are mine

HEARING OFFICER WILSON Okay Theyre the ones

youre pointing to are on the very edge of the map

THE WITNESS Yes Imow its hard to see but

its on the very edge of the map Theres row of about six

pivots in row Mine are the top two in that row

10 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Okay Thank you

11 just wanted to make sure thats clear for the record

12 dont think have any other questions Thank you

13 appreciate your patience

14 THE WITNESS Well appreciate you giving me

15 chance to be heard

16 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Youre welcome

17 Id like to ask Mr Ken Conley to come forward

18 want to note just so its clear for the record Mr Conley

19 stepped in to the protest of David Stein So David Stein

20 will is shown as the original protestant Mr Conley has

21 stepped in to that protest as the subsequent property owner

22 If you could go ahead and be sworn in

23 Witness was sworn in

24 HEARING OFFICER WILSON And if you can just

25 state your full name for the record
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THE WITNESS My name is Ken Conley

KEN CONLEY

Called as witness on behalf of the

Protestant having been first duly sworn

Was examined and testified as follows

DIRECT EXAMINATION

Direct Testimony by Mr Conley

10 THE WITNESS And would just like to read this

11 statement if may My name is Ken Conley arid Im managing

12 member of Conley Land and Livestock LLC And as was stated

13 earlier we purchased property from Dave Stein which is

14 located in the mouth of Devils Gate drainage in Diamond

15 valley which is an area of concern in this whole issue

16 And will begin by saying it was never our

17 primary intent to be protestant in these water applications

18 by Kobeh valley Ranch LLC and we will refer to them as

19 Eureka Moly from this point on Dave Stein the previous

20 owner of our property initiated the protest which we

21 inherited with the purchase of the property in 2007

22 During the past three years we have observed

23 decline in the static water levels on our property in excess

24 of two feet per year As result we are becoming

25 increasingly concerned about the potential impact that the
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proposed high level of pumping in Kobeh Valley by Eureka Noly

will have on permitted water use in Diamond Valley

No one should be more aware of the imbalance

between permitted use and annual recharge of the Diamond

Valley aquifer than the Nevada Division of Water Resources

This is not the tine for finger pointing or assessing any

type of blame for this situation but were now faced with

the task of fixing or at least minimizing the impact of the

situation on those whose livelihoods are dependant upon this

10 precious water resource

11 We are keenly aware of your concern regarding the

12 status of the Diamond Valley aquifer and we sincerely hope

13 that this concern will be paramount in your decision

14 During the past few years we have been actively

15 involved with other Diamond Valley growers to explore ways to

16 conserve water use in Diamond Valley and bring consumptive

17 use more in line with annual recharge The formation of the

18 Diamond Natural Resources Protection and Conservation

19 Association is significant step in that direction We are

20 very concerned however that the pumping levels by Eureka

21 Moly if these applications are approved could severely hamper

22 these efforts and would put an irreversible burden on the

23 Diamond Valley aquifer

24 The predominant concerns that we have with these

25 water applications is the negative impact that this level of
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pumping will have on the Diamond Valley flow system

Additionally the process of mitigating the impairment of

recharge to the Diamond Valley aquifer is extremely

troublesome

There is general agreement that water flows

underground from Kobeh Valley to Diamond Valley An estimate

of 1500 acre feet per year of subsurface inflow from Kobeh

Valley to Diamond Valley is referenced in the environmental

resource

10 HEARING OFFICER WILSON If you could just go

11 little bit slower

12 THE WITNESS Oh really

13 HEARING OFFICER WILSON People tend to Its

14 all right People tend to read little bit faster than they

15 speak normally and its little hard for the court reporter

16 to keep up

17 THE WITNESS There is general agreement that

18 water flows underground from Kobeh Valley to Diamond Valley

19 An estimate of 1500 acre-feet per year of subsurface inflow

20 from Kobeh Valley to Diamond Valley is referenced in the

21 draft environmental impact statement

22 Im sorry maam didnt know you were doing

23 this

24 To assume that the proposed pumping levels in

25 Kobeh Valley will have no effect on this inflow is absurd
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Furthermore the impairment of this recharge due

to pumping by Eureka Holy is to us no different than the

Nevada Division of Water Resources approving new water

application within the Diamond Valley basin In any instance

it is an additional burden on the Diamond Valley aguifer that

cannot be sustained

We are also very concerned about the process and

mitigation Our question is quite simple How do you

mitigate the impacts that the proposed level of pumping in

10 Kobeh Valley will have on the Diamond Valley aquifer an

11 aquifer which is already in decline

12 As we mentioned earlier our water table is

13 currently receding at rate in excess of two feet per year

14 If after the mine is in operation water declines by any

15 amount no matter how miniscule when and how will mitigation

16 measures be triggered

17 There are too many variables involved to

18 implement an effective mitigation program Drought Water

19 requirements of an increase in juniper population on our

20 range lands Timing of annual precipitation If we get good

21 rains in the spring and we dont have to pump as much water

22 that has significant impact on our water levels at Diamond

23 Valley These are just few examples of the variables that

24 are involved that makes it in our mind impossible to

25 implement an effective mitigation program
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We are continually reminded in the periodic

mailings by Eureka Moly that levels of pumping in Kobeh

Valley will have little or no effect on the Diamond Valley

aquifer Little effect means some effect Some effect

unless its positive to us is unacceptable The only

acceptable solution is no effect And we fail to see how

this level of pumping will have no effect on our water in

Diamond Valley

Throughout this entire process however we have

10 tried to remain realistic We realize that to deny these

11 water applications would be somewhat unprecedent We realize

12 that the priority that our state gives to mining We realize

13 that mining is boost to the local and state economies in

14 most situations

15 In realizing all of this we ask that you in turn

16 realize the predicament that this mining endeavor if these

17 applications are approved will place on the future of Diamond

18 Valley agriculture

19 If you choose to support these interests of new

20 venture while potentially hampering or destroying the

21 continuation of existing entities seems extremely

22 counter-productive

23 Were not opposed to mining In fact we favor

24 the wide use of all of our natural resources We protest

25 these applications based upon the negative effects we believe
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they will have upon our livelihood which is dependant upon

our water

We do not believe that your denial of these

applications in any way hinders development of this mining

venture In our minds it simply means that water must be

purchased from active water permits in Diamond Valley This

is not novel approach Mines have been purchasing water in

Nevada for years in order to develop their interests In

fact many ranches in close proximity to Eureka have been

10 purchased by mining interests solely for the purpose of

11 obtaining water rights associated with them

12 We believe that had this approach been pursued by

13 Eureka Moly at the onset the entire process would have been

14 much less contentious

15 In closing would like to say that we thank you

16 for the opportunity to voice these concerns and we strongly

17 urge you to oppose the granting of these applications It is

18 imperative that the rights of existing water used in the

19 Diamond Valley flows system be protected Thank you

20 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Thank you

21 Questions

22 MR ZIMMERMAN No questions

23 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Questions of staff All

24 right Thank you Mr Conley

25 want to note for the record that we have
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another protestant Cedar Ranches LLC that was scheduled

today also received phone call yesterday from Mr

Allen Chamberlain message that said he would not be here

today It did not say if he was planning on being here

tomorrow tried to call him back did not get reply

will try to contact him again It was not clear from his

message whcther hz just did not intnd to attend this hearing

in its entirety or if he was asking to reschedule to Friday

It was not clear from his message- He just said he was not

10 going to be here today

11 Id like to ask if Mr Baxter Glenn Tackett is

12 hRre today

13 MS PETERSON As said on Monday believe he

14 was planning on being here on Friday

15 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Okay

16 MS PETERSON To present his protest

17 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Yes have in my notes

18 believe talked to him earlier he said Thursday but then

19 you said Friday so wanted to be sure will plan on

20 trying to get Mr Tackett in on Friday

21 With that we are on to Eureka County

22 understand you wanted to go before Ms Ure

23 MS PETERSON just thought we were going first

24 because of the way the exhibits were numbered so we were

25 planning on going next if thats okay
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HEARING OFFICER WILSON That is fine

MS PETERSON Okay So we would call Martin

Etcheverry And then the exhibits well be using

Mx Etcheverry are Exhibits 526 arid Figure 3-3 3.3-1 fron

Exhibit 39

MS JOSEPH-TAYLOR Could you say those again

plRase Ms Ptersorn

MS PETERSON Exhibit 526 and then exhibit

MS JOSEPH-TAYLOR 3-3

10 MS PETERSON Figure 3-3-1 from 39

11 Witness was sworn in

12 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Ms Peterson and Im

13 sorry to interrupt but know you had mentioned to me before

14 since there were so many new people here you asked if we

15 could reintroduce the panel and forgot when we first

16 started so Im going to go ahead and do that now if thats

17 okay

18 MS PETERSON That would be great just because

19 the other witnesses coming next would like them to know who

20 all of you are

21 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Since theres so many

22 new faces here today we just wanted to reintroduce the

23 states panel up here am Tim Wilson the hearing officer

24 with the Division of Water Resources To my immediate left

25 is State Engineer Jason King To his left is the -- our
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chief hydrologist chief of our hydrology section Rick

Felling To his left is Kelvin Hirkenbottom our Deputy

State Engineer And to my right is Susan Joseph-Taylor

chief hearing officer And to her right is Bryan Stockton

He is our deputy attorney general

MS PETERSON Thank you very much Has Mr

Etcheverry becn sworn

HEARING OFFICER WILSON Yes

10 MARTIN ETCHEVERRY

11 Called as witness on behalf of the

12 Protestant having been first duly sworn

13 Was examined and testified as follows

14

15 DIRECT EXAMINATION

16 By Ms Peterson

17 Could you please state your name for the record

18 Martin Etcheverry

19 And could you please spell your name first and

20 last

21 M-a-r-t-i-n Etcheverry E-t-c-h-e-v-e-r-r-y

22 And are you representing the Etcheverry Family

23 Limited Partnership today Mr Etcheverry

24 Ian

25 And does the Etcheverry Limited Family
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partnership own the Roberts Creek Ranch

Yes they dn

Could you please give the State Engineer just

brief history of the Roberts Creek Ranch

Okay In the late 40s it was purchased by

Eureka Livestock which was Filbert Etcheverry my uncle

Oscar Rudnik and his snn Sam Fudnik

In 1952 after my dad Nichel Etcheverry

M-i-c-h-e--l got out of the service for four and half years

10 became partner in Eureka Livestock with his brother

11 Filbert Oscar Rudnik and Sam Rudnik had left at that time

12 Then in the 1959 when Oscar Rudniks health fell

13 ill Filbert and Michel the two brothers bought his

14 interest in Eureka Livestock and that was at that time

15 because Eureka Livestock

16 Going ahead in 1995 the two brothers they had for

17 estate planning separated the properties in Nevada And

18 Filbert took the Three Bar allotment Michel took the

19 Roberts Creek allotment

20 In 1995 there was ten-year lease for both

21 brothers because they had also split up had properties in

22 Bakersfield California So to keep the properties fanning

23 in Bakersfield and their ranches in Nevada they gave

24 ten-year lease back to each other

25 And in 2005 my brother and Mark Etcheverry
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created Diamond Cattle Company LLC up at the ranch until the

present right now

And youre the part of the family that runs the

Roberts Creek Ranch is that correct

Right My brother and Mark

And Livestock Eureka Company was one of the

original claimants whose water rights were adjudicated in the

Henderson decree

Right

10 Pete Hanson

11 Right believe they acquired those rights in

12 the late 40s

13 So turning to Figure 3.3 of Exhibit 39 could

14 you orient the State Engineers panel to the creeks that

15 youre going to be talking about with regard to your water

16 rights

17 Right Sure The three creeks would be Roberts

18 Creek Vinini Creek and Frasier Creek

19 And --

20 And Henderson Creek Im sorry Not Frasier

21 Creek Vinini Creek Henderson Creek and Roberts Creek

22 And those are all depicted on Figure 3.3-1 is

23 that correct

24 Thats correct

25 And then turning your attention to Exhibit 526
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And if could just have little leeway to speed up and ask

some questions to orient everybody to the map

HEARING OFFICER WILSON Okay

By Ms Peterson The blue diamonds are surface

water rights that are held by the Etcheverry Family Limited

Partnership is that correct Mr Etcheverry

Thats correct

And the red circles are the underground rights

held by the Etcheverry Family Limited Partnership

10 Thats correct

11 And the white blocks are the private ground held

12 by the Etcheverry Family Limited Partnership

13 Thats correct

14 And there is it looks like yellowish light

15 orangish color line That is your BLM allotment is that

16 correct

17 Right thats correct

18 And then the mines well field is depicted

19 proposed well field is depicted on Exhibit 526 Thats the

20 blue the blue line or Im sorry the blue lines

21 Yes

22 Okay And if you could describe for the State

23 Engineer first well go with your ELM ground if you could

24 describe for the State Engineer your water rights that you

25 use on your ELM ground and how you use your ELM ground please
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and also try to give him points of reference on this Exhibit

526 for the record And you can use the other figure also if

you need to

Okay Well we use all the water thats on the

Roberts Creek allotment And on the Roberts Creek the

Henderson Creek and Vinini Creek they all flow in to

pasture and we use all the water that goes through those

three creeks in to the meadows to irrigate

And could you please tell the State Engineer

10 where the meadows is on one of those maps

11 Okay On Exhibit 526 on 2732 the long square

12 piece thats Roberts Creek And the water runs through the

13 headquarters right there And we irrigate the meadows there

14 at Roberts Creek And also at 2781 thats Henderson Creek

15 The water flows through Henderson Meadows We water those

16 meadows

17 MS JOSEPH-TAYLOR Im sorry Mr Etcheverry

18 think was looking at the wrong place When you said 2782

19 did you mean vested rights claims up in the upper right-hand

20 corner

21 THE WITNESS 27

22 MS JOSEPH-TAYLOR Did you say 32 or 82

23 THE WITNESS 32 Im sorry

24 MS JOSEPH TAYLOR That big long number above

25 the two blue diamonds
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THE WITNESS Right 2732 okay So the water

flow thats Roberts Creek The water flows through the

ranch there and there is meadows there that are irrigated

from the water from Roberts Creek

MS JOSEPHTAYLOR Thank you

THE WITNESS Now on 2781 thats Henderson

Meadow Henderson Creek goes flows through right through

that diamond to that 90 degree meadow right there flows

through that We irrigate those meadows there And right

10 above that 2781 the long rectangular meadow right there

11 thats Vinini Creek The water flows through Vinini Creek

12 By Ms Peterson The long horizontal

13 Im sorry Horizontal Thats 240 acres of

14 private property flows through Vinini Creek and the water

15 with Henderson Creek flows north and it flows to 2782

16 Thats Pinefield which is irrigated with the water from

17 Henderson and Vinini Creek And it continues on and it also

18 irrigates the meadows at Alpha which is 2783

19 And do you want to describe the ranches on the

20 northern portion of your map 2783 1392 it looks like

21 The 27 -- 2783

22 Yes

23 2783 is Alpha And right below the 27 there its

24 field called Chimney Field which has five springs that flow

25 in to creek that irrigate that side of the 278 on the east
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side and also flows through Highway 278 to the west side to

Alpha to the meadows at Alpha

And then with regard to your BU4 allotment how

do the cows water

The cows water at the Roberts Creek lot Its

unique allotment with water all throughout the allotment

Its been documented that theres over hundred springs on

the allotment And the cows utilize all the area with the

springs and the creeks themselves all the way up to the

10 mountain

11 And so they travel during the year from low to

12 hiqh

13 The cattle are in the spring theyre on the

14 lower part of the ranch and as summer comes they we herd

15 them up to the top of the mountain for grazing

16 And how many head of cattle do you have in your

17 BLM allotment

18 750

19 And is there water always running in Henderson

20 Creek

21 Henderson Creek always has water But in late

22 surruner it will dry up towards the meadows after we get done

23 irrigating But Henderson always has water at least halfway

24 up the creek in late summer late August September

25 And does water always hit the meadows
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Water always flows through the meadows every

meadow

And how about Vinini Creek

Yes Vinini Creek always flows the water always

flows through Vinini Creek towards the north towards Alpha

And maybe just briefly you could go now to the

Roberts Creek Ranch area on your map Roberts Creek Ranch

Uhhuh

Could you just describe for the State Engineer

10 what you do on that property your private ground on that

11 property

12 The private ground 2732 at Roberts Creek the

13 water that comes down from the mountain from Roberts Creek is

14 irrigated the meadows at Roberts Creek

15 And do you irrigate at Roberts Creek Ranch

16 Yes we do

17 And how much do you irrigate at Roberts Creek

18 Ranch

19 Well we irrigate all of the meadows with the

20 water

21 And whats the acreage of that

22 The acres at Roberts Creek

23 Yes

24 think its 320 acres

25 And then do you use any of the water for domestic
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purposes

Well yes we do yes From Roberts Creek and

theres springs that are above the ranch area

And do you also -- do you have any domestic

wells

yes we do Right there at Roberts Creek

And do you have any other domestic wells at any

of your other ranches

Yes we do At Alpha Theres two at Alpha

10 Do you have any other wells within your ELM

11 allotment and your private ground do you know the number

12 Yes The number of the wells in

13 How many

14 How many

15 Yes

16 Seven of them

17 Seven other wells

18 Right

19 Okay And do you ever see parts of the creeks

20 disappear

21 Yes do Ive seen it at Henderson and Vinini

22 Creek not at Roberts Creek but at Henderson and Vinini

23 Creek youll see it -- if youre there early in the morning

24 530 600 oclock in the morning its flowing and late at

25 night its flowing If you go there in the afternoon it will
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disappear youll be in the creek If youre walking the

creek there wont be any water You walk up 50 feet

hundred feet and all of sudden theres water at 50 feet

It goes in and out

And--

Late summer late summer

And turninq to Well 206

Yes

Could you tell the State Engineer where Well 206

10 is in relation to your property on Exhibit 526

11 Right 206 Well 206 is right below 2732 on the

12 right hand edge of the private property on the lower corner

13 the southeast corner there

14 And how far is it off your property line

15 Of the property line its roughly 75 feet

16 And did you notice any impacts to your water

17 rights or your springs after the pump testing of Well 206

18 Yes did

19 And what were those impacts

20 The impact was right there at 2732 If you just

21 go up little bit theres little sguare right there Its

22 private 40 acres right there that we call Nichols Springs

23 Its the white piece

24 The white piece

25 To the north and the west
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Yes Right above that Right after the Well

206 was pumped irrwriediately after that that spring was half

the spring it was arid it has never recovered back

MS JOSEPH-TAYLOR Can we clarify that because

Tim and are disagreeing where he said

MS PETERSON Sure

MS JOSEPH TAYLOR Right above northeast of the

under 2732

MS PETERSON Above

10 MS JOSEPHTAYLOR Above Right northeast above

11 it Im sorry did say under just made it worse

12 MS PETERSON Theres little white sqpare that

13 represents 40 acres Is it 40 acres

14 THE WITNESS Right

15 MS JOSEPH TAYLOR Thank you Sorry

16 MS PETERSON Go ahead Continue

17 THE WITNESS As soon as 206 was done testing

18 their well our Nichols Springs dropped in half the water and

19 it hasnt recovered since then

20 By Ms Peterson And that pump test was about

21 two and half years ago

22 believe so yes

23 And the ranch has lot of water is that

24 correct

25 Yes it does
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And when you talk about the ranch youre talking

about your privatc ground and youre talking about the ELM

allotment correct

Im talking about the whole allotment

And the allotment is 156000 acres

Approximately yes

And why is that important that ynur raining

lot of water on it

Well it makes it unique so as to when the

10 cattle theres different this map doesnt show the

11 different pastures But as the cattle are going up to the

12 mountain with all the springs and the creeks the cattle are

13 distributed good throughout the pasture with the springs and

14 the creek and theyre utilizing the whole pasture Thats

15 what makes it unique just the water on the ranch theres so

16 many springs and creeks plenty of water and the cattle do

17 well there

18 And why is that important that the cattle do

19 well Or explain what that means the cattle do well there

20 The cattle do well because if they have calf at

21 that time the calf are gaining weight The cow is milking

22 good theyre breeding good at that time and just overall

23 its good for the cattle

24 And are the cattle disbursed

25 Theyre very disbursed throughout the pastures
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Theres not map here showing all the springs But theres

springs in every canyon and water every where Thats why

the cattle are -- theyre not concentrated at one place

Theyre distributed throughout the pasture Thats what

makes it Thats what makes Roberts Creek unique Theres

so much water and the cattle can utilize the pastures there

Docs that keep the ELM off your bark

Well yes yes yes

And why does it keep the ELM off your back

10 Well because theyre not concentrating on one

11 area If there was only one water or two waters in one

12 pasture then the cattle naturally will concentrate in one

13 area and pound on -- eat all of that feed and everything and

14 then we get in trouble with the ELM because were not in

15 compliance with the niles and regulations of the ELM

16 MS JOSEPH TAYLOR Meaning too many animals in

17 the area

18 THE WITNESS Too many animals in one spot And

19 theres utilization chart that they use And once the

20 grass is utilized we need to go on to different pasture

21 By Ms Peterson And that happens throughout

22 the season

23 Throughout the season

24 In the year guess

25 Right the whole year
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And do you believe that the mine could

realistically mitigate any impacts to your water rights

No

Andwhynot

Just like said its documented that theres

over hundred springs here Mo one can go up there If we

lose spring the only way you can replace that spring is

with another spring You cant go on the side of mountain

You cant even get to these places where the springs are at

10 Theres no way Theyre in every canyon every mountain

11 range and it would be no way You couldnt do it

12 So you get there on horseback or by foot

13 Right right

14 And it would be an issue with the because of

15 the locations of the springs and how the springs are able to

16 disburse the cattle and the forage for the cattle Is that

17 the concern with any kind of proposed mitigation

18 Well for the mitigation you cant in these

19 areas you could not go up and drill water well It just

20 would be irrvractical Theres no way that it could be done

21 Okay And are there plans in your family to keep

22 the operation running

23 Yes there is Mark and are second generation

24 We have two sons that are wanting to take over the operation

25 some day
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And if there were any proposed mitigation -- if

for some reason these applications are granted and there was

some proposed mitigation would you want to know what that was

before the mine started pumping

would Ive never seen any mitigation

information as of now Id like to see that yes yes Id

like to know what the mitigation would be

MS PETERSON dont have anything else

HEARING OFFICER WILSON Okay Thank you

10 Cross-examination

11 CR03 S-EXAM INAT ION

12 By Mr de Lipkau

13 Mr Etcheverry at the October 8th administrative

14 hearing you stated that there are no measuring devices on the

15 surface or pursuant to the Pete Hanson Creek decree Is that

16 correct statement

17 Not that Im aware of

18 Have you installed measuring devices since --

19 No have not

20 Are there measuring devices

21 Not that Im aware of

22 Soyouhaveno

23 At Pete Hanson

24 And Pete Hanson and tributaries In particular

25 on Vinini and Henderson do you have measuring devices
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No dont

Okay You stated that your domestic water comes

from Roberts Creek and from some springs are the two sources

of domestic water

We also have domestic well also

So you have three sources

Two sources spring and domestic well

Okay And you have stock watering right

48684 set forth on Exhibit 526 correct

10 What was that number again

11 The red dot 48684

12 Yes

13 And you use that for stock watering

14 Yes

15 And then the two other permits in the lower

16 portion 12748 and 4768 are the springs is that correct

17 Thats correct

18 And those are used for stock watering

19 Thats correct

20 In the event the pumping by Kobeh Valley Ranch

21 were to dry up those three sources couldnt mitigation be

22 made by the company simply installing water tanks at your

23 direction and location

24 Sure there could right there Thats all flat

25 level ground
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Right Could it the mining company also

install well pardon me stock watering tank at Nichols

Springs

Yes probably so

And mitigate the stock watering issues in that

valley correct

Yes Thats little lower there They could do

it there They couldnt do it up higher

When You say up higher how many feet above the

10 valley floor of Kobeh Valley are these springs that youre

11 talking about

12 They probably run up to 9500 feet

13 And the valley is

14 6000

15 So some of these springs are in excess of 3000

16 feet above the valley floor

17 They go 6000 feet all the way up Theres

18 springs all the way up yes

19 All right Are you aware -- Looking at Exhibit

20 526 that -- Do you see the top 2783

21 Yes

22 Thats not included within the Pete Hanson Creek

23 decree is it

24 That Im not sure of

25 All right And would the same answer be given
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for the 07282

Im not sure

MR DE LIPKAU No further questions

HEARING OFFICER WILSON Thank you Redirect

MS PETERSON Just couple

REDIRECT EXAMINATION

fly Ms Peterson

When there were impacts to the Nichols Springs

that you experienced earlier or you testified to earlier do

10 you recall that after the pumping of Well 206 there were

11 impacts to Nichols Spring

12 Yes

13 Did you and your brother have to haul water up

14 there

15 Yes we did Right after that When the cattle

16 were in that pasture we hauled water there since then

17 And you continue to haul water there

18 Yes

19 And is part of your allotment in the wilderness

20 study area

21 Thats correct

22 And can you describe to the State Engineer where

23 that is on the allotment

24 That would be roughly on Exhibit 526 it would be

25 north right north on the allotment border of 2732 straight
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north and to the west

And thats by Nichols Spring

No It would be on top of the mountain

Okay

From Nichols Springs it would be northwest of

there up on the border

MS PETERSON Thats all have

HEARING OFFICER WILSON Recross

MR DE LIPKAU No questions no further

10 questions

11 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Thank you

12 EXAMINATION

13 Ey The State Engineer

14 Mr Etcheverry you testified that the flow at

15 Nichols Spring was reduced in half as result of the pumping

16 in 206 Can you tell me what the magnitude of that is how

17 much was flowing and how much was it reduced to

18 dont know how much it was actually flowing by

19 sight and plus the water troughs that we have for the cows

20 we feel that it was half at least half if not more by the

21 uses by the use of the cattle and by visual of the water

22 coming out of the pipe

23 Can you guess mean was it ten gallons

24 minute down to five gallons minute

25 dont know how many gallons Like said
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dont know that But could tell by looking at it

Okay

You can tell

What about the springs under vested Claim 2732

and guess 16802 when they pumped 206 did you notice any

kind of impact

27

2732 is that correct thats spring

Right

10 And also under believe its probably Permit

11 16802 is also spring When 206 was pumped you testified

12 that -it impacted Nichols Spring What about those springs

13 under those rights were those impacted at all

14 Not that could recall Because those are

15 probably springs that are right on the creek there right

16 next to the creek Roberts Creek which always has water

17 That wasnt major problem because the water coming down

18 from Roberts Creek it all flows in to Roberts Creek

19 Okay So you couldnt see any impact to those

20 No no

21 Is there water right on Nichols Spring

22 Well weve always used it maybe vested water

23 right Because weve always used it

24 You filed vested claim on that spring do you

25 know
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dont know that

What about the hundreds of springs up in the

mountains Well not hundreds but the numerous springs

from the mountain block are there vested claims filed on

those do you know

dont know But weve always used them

THE STATE ENGINEER Thats all have Thank

you

HEARING OFFICER WILSON Mr Etcheverry could

10 ask you question on the ranch itself Im trying to recall

11 from your direct testimony apologize for not remembering

12 exactly But was it in th l940s you obtained the ranch

13 THE WITNESS believe it was 1948

14 HEARING OFFICER WILSON And who was the previous

15 ranch

16 THE WITNESS The previous ranch believe was

17 the cuiner was Isador Sorrow

18 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Thank you Do you know

19 how long they were in Kobeh Valley

20 THE WITNESS dont would assume for

21 long -- probably all of their lives Im not sure wasnt

22 born then dont know the history of every one that was

23 around there just our family

24 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Well what Im trying to

25 get at is is the cattle grazing that you eventually you
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know you eventually took over and realize thats changing

in grazing law over time But Im wondering if theres

cattle grazing before 1905 is what Im wondering Do you

know

THE WITNESS dont know But know since

1948 that my Uncle Filbert Oscar Rudnik and Sam Rudnik

bought the ranch there was cattle there and also sheep

HEARING OFFICER WILSON Okay Thank you

MS JOSEPH-TAYLOR Youre excused

10 Mr Etcheverry

11 THE WITNESS Thank you very much

12 MS PETERSON And then think Mr Etcheverry

13 wanted to leave so could he be excused

14 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Yes you can be excused

15 Of the record for minute Lets go head and take

16 break

17 Recess was taken

18 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Continue with the case

19 of Eureka County

20 MS PETERSON John Colby

21 HEARING OFFICER WILSON John Colby please come

22 forward

23 MS PETERSON And Im sorry Exhibits 527 and

24 530 are what were going to be looking at

25 Witness was sworn in
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HEARING OFFICER WILSON Go ahead arid have

seat Your attorney will handle that

MS PETERSON Im not really his attorney

HEARING OFFICER WILSON Well

MS PETERSON My witness

JOHN COLBY

Called as witness on behalf of the

Protestant having been first duly sworn

10 Was examined and testified as follows

11

12 DIRECT EXAMINATION

13 By Ms Peterson

14 Could you please state your name for the record

15 My name is John Colby

16 And could you spell your last name

17 ol-b And Im president and MW Cattle

18 Company

19 And Mr Colby Ive put in front of you Exhibit

20 527 and 530 Do you have those in front of you

21 Yes do

22 And Im asking if you could tell the State

23 Engineer and the panel about its the same -- well Im

24 sorry Let me start The blue diamonds are surface water

25 rights that you own or your company owns is that correct
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Yes

And the red circles are the underground rights

that you hold

Yeah

And then your BLM allotment the Santa Fe

Ferguson allotment is like the yellow orange outline there on

the map

Yes it is

And your private ground is the white the white

10 or lighter parcels on the map is that correct

11 Yes

12 And then looking at Exhibit 530 over on the west

13 side of the map there is lot of theyre identified as

14 federal reserve water rights Do you see those

15 Yes

16 And those are associated with your ELM allotment

17 is that correct

18 Yes use them for stock water and there is

19 lots of them

20 MS JOSEPH-TAYLOR Can ask quick question

21 Are those decreed preserved rights or just claimed

22 THE WITNESS Well theyve used it since the

23 ranch began and thats been like 90 or hundred years

24 MS JOSEPH-TAYLOR Do you know what type of

25 reserved rights theyre claimed as
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THE WITNESS No dont think its under

wildlife think some of the BLM

MS PETERSON We have later witness that could

explain the maps where the information came from

THE WITNESS Yeah

By Ms Peterson So could you please explain to

f-he Ft-ate Fngineer and the panel using Fxhibt 527 and 5Th

your property your private ground your ELM allotment how

you use it and the water rights associated

10 Okay

11 And describe your water resources

12 Okay This is Santa Fe Ferguson allotment and

13 the Santa Fe is the north piece there Its right down below

14 Spring 8893 Thats Santa Fe

15 Thats your private ground

16 Thats private And the irrigation water for

17 that comes out of Cottonwood Canyon And theres some

18 springs up there And the runoff comes down and gets --

19 Theres ditch that runs all the way across And runoff

20 gets the ditch wet and then the springs keep it running So

21 can irrigate until June on that And then like said

22 theres lots of springs and stuff And theres this whole

23 mountain range is kind of like Roberts Theres lots of

24 springs and the cows dont have to walk very far for water

25 which is very important And its also this mountain range
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is wilderness study area So cant go drill wells or

nothing up there

Its like said theres lots of water and

thats kind of why decided to buy this ranch because there

is lots of water for stock mean cows dont have to walk

very far to get drink And if you have to walk long

distance you know your hulls got sore foot and also like

Martin was saying that if you have one constant water source

then everything has to go in there the cows hammer it pretty

10 bad They eat it down to the ground and you get in big

11 trouble from the ELM And so with all the springs the cows

12 really distribute real good on the ranch And theres water

13 dont know if you say free water just standing water you

14 dont have to pump all over the place

15 And if you look down in the south part of Diamond

16 11105 that is gravel pit thats full of water And it

17 stays full year round And you know its only about five

18 foot deep but it holds water all the time because its right

19 down in to the water table And this whole -- And you kind

20 of see the light-colored thing through the thing right down

21 below that and thats low ground or whatever

22 But the water table is so close to the surface

23 that it kind of like subs through and it irrigates itself

24 Because mean if you dig post hole down there youre going

25 to hit water So you have real good irrigation kind of
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underneath the ground You dont have to do nothing but the

water is right there and it subs up and theres lots of

springs

And there is like said its well watered

And in like the slant they have that says that it goes five

feet down Im going to lose lot of that water And

because it will go down below And like lot of these

wells 13955 the water table is 30 feet down Thats the

deepest well have for stock water And everything else is

10 ten 15 feet you know And if they lower it five feet Im

11 going to lose some wells Im afraid because theyre not

12 very deep And they produce lot of water quite bit of

13 water

14 And then also on this range besides cow permit

15 also have sheep permit And sheep require more water

16 than cows because they all come in to drink at the same time

17 So you know if this lowers the water table its goinq to be

18 tough to get enough water to use it

19 So you have total of four stock watering

20 permits is that correct

21 Yeah on here yeah

22 And you have permit for cows with the BLN

23 Yes do

24 And how many cows is that

25 420 think Its 400 and -- think 420 is what
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it is think

And how lnng have you owned your property

Ive been there eight or nine years Nine years

coming on nine years

And do you feel that you have good stock water

Well you know thats what brought me to the

place was yan knnw it- has lnts nf stnck water and cows

dont have to travel very far to get drink And you know

when they have to travel thats not good for your business

10 because theyre walking off weight and thats what were in

11 the business for is weight on our calves You know and if

12 they have to walk lona ways they lose weight instead of

13 eating And also you have problems with if they have to walk

14 long ways for water they lay down around there and eat

15 everything down to the ground and they dont dispense over

16 the whole thing good and that causes big problems

17 And yeah my main reason for getting this place

18 was the water like water and the cows dont have to walk

19 very far

20 And do you if these applications were granted

21 by the State Engineer do you believe that the mine could

22 mitigate impacts to your water rights

23 Well you know like said the top of the

24 mountain they cant do nothing up there There is some roads

25 up there and you can use the roads but you cant put new
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ones in And they will not let you drill well up there

Its wilderness study area And you know about every canyon

has spring in it And you know mean and its rough too

mean you cant get drill rig in on them places And you

know down on the flat they could drill some wells But you

know they would have to drill lot of them Otherwise if

you just have one single or two or three of them then you

have all the cows in the one area You would have to drill

wells and pipe water so the cows wouldnt have to come in to

10 just one place

11 And Im afraid that if they drop it down five

12 feet its going to kill lot of this water You know its

13 you know well like that gravel pit you know thats

14 really major water source for me And you know its only

15 three-foot deep And if they drop it five feet there wont

16 be no water

17 And do you feel that hauling water is an option

18 dont not really Because could do it for

19 little while but thats something that you have to do every

20 day you have to haul water And if youre small

21 operation mean its thats full time job hauling

22 water for your cows mean you cant plan on doing other

23 things because you have to haul water you know And its

24 another piece of eqpipment that you got to keep in good shape

25 all the time And you know its just tough to especially on
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kind of small operation where there aint lots of employees

and stuff like that guy could do it for short time if

you had to But its not good thing you know really It

would be tough mean it would be full time job And you

know if you put in more wells you know it might work But

the thing Is about that is if you did more wells guy needs

to do it bf ore we lnse thR water here because cows cant

really wait for six months for well to get drilled mean

its got to be put In and everything That way if you lose

10 the water you can flip switch and get water you know or

11 down here Im hauling water and thats kind of full time

12 job

13 MS PETERSON dont have anything further

14 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Thank you

15 Cross-examination

16 MR ZIMMERMAN Just few questions

17 CROSS-EXAMINATION

18 By Mr Zimmerman

19 My name is John Zimmerman and Im an attorney for

20 the applicant have few questions about the water thats

21 on your property Looking at Exhibit 527 all of the blue

22 diamonds in the Simpson Park Range those are all some stock

23 watering mostly stock watering correct

24 Yes

25 And then as you head down in to the flat where
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you have some blue diamonds labeled 3658 and couple others

those are all surface water irrigation sources

Well there is -- the diamonds are off just

little bit But theres two artesians down there and then

theres bigger well that you can use to irrigate with But

anyway theres two artesians there and you know this map

dont show lot of the water But theres four artesian

wells down there too And Im afraid that if you know if

you drop the water mean they dont produce lot of

10 water but enough to water cows you know

11 Would it be Sorry to interrupt Would it be

12 fair to say that mitigation in lowering the pump in the well

13 putting pump in an artesian well would erase some of your

14 concerns on the stock watering rights

15 Well you know the problem is by doing that you

16 have to maintain that stuff you know mean put in new

17 wells whatever Yeah something needs to be done but you

18 know theres more to it than just because thats

19 something you have to maintain Thats another job

20 And also one of the big things everybody is on

21 the water thing But you know if you lower the water Im

22 going to lose lot of pasture because this -- water grows

23 pasture because its on this ground pretty close to the

24 surface And if you lower it five feet instead of being you

25 know grass and stuff down there its going to be you know
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dust bowl

Okay Do you know if you have any water rights

for that subsurface irrigation that you just referenced

No

And isnt it true that most of the surface water

comes up of Simpson Park Range

Yes it docs

And is most of that surface water runoff snow

melt

10 Well that gets us started Theres lots of

11 springs up there And you got to have that runoff to soak up

12 your ditch And then mean your nmoff dont last long

13 long time mean it slows down and gets melted and

14 everything But them springs keep your water coming until

15 June

16 And do you have any measuring devices on any of

17 the stock watering

18 No

19 Or the springs up in the higher country

20 No

21 Getting back to litigation and the stock

22 watering understand your concern about continued

23 maintenance if you put in well or deepen -- put pump in

24 an artesian well But would you still agree that mitigation

25 is possible to put in some sort of pump system to --
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Well it would be but what would you do about the

lost pasture What wnuld you do about that mean because

if you lower the water table Im not going to have the grass

My question was just about the stock watering

rights that you have in the flat as far as mitigating those

putting in pump wells stock watering Would that allay your

rnncPrrls

You know anything will help you know and like

said but the thing is if guy puts those in there you

10 need to have them in there before you lower the water because

11 you cant tell the cows you know wait three weeks and Ill

12 get you some water They kind of need it now

13 Understood This will just get back in to if

14 General Moly had the ranch to maintain these wells stock

15 water for -- This just gets back to the maintenance on

16 pumping mitigating impacts to stock water wells putting in

17 pumps putting in system that can be maintained by the

18 company without any work on your part Would that allay your

19 concerns with regard to the stock water rights

20 Down low it would But what about on the up on

21 the mountain

22 Im just talking about on the lower end of your

23 ranch

24 Well you know the mountain is pretty good

25 pasture Thats where you know -- And yeah that would help
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down there

MR ZIMMERMAN Okay No further questions

THE WITNESS And Ive been talking little bit

to him and hes been pretty decent to me about it and weve

been talking about it But you know its concern

HEARING OFFICER WILSON Anything further

MR ZIMMERMAN Nothing further

HEARING OFFICER WILSON Okay Thank you

MS PETERSON No further questions

10 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Questions of staff All

11 right Thank you Mr Colby We appreciate it

12 MS PETERSON And Mr Colby needs to ciet back

13 also to Eureka

14 HEARING OFFICER WILSON You can be excused

15 MS PETERSON Thank you

16 So we would call Mr Buckingham and that would be

17 Exhibit 525 and then that Figure 3.3 of ExhIbit 39

18 MS JOSEPH-TAYLOR Whats his first name

19 MS PETERSON Ken

20 HEARING OFFICER WILSON You can go ahead and

21 swear him in please

22 Witness was sworn in

23 ///

24 7/I

25
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KNETh BUCKINGHAM

Called as witnss on bRhalf of the

Protestant having been first duly sworn

Was examined and testified as follows

DIRECT EXAMINATION

By Ms Peterson

Cnuld you please state your full name

Kenneth Buckingham

Do you want to spell your last name

10 Pardon

11 Can you spell your last name

12 Buc-kingham
13 Thank you Mr Buckingham And do you own water

14 rights and property in Eureka County

15 Ido

16 And how long have you owned your property

17 January of 97

18 And how long have you lived in Nevada

19 All my life

20 And how long has your family lived in Nevada

21 prior to you

22 My great granddad came in 1862

23 To the Paradise Valley area in Winnemucca

24 Yes

25 And Im going to -- Do you have Exhibit 525 in
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front of you Do you have Exhibit 525 in front of you

Yes

And you also have the bigger figure

Yeah Well didnt bring my reading glasses

with me Ill have to get by without them guess Thank

you

Mr Buckingham you own water rights that are

decreed rights under the Pete Hanson decree is that right

Yes

10 And those were originally owned by Diamond Land

11 and Cattle

12 Yes

13 And again taking you to Exhibit 525 the red

14 dots are underground rights

15 The red is underground

16 And the blue diamonds are surface water rights

17 Yes

18 And the white squares are your private property

19 Yes

20 And Im going to ask you using both Figure 3.3-1

21 of Exhibit 39 which is the other sheet that you have in

22 front of you --

23 This one here

24 Yes And Exhibit 525 To please tell the State

25 Engineer about the water rights that you own
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On Pete Hanson

On Pete Hanson

own the water rights in the creek and also the

springs that cone down through there plus the Tonkin Springs

that flow down Pete Hanson Creek Denay Creek own all of

those water rights

On approximately 67 springs

On which one This one

How many springs rights do you own

10 How nany springs

11 Yes

12 nwn watRr rights including the surface and

13 underground Its 67 permits

14 Okay And you have some drilled stock water

15 wells also

16 Yes

17 And you have some domestic wells

18 Yes

19 At your ranches

20 Dli huh

21 And thats at the JD Ranch

22 Yes

23 And at the Willow Creek Ranch

24 Yes

25 And at the Tonkin Ranch
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Yes

And Im going to direct you to this Exhibit 525

Yeah

And could you please generally describe and

were going to go to the white area okay the white private

property Could you orient the State Engineer as to where

your ranches are on that property Trying to use the

numbers if you could use those numbers that would be great

Well theres several springs right there but

10 the Tonkin Spring is probably 1202

11 Over on the left-hand side of the map

12 Theres lot of numbers here But coming up the

13 valley know where the Tonkin Spring is and theres probably

14 three of them right there together And 0296 0297 would

15 have to be the Tonkin the main Tonkin Spring

16 Okay And then just briefly tell the State

17 Engineer what you have there

18 Ive got that spring is probably estimated at

19 about thousand gallons minute It runs continually And

20 that runs in to the reservoir And from the reservoir take

21 the water on down the valley and irrigate the meadows down

22 through the valley And then down further theres some farm

23 ground down there that were going to be irrigating that more

24 this year this coming year And thats all the water from

25 the Tonkin Springs that goes down through that valley
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And then over to --

Wait Just before we leave that okay This is

your vertical rectangles that are on the left-hand side of

this map thats all the Tonkin Springs area that youre

talking about is that correct

Yes

flkay And when you say youre moving up or

moving down or moving --

North

10 Moving north thats what you were just

11 describing is that correct

12 Yes

13 Okay Thank you Go ahead

14 That takes care of the Tonkin area there And

15 then you move on over to Willow Creek and get water out of

16 Willow Creek Canyon and the springs that are up in there and

17 at the mouth of the canyon theres spring that use for

18 stock water

19 And can you give number to that one

20 33299

21 And so those all those blue diamonds that are to

22 the south of the number you just stated thats all that

23 Willow Creek area is that correct

24 Yes

25 Okay Go ahead
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And then the water comes out of the canyon there

and irrigate the Willow Crecsk ground thcre And then it

overflows goes on down through the Shipley Field here and

thats where the artesian springs are 1801 and 33298 And

on down through that valley there is meadows in there that

irrigate And then all the tail water goes in to the 3D

three miles dnwn in tn the 3D Fanch And irrigatR PHR

meadows there on the upper part of the dam the upper part of

the ranch there about half of it up irrigate those

10 meadows there

11 And thats on this Exhibit 525 thats the big

12 white area thats at the northern most part of the map is

13 that correct

14 Right

15 Okay Go ahead

16 Thats the main part of the ranch down through

17 there

18 And then do you own water rights in Kobeh Valley

19 Kobeh Valley do Where they got the boundaries

20 set up there own three springs there in the north end of

21 Kobeh Valley and thats 38639 45121 and 41120

22 And you use that for stock watering

23 Yes thats all stock water

24 Do you have ELM allotment

25 Ido
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And we didnt show it on the map did we

No

Could you just describe on the map to the State

Engineer where your ELM allotment is generally

Well the south end of it goes from probably

mile two miles south of Pete Hanson Creek and it runs due

west and then it hits that range that goes north and south

And that runs up to the north end of it there And thats

just the JD allotment And then go from the highway up on

10 the east side it runs over to the highway there where the

11 road comes in to the ranch there and then it goes two and

12 half miles north and then the fence it goes over to Buckhorn

13 Range And its approximately 220000 acres

14 Okay So your BLM allotment the first one you

15 talked about thats on the left hand side of the map is

16 that correct

17 Well the 319 allotment

18 The JD allotment is it on the left or the

19 right hand side of the map

20 It would be the right-hand side

21 The right-hand side Okay Thank you And do

22 you have any other ELM allotment

23 have the Grass Valley allotment to the west of

24 that mountain dont know how many acres are in that

25 allotment
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And do you have an engineering firm that helps

you keep track of all of your water hits

have Chilton Engineering in Elko Theyre the

ones in charge of all of my water rights and they have the

permits

And did they give -- Did you give them permission

to give Eurcka County information about your watr rights

Idid

And do you measure do you measure your any of

10 your surface rights and/or your underground rights

11 did last summer had five springs that

12 filed on through the Chilton Engineers And took pictures

13 of the springs and took pictures of the inch and quarter

14 pipe that had coming from the spring And used the

15 gallon water jug to measure the pipe And did three of

16 them like that with gallon jug and took pictures of it

17 And then another spring was up from the Tonkin

18 Ranch up to Rooster Canyon up there It was that three-inch

19 pipe of water up there that runs out of the rocks to the

20 water trough and took pictures of that And estimated

21 that at 30 gallons minute

22 And then another spring right below it

23 estimated that spring at about gallon minute So those

24 five springs measured this year

25 And how about any of your wells
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Okay did had Anderson Building out of

Winnemunca They caine over this summer and they tested my

well there at the ranch Its 16-inch casing Water was

at five feet And they put pump on it and ran it at 1500

RPM and they got 1300 gallons out of it at 24 feet And then

they pumped it there several hours and then they revved it up

and got 1600 gallons and it drew down to 140 feet And got

record of that on their test that they did on that well

And thats the main irrigation well there

10 And then the stock wells the red dots there are

11 they didnt value that one just had fellow there about

12 three months ago test that and put the new casing the new

13 rubbers in the pump and that was at 70 feet Waters are

14 probably 20 feet deep there And then the one over

15 proceeding to the west that 46801 thats at 200 feet that

16 well And it runs about an inch and guarter pipe of water

17 when its pumping And then the one over 15473 next to the

18 highway over there 278 highway thats got submergible in

19 it and thats about hundred feet deep That one there

20 pumps inch and quarter pipe water about six eight inches

21 out shoots it out inch and quarter pipe And thats

22 stock well there

23 And then 43027 another stock well And that was

24 approximately 150 feet deep And with pump jack there it

25 pumps water out of oh an inch and quarter pipe It
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shoots out about four to five inches for stock water

And then at the JD Ranch itself got sort of an

artesian well there at the buildings and thats six-inch

casing and water runs over the top of that casing when youre

not pressurizing in the pressure tank And dont know it

might run two or three gallons minute when its running

over the casinq And then one down at the barn in the

corral thats an inch and half pipe for stock water And

that artesian and that shoots out about six inches out of the

10 pipe all the time the artesian down there

11 So Ive got lot of artesian water on the ranch

12 and up through the Shipley Field in those springs all in

13 there run all the time theyre artesians

14 MS PETERSON dont have any further

15 questions

16 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Okay Thank you Any

17 cross-examination

18 MR DE LIPKAU Yes have few

19 CROSS EXAMINATION

20 By Mr de Lipkau

21 Is it true statement Mr Buckingham that you

22 have some measurements made of springs and wells in the last

23 year or so

24 Yes

25 Anything before that
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No

Okay Are you mostly concerned about the mines

effect upon your water rights

Yeah am

Youre not against the mine per se are you

Not against it for what

Youre not against the mine in itself being

mine are you Youre concerned that the mine will injure

your water rights Would that be time statement

10 Yeah

11 If the mine didnt injure your water rights would

12 you care if mine went in to production or not

13 No As long as they dont interfere with my

14 water

15 All right And in the event that there was some

16 interference as determined by monitoring program if they

17 mitigated your stock and/or irrigation rights would that be

18 satisfactory to you

19 Yeah

20 MR DE LIPKAU No further questions

21 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Thank you Any

22 redirect

23 MS PETERSON No

24 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Thank you Questions of

25 staff No questions
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Thank you Mr Buckingham you may step down

MS PETERSON Mr Buckingham are you going to

leave

THE WITNESS Am going to leave

MS PETERSON Are you going to leave

THE WITNESS Not right at the present time

MS PETERSON Okay didnt know if you needed

to be excused or not

THE WITNESS Ive got problem with my vehicle

10 Turned my lights on when came from Fallon this way and

11 forgot to shut them off

12 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Of the record for

13 minute

14 Discussion was held off the record

15 MS PETERSON Jim Etcheverry And its Exhibit

16 529

17 Witness was sworn in

18 JIM ETCHEVERRY

19 Called as witness on behalf of the

20 Protestant having been first duly sworn

21 Was examined and testified as follows

22

23 DIRECT EXAMINATION

24 By Ms Peterson

25 Could you please state your name for the record
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Jim Etcheverry

Do you have Exhibit 529 in front of you

Yes

Thank you And could you spell your last name

thought it was already spelled today

E-t-c--h e-v-e-r-r-y

Just making sure its the same one same

spelling

Same one

10 Do you own the Three Bar Ranch

11 Yes do

12 And is that located in Ynbeh Valley

13 Yes

14 And how long have you owned that ranch

15 Me personally Ive owned it since 2002 own

16 Eureka Livestock Company

17 And how long Did your family own that prior

18 As Martin said my family bought it in 48

19 And do you have Exhibit 529 in front of you

20 Yes

21 And the blue diamonds represent surface water

22 Do you see that

23 Yes

24 And the white rectangles are your private

25 property
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Yes

And could you just tell the State Engineer and

the panel about the water rights that you own and how you use

them and where theyre located guess basically on this

map

The water rights that own are the ones that are

highlighted here And then believe own watcr rights on

my private property thats not written not typed in over

here

10 We use the water rights on the BLM the public

11 ground for cattle and sheep grazing the springs the surface

12 springs And then we also have irrigation rights from the

13 public ground to irrigate my private property have six

14 wells Three of them are on private property and three are

15 on public grounds

16 And do you have BLM allotment

17 Yes Three Bar allotment

18 And its not on the map is it

19 No

20 Could you describe it for the State Engineer

21 using the map Is it to the west or north south east

22 Its from the west and east of my private

23 property north and south My property is kind of in the

24 middle It goes up to Tonkin Summit to the north to the top

25 of the Simpsons on the west halfway up Roberts Mountain to
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the east and almost all the way down to all the way down

Kobeh Valley almost to that bottom water well

And Im going to show you Exhibit 530 Do you

have that Do you see that

Yes see it

And is your BLM allotment depicted on that

exhibit

Yes

Could you describe where it is on Exhibit 530

10 Its the white the lighter colored allotment

11 Kind of in the middle of the page

12 In thc middle nf thc pagR yRs

13 Okay And Im sorry internipted you Did

14 you have more that you were describing

15 No was finished

16 Okay Thank you And do you use your water in

17 the Coils Canyon area

18 Coils Creek

19 Coils Creek

20 Yes

21 Could you point that out on either one of these

22 maps to the State Engineer

23 When you say Coils Creek are you all the way

24 above Three Bars

25 Coils Canyon area that area
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dont know of Coils Canyon imagine there

is one but we must call it something else

Why dont you describe your water and how you use

your water

Okay We use the springs for livestock watering

and then the Simpsons the water that comes from the Simpsons

for irrigation in the spring and also from the east side of

Roberts Mountain that comes from the irrigation We do

irrigate from the east side from Roberts Mountain There is

10 historic water canal that was built probably in the 20s

11 from Cottonwood Canyon to Meadow Canyon that at one time

12 brought watcr to th private property for irrigation

13 And speaking of that do you have any

14 documentation or do you have documents to show pre-1905 water

15 use

16 Yes

17 And could you tell the State Enctineer what those

18 documents are

19 You know havent looked through all of them

20 lately But we do have -- have some very old contracts for

21 the sale of sheep Eureka Livestock selling 20000 sheep in

22 1905 What else think have -- Well have some other

23 stuff but cant remember But do have an old box of

24 stuff that is back in to the 1800s

25 And do you have any windmills
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Yes Five

And how deep are they

Well they vary The ones close around the ranch

are only 30 or 40 feet The ones further down Kobeh Valley

think are deeper up to 200 feet

And do you have any domestic wells

have one new domestic well we drillod three

years ago and its 250 feet

And is that on your private ground

10 Yes it is

11 And can you estimate the amount guess of the

12 or the volume of the springs that your livestock water off

13 of

14 The springs vary You know some are up to ten

15 gallons minute Some are good springs but theyre

16 marginal They only have water like two or three gallons

17 minute and theyre very valuable in that area for the cows

18 and sheep to water My ranch is little bit unigue Its

19 on allotment management plan and we have rest rotation and

20 we rotate our livestock around to different fields And when

21 theyre in specific field they need to use the waters in

22 that field So if they were compromised you know it would

23 really hurt right then Its not like we get to have our

24 cattle and sheep every where on the ranch Most BLN ranches

25 are like that now They need to have their cattle and their
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sheep in specific areas and specific times of the year

Arid do your -- do your livestock mainly water off

of springs

would say almost hundred percent of my cattle

and sheep water off of livestock springs

And how large is your ELM allotment

Oh believe its around 50000 acres

And how about your permits for your cattle

have permit for 500 cows and 1200 sheep

10 And do you believe that if the State Engineer

11 granted the water rights to mine in this proceeding that

12 there would be mitigation that the mine would do that would

13 mitigate any impacts to your water rights

14 dont know the regulations about drilling water

15 wells on ELM property didnt even know that was possible

16 Could they mitigate It would be -- dont think it would

17 be feasible in some areas It would be in other areas

18 MS PETERSON Thats all have

19 HEARING OFFICER WILSON Thank you

20 Cross examination

21 CROSS-EXAMINATION

22 By Mr Zirrmennan

23 Good morning Mr Etcheverry Regarding your

24 water rights on your Three Bars Ranch that are fed from

25 surface water sources you said the surface water sources are
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